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This document provides a set of linear differential equations which describe the
response of SSME engine parameters to variations in independent interface variables.
I
The model provides adequate accuracy and frequency range for use in Pogo studies
of the Space Shuttle'Vehicle.
APPLICABLE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
The following documents, of the exact issue shown, form a part of this document
to the extent specified herein:
3
* 1 RL00001 - Engine Balance and Dynamic Model (Revision E, February 1973)i
s	 DVS-SSME-101A - Design Verification Specification Space Shuttle Main,
Engine, Volume I1,20 July 1973 s





C	 =	 fluid compliance, in.2
DW	 =	 weight flowrate, lb/sec
F	 =	 oxidizer fraction in combustion process, dimensionless;
g	 -	 gravity constant, 386.4 in./sect
s
H	 = 'specific enthalpy,,Btu/lb
k	 =	 length, inches t
L	 inertance,'sec2/in.
P P	 =	 total pressure, psis
PR	 -	 pressure ratio
RSS-8549-2
P
R	 = resistance to flow, sec2/in.5
S rotational speed, rad/sec
S	 _ differential operator, sec 1
T	 = temperature, R
TW1	 = hot-gas wall temperature, R
TW?	 = ambient wall temperature, R
V	 = volume, in.s
W weight, lb
X	 _ actuator piston position
P(X)	 = function of X
n	 = turbine speed parameterEI
E	 = percent of total valve travel, dimensionless; valve angular
position, degree












= normalized flow variable
a	 = normalized area ratio A/A
X	 = normalized stroke ratio,_X/X
DQ heat flux, Btu/sec
I
AO = coefficient in linear model
BXX	 = coefficient in nonlinear model evaluated at EPL
SUBSCRIPTS
f
c	 = combustion chamber
C	 = thrust chamber
CN	 = thrust chamber nozzle
CCV	 = coolant control valve
CIES	 = combustion injector end static
FI	 = main fuel injector ..
"FN
	 = fixed nozzle or primary nozzle heat exchanger f
RSS-8549-2
2 -
FP =	 fuel preburner
^
'	 FS low-pressure fuel pump inlet
F1 =	 low-pressure fuel turbopump
F2 =	 high-pressure fuel turbopump
FD1 =	 downstream of low-pressure fuel pump
FD2 =	 downstream of high-pressure fuel pump
FPF =	 fuel preburner fuel
FPO =	 fuel preburner oxidizer
FPV =	 fuel preburner oxidizer valve
i
FP1 =	 low-pressure fuel pump
FP2 =	 high-pressure fuel pump
FT1 =	 low-pressure fuel turbine j
FT2 =	 high-pressure fuel turbine
FNBP =	 primary nozzle bypass
FPOI =	 fuel preburner oxidizer injector
FT1D =	 low-pressure fuel turbine discharge
FT2D =	 high-pressure fuel turbine discharge
MC =	 main chamber heat exchanger
MFV =	 main fuel valve
MFVD =	 main fuel valve downstream
MOV =	 main oxidizer valve
OI _	 main oxidizer injector
OP =	 oxidizer preburner
OS =	 low-pressure oxidizer pump inlet
OS1 =	 high-pressure oxidizer pump inlet
01 =	 low-pressure oxidizer turbopump
02 =	 high-pressure oxidizer turbopump
OD1 =	 downstream of low-pressure oxidizer pump
OD2 =	 downstream, of high-pressure oxidizer pump
OD3 =	 downstream of high-pressure ` oxidizer pump preburner boost stage
OPF oxidizer preburner fuel
OP0 -	 oxidizer preburner oxidizer
OPV =	 oxidizer preburner oxidizer valve
OP1





=	 high-pressure oxidizer pump (primary)
OP3	 =	 high-pressure oxidizer pump preburner boost stage
j	 011
	 =	 low-pressure oxidizer turbine
OT2
	 =	 high-pressure oxidizer turbine
OPOI	 =	 oxidizer preburner oxidizer injector
OTPR	 =	 oxidizer tank pressurization
J'	 PR	 =	 pressure ratio
POS	 preburner common supply pressure
J
i	 T	 =	 temperature
TC	 =	 thrust chamber
=	 vapor pressure
j	 W1	 =	 hot-gas wall
W2	 =	 ambient wall
(3)	 =	 high-pressure fuel pump discharge
f	 (4)	 =	 fixed nozzle heat exchanger
(5)_	 =	 main chamber heat exchanger
preburner 	 su	 1(9)
	






j The engine flow schematic is shown in Fig. 1. 	 Significant features are as follows. 3
Two turbopumps are used in series in both the fuel and oxidizer system with an
additional high-pressure stage on the shaft of the main high-pressure oxidizer'
pump to supply preburner oxidizer flow. 	 A topping cycle is used in which most
of the fuel is burned with about 10 percent of the oxidizer 	 in the preburners.
The preburner flow drivesthe turbines of the high-pressure fuel and oxidizer
t
turbopump.	 The fuel-rich flow is subsequently burned with the remainder of the
oxidizer in the main combustion chamber.`
The low-pressure fuel turbopump is powered with fuel which has been heated in the
coolant passa es of the thrust chamber. 	 This ;gas is then mixed with the fuel-
rich turbine drive gases.	 The low-pressure oxidizer turbopump is driven with
liquid oxygen from the high-pressure oxidizer pump discharge and is discharged
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The system is controlled by use of three scheduled valves and two closed loop
control valves. The main oxidizer, main fuel, and coolant control valves are
scheduled as a function of command thrust level. The closed loop controls sense
fuel and oxidizer flowrate as well as thrust chamber pressure and vary oxidizer
flow to the two preburners to accurately control engine thrust and mixture ratio.
The resolution required for steady-state control is such that low level oscilla-
tions may pass undetected through the engine system with no response from the
engine control system.
Information concerning analytical descriptions of components and system processes
are contained in RL0001, Engine Balance and Dynamic Model, Ref. 1. Complete in-
formation in engine balance points may be obtained from DVS-SSME-101, Design Ver-
ification Specification, Space Shuttle Main Engine, Ref. 2. Details of the con-
	
i
troller performance are contained in RC1010, Computer Progress Requirements Docu-
ment, Controller, Ref. 3. Significant information from each of the reference
documents (using the latest revisions at the time of this publication) are also
'	
I
1	 contained in this report.
NONLINEAR MODEL
9
The equations for the nonlinear model shown in Table 1 are basically those in
Ref. 1. The only modifications which can be presently justified are those which
add, local fluid compliance. Where possible the exact form and nomenclature of
Ref. l is used. Note that Equation 42 and 43 are additional equations to include
fluid inertia between the low-pressure and high-pressure oxidizer pump and to
include high-pressure pump compliance.
i
5. Numbering for the nonlinear equations is related to the reduced linear equation










Coefficients for the nonlinear equation set are labeled as BXX. These were obtained
'	 directly from Ref. 1 and are included as Table 2 along with required balance data
for a typical EPL (109 percent) engine and coefficients for nonlinear equations,
based on Ref. 1 EPL power balance. These values are based on the EPL (109 percent)
and need not be changed for subsequent runs at different power levels..
Functional characteristics of components shown in Figures 2 through 22 are taken
eliroartl y frnm Roaf_ 1 _ Nnto that tnnc-t nF tha -Firm-tinnc nro in n fnr cnrh that
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Low-Pressure Fuel Turbopump Speed














nFTl	 =	 B15 [SF1 / T(5), (2b)






















dt[P FD2 2 -PMFVD	 FD2B22 (DW	 /	 MFV[A/A]	 2 (3)
A A
	













High-Pressure Fuel Turbopump Speed
5	 B23 r ('I	 T	 ) dt .F2	 J	 FT2	 FP2	 '
H(3) = B103	 (TFP2)	 (SF2 ) (4a)
High-Pressure Fuel Turbine
DWFT2 = B24 (pFP)	 'PR	 C(PFI^PFP)1/2^ ' (T	
1/2 (4b)
`	 T	 B26 (P	 ) P	 /p	 }FT2S^ nFT
FT2	 FP	 TFT2	 C 







rPR (PR)	 CPR	 - PR (4e)
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump
  (DW	 DW	 )OPi 	 OS1	 OT1 (5a)




 = B3	 POT - POS - B32(DWOS)] dt (5b)
3
p0  = B33f (DWOS - DWOS1 + DWOT1 ) _ dtj
(50
T =B34

















W	 = B115rrP	 - P	 dtOS1
	 ,/ L OD1	 OS1^
(42)
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump Speed
s 0 = B35 f (TOT1	 TOP,) dt ' (6)
Low-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Turbine
TOTI = B36(DW0T1)2rTOT1 (OOT1) (7a)
D11 ,	 _	 (P	 - P	 ) / (B37 + R	 1/2Ofl _	 C	 OD2-	 OD1	 OTl)^ C7)
ROTI
	
r 	 ROT1) (7b)OT1 a
^OT1 - B38 (S01/DWOT1) (7c)
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump
POS1 = B116 f[DWOS1 - DWDIOV	 DWOT1
	 DWOP3	 DWOTPR1dt (43)
^ OP2
(B39/S 02 )	 (DWNiOV + DWOTl + DWOP3 + DW OtPR), (8a)














~ TABLE 1.	 (Continued)
i
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbopump Speed
S02 	 B4ZI (TOT2 - TOP2	 TOPS) dt; (9)
High-Pressure Oxidizer Pump Preburner Boost Stage
^OP3	 B43 (DWOP3/S02) (10a) }





rP	 (^OP3 ) + POD2 (10c)OP3
DwOP3	 B46r[POD3 - PPOS - B104(DWOP3^2,dt (10)
High-Pressure Oxidizer Turbine
EMS
T	 = B29 (P	 ) t [((PFI/Pop)  	 n







DWOT2 _ B48 (POP) rPR [(PFI/POP)1/2]^V Op (11)
Preburner Oxidizer Supply Pressure
i
_	
_P	 B49 r(DW	 DW	 DW	 ) dtPOS>	 J	 OP3	 FPO	 OPO (12)
Fuel Preburner Fuel Flow P'`
t








Fuel Preburner Oxidizer Flow
DW FPO = 





FPV ( [A/R] FPV)
Fuel Preburner Combustor
= B56f (DW	 + DIV	 B111 DW	 ) dt
PFP	 FPF	 FPO	 FT2
F= DW	 / (DW	 + DW	 )





TFP	 r T (F FP )	 + B112	 [T(9)] (15b)
x
Oxidizer Preburner Fuel Flow
T^1'JOr6 = B57 f {P (9) - POP -	 [B58/ p(9)]	 (DWOPF ) 2^dt (16)
.i
Oxidizer Preburner Oxidizer Flow 3
2 - B61 (DW	 /[A/Aj	 IdtDW = B59 f rP	 - P	 - B60 (DW)OPOLL POS	 OP	 OP0	 OPO	 OPV (17)
1




pOP	 B63f(DWOPF + DWOPOI - B107 DWOT2) dt (18)
DW	 / (DW	 + DW	 )








Main Chamber Fuel Injector
= B64 r (DW	 + DW	 + DW	 B108 DW	 ) dtPFI	 J	 FT1	 OT2	 FT2	 FI (19)
DW	 B65 (P	 ) r	 P /P	
om—
FI	 FI	 PR	 C	 FI I /d T FI (20) 9
TFI	 B66 (TFP ) + B67 (TOP) + B68 [T(5)] (20a) i
Main Chamber Oxidizer Injector
DWMOV = B69I POD2^ PC - B70 (DWMOV / [A/A]MOV)2 - B71(DWMOV)2]dt (21)
a
[A/A^MOV 	 rMOV ^1X/XMOV) (21a)
Thrust Chamber





 = B72	 (B109 DWFI + DWMOV - DWCN) dt (22)
FTC	 (DWMOV' + DWOP3 )	 (DWMOV + DWFI)> (23)
F	 -
DWCN = B73 (PC /C*) (23a)
t,
^.	 C* = 35000 + 210500 FTC - 173500 (FTC )2 (23b)
MR _ (DWOTPR + DWMOV + DWOP3 )/DWFD2 (23c)




TABLE 1 . (Continued)
Main Chamber Regenerative Cooling Element 	 .-
j	 P(S)	 B74 f [DQW1 (5) + DQW2(5) + H(3) DWMC - H(S) DWFTlldt	 (24)
f ,	 J
H(5)	 B101 [T(5)]	 (24a)
)	 r






P(5) B77f [DWD1C - DWFT1]dt (26)L

















_5Wi,(, ) B82 f [DQT^(5) - DQWl (5)] dt (28)
^
TW2 (5) =	 B83 f [-DQW2(5)] dt (29)
Fixed Nozzle Regenerative Cooling Element
q
P(4) = B84 [DQW1 (4) + DQW2(4) - H(4) DW(4) + H(3) DWFN]atf (30)
DWFN = B85flPMFVD - P(4) - B86 (DWFN ) 2]dt (31) J
P(4) = B87f[DWFN - DW(4)]dt (32)
T(4) = B88	 [P(4)/P(4)] (33)
RSS-9549-Z
14
-^- I	 'i I 1 I Imo,
TABLE 1.	 (Concluded)
DQWl (4) = B89 [TW1(4) - T(4)] [1.0 + 0.002 T(4) ] (DWFN) .8 (33a)
DQW2 (4)	 _ B90 [TW2 (4) - T(4)] [1.0 + 0.002 T(4) ]	 (DIV	 0.8FN (33b)
H(4) = B102	 [T(4)] (33c)
DQTC(4) = B91 [TC	 TWl (4)]	 (DWCN)0.8
TWl(4) _ B92 f[DQTC (4) - DQW 1(4)) dt (34) i
rTW2 (4) = B93J [-DQW2 (4)] dt (35)
3
Fixed Nozzle Inlet, Discharge and Bypass a
DW(4) = B94 f ^P (4) - P(9) - [B95/ p ( 4 ) ] [DW(4) ] 2 )dt (36)
k	 3
r




-	 FNBP) dtPMFVD = B97 f (B110 DWFD2 - DWFN - DWMC - DW (38) 7





T(9) = B100 [P(9)/p(9)J
t
(40)




TABLE 2. COEFFICIENTS FOR NONLINEAR MODEL










B16 TFTl / { CrT
	
]	 CP( 5 )] 9
_
 -rP( 5 )	
1FTl
PF,](5)/(MTl)2B17
B18 ( FP2 ) (SF2 ) DWFD2
B19
I
P	 )/( S 	)2(PFD2 :	 FDl	 F2
B20 TF12/(SF2)2
B21 2500.0'





_ DWFT2 `	 FP
1/2, 1








_ (TFT2) , rTFP/( FT2) P ^
OPl	 Ol	 MQV	 - OP3
B28 a (POD1	 fOS)/(gOl)2
B29 ( 'UT2	 '^ ^ ) POPOT2





B31 . 1.0/ CI/A8l OS
B32 (POT " POS)/940S




_	 B35 a 1.0/Gol







DW(mOTl ) ( OT1)/SO1





















POD )/ (S02 )2
r.





B48 _ DW	 V 1d1po
1/2
 r  	 )	 1
[('FFI/PO-PoT2	 0 P	 PR	 J
B49 = 38120.0 in-2
w








B52 50.0 in2/sea i
B53 (PPOSFPOI ) 	^A/A^FPV)2/(FPO)2
854





B56 = 137$-0 in
-2
3
B57 _ 100 in2/sea
B58






POP )A F, OPO
B61




























pOD2	 POI) `rA/pjMOV)2/ (.' `^MOV
2








B74 • 3.812 lb/(Btu in2)
B75 a 483.75 in /sect
B76 LPrtFVn' P(5 )] [P (5 )] [^M j 2
B77 _ 0.001 in 3
B78 s [T(5)] --i.	 (5))/P(5)
B79 = DQwl(5)/Ill+o.002 T(5)I[TW10) - T(5)I (5WMC)0.81
B80 = 2 .0(B79)
B81 DQT ( 5)/([TC _	 ]TS„jl(5 ) [D—WCN 0.8J
B82 _ 6.31 'R/Btu
B83 _ 0.0825 °R/Btu
B84 _ 2.544 lb/(Btu in )
B85 _ 218.0 in2/sec
B86 = [ PMFVD- P(4)] /(54FN)2
B87 s 0.0005 in-3 	 m
B88 l	 L	 J
B89 DQwl(4)/
_
Nl(4) - T(4)1 [1.0+0.002 T(4)^	
(	 )0.8
g90 . s -2.0 (B89)	 s
B91
`




B93 _ _o.o834	 R/Btu
B94 2	 221 .19 in /sec
= [395	 P(4 j - P(9) P(4)	 Dw(4) 2
-	 f^	 I&	 1
896 81600 in-2	 G
B97 32000 in-2




'	 - TABLE 2.	 (Continued)





B101 H (50 (5)
B102
_	
H ( 4 )/T (4)
B103
_	
H (3 )/ [T FP2 ( NF2)] 
B104 PUD	
2
3 - PPOS) /( R? OP3 )
8105 = ([BW NBP + 'm ( 4)1/ P (9) -1	 (^) ^P (k)] }/r'WFUBP
B106 _ NOTPR OD2
B107 DWOPF + DW	 ) DWOPOI	 OT2
B103 -	 OW7M + DWFT2 + DWOT2^/ ""FI
8109 =	 (—DWON -- nWpI)/ID"FI
B110 (DWFN + DWMC + DwFNBP ) DWFD2
B111
_	
(DW	 + DW	 I /DDWFPF	 FPOI /	 FT2
B112 _	 ITS, - rT (F")]/ T (9)
`	 B113
- 1TOp -	 rT (FOP) /Y (9)
H114 a	 pCIES/pe	 -
-	 B215 =	 1/LOST	 76.9231 -in.2/sec2
F	








REQUIRED BALANCE DATA FOR A TYPICAL EPL (109% POWER) ENGINE
THE NUMIXR CAF THE INPUT VAkl4--.Lr- Iti:
STEADY-STATF APALlli_S tLk i. PJGfAF PV.AM1.1 LFS
t-x
00 A/A(CCV)= 1.00 0 L *0 I, A/, Iff- V ► = 3.sU/t-U1 A/A(M1-V)= 1.202,E+v'G A/A(-vUV)= 1.060E*C0 4/1,fLPV ► =
C* 8.81f1+(4 I`( (TC4)' 7.223E+04 Ct;!(TC5)	 = w1.925E*04 UfC(W14)
	 = 7.22{E+04 L61WI51 =
'D41'W24 ► 	 = 0.0 N,h,2t,1 f).0 UwIo..l	 _ 4.lf;;t:*:1 L.11^1 3..2^► r+CI L'W(Lh')_
DW(FI) Z.627€+C2 LW(tl1)





b CW(CCV) = L.019E*L'1 1,W(FC2I
	 = 1.602E+GZ DhIFPF) _ £f.315t+v1 LW(FPL,)
	 = 7.5^Gt+il iWlFll)
	 _
DWIF721 = 1.62 •.F+0e Uw(P;C I VI	 = L.5ti3t+U2 L'1:,(C`PF) 	 = 3.EY-E+iil 01+(0f-0 = 4^.61A+C,1 CW(LF,)
DW( LIT 1)	 = 1.74CE+G2 L-1.1(OT2)'	 = 6.Sy 'iE +.1 [A IFNHP)= 13.019t+.1 (,W(FPC1)= 7.'^''GE+„1 Lw(i;r'U1)=
DW(C•TPR)= 1.30CF.+3C 1.(FI1 1 )	 - l.C%LGL+L•., (_(GPO)
	 _ 1.0LCL +L0 E.(0T.S)	 _ 9.-Sot:-Cl FI1C)
FT1S	 = 5 .69L•E:-,f 1 _F T2`.. 9.5`_,vE-01 ( (F1)








4.423E +G2 H(4)	 - 2.127E+C3 H(4)	 = 1.843E+03 F (4)
P15) 5.1.4,;. +03 P(9)	 - 6.656E+u3 PICI	 - 3._3iE+Cj:f P(L11:SI	 = 3.23 --- E+G3 P(FI)
a PIFP)	 - 5.942E+03 P(FS)	 = 3.i"i",.I+ul P( 1A)	 _ 4.2931+03 P(GP)	 = 5.9., 9E+03 FICS)
PITT)	 = 1.UOE+02 P(FL1)	 _ 2.:ZG-L+tr2 P(UL2)	 _ 7.UbLL•+U:, P(001)
	 = +.-441E+C2 P(:L2)
' PiGG3)	 _ F.484E*03 P(."GS)	 = 8.457E +2I.: P(FPUI)	 _ 7.210E+03 P1.1,.FVDI	 = 6.939E +0.s PfCPCII
R(FP)	 = . '4.633C_*,:13 K(UP1	 _. 5.G34F+03 S(Fl)_	 =.. 1.638E+L3 %(FZ). ..__ 3.922E+S3 S(L1)
S(02)
	 = 3.262E+03 T('4)	 = 6.79	 E+(;Z
•.
T(5)
	 = S.44r1+C2 T15+1	 = 3.a3ts1+G2 T(C)
oo. TIF11	 = 1.535t403 TTFP1	 = .`l9ll+i'3 T(UP)- 1 .544[.+U3 11V114I	 = 1.^c,CJL+US 1'i;l(`_)
w	 cn TW2(4')	 _ 6.753k+ 3 2 ;TW 445t+(:2 W 101 1	 - 4.4C0F+G1 :P( FPL1)	 = :.t4GF+L0 W(M:	 I)
ETA (FTI)= 1.66Ct+,Z2 ETC(FT2)= 4.15CC +02 ETA(012)= :3.7751:+UL FH044)	 - 1.97.E-C3 ?:fiCr(.1	 =
ra RH0491	 = 1.71;E-2_' LIPIrPl)	 = 1.1:_31+,4 LIP(fPZ)	 = I.29bL+L.S UP(f-Ti)	 _ I.15:;C.+C4 U11 (fI J	 -
UP(C'P1)	 = 1.211.E+04 'UP (L Pc )
	 = 5.23L 1: +04 LIP (C'P:a)	 = +r.(s45F_+G3 UP (CT 1)	 = 2.U1	 L +U4 LT (CT 2 )
PP1(FP1)= 1'.G00E+)0 P111(FPZ)= _1.x.t:l+01'. tlL;l(01Pl)= 1.u1,UL+:.:. PHI(L'P2)= 1.L00E+0C PHI(LP3)=
PHLI0111= 4:4000-v1 GMUC-1) _ 1.' C('E+	 G L;M(PFP1)= 1.tICCL+:5:f L-M(1FFI)= l.GCG[+CC 6M(1rT1)=
CM(PFP2)= 1.00Ui;+00 C.M(TFP.:)= 1.004L-GU C--M(TFT2)= 1.936E-02 GM(P0P11= 1. c.CCE+c0 UM(TLP11=
Gm. (IC111= 7.0',-CE-;.1 6V,URrTI z- 1 GM (PUP, 1.00UL+t•0 ILVI11CP2)= I.i • vuE+UV GM(TCf-31=
GM(FUP3)= 1.G(.(GL+:)0 GM(TL`T21= CM(FPV) = 1.5341- 1 LMICIPV)
	




























GM1 N,F^); 	 =	 1	 OCi:F+,;, f,M f(Cl► )	 _ 1.vCGi-+uf3
PAPUAL KRIVATIVES
61:(MI-1)/!'Hl(FP1) - - I.N-• j 1+ f, • !" LV(If-14 1)/PHI(FP1)	 = 1.000E-01 GM( TFT7)/LTA(tlI)
GM(TF11)/P(FII/f1 ('5)' -.-1.`00F_.,1 (44(fFPG) /PHI (FP	 ) -5.CCCE-i;1 Gf,'lfhf'.')/PH1	 F112 ►
GM(1FT2)/cIMFT2'1 _ - .CGCE-cI cm( fFT	 )/P(FI)/1-(FP)= -5.i'0E-.5 L111PL'^'1!/Pi,l(C1P'1)
GMITGT11)'PHIMM = -1.2(,GE+•0 GM(TL"!'1)/PH1(CP1)	 = C.C' C,^aPU'11I/P+.livTl)
GM(1 1VP2)/PHI(0P2)_	 _- -l.c•(+C F,+uG ;•tilluP^)/r'H1(L,Nt1
	
= 3.G6CE -01 tiM(1Lf'!/i'rI(uP31
CM(I(A2.)/EIA(U12) - - ^	 .	 ^. c -^^ (^^1(TC:T^I/f'1FI1/P(Cc PI= - i.i`:ai,G -G1 (,iritf'Li':^1/r'H1(04^_1
GRIT)/F(UP1 -	 4.	 4:rh+L_ (	 11P F 1/NCfII/!'C[aP) u.L' G'".(T1/i-(LP)
GM(P) /P(FI)/PIFP ► L"1(I'-1/N(C)/P(1-I).	 = 0.0` t M(TF)/F(TC:)
GM(MFV)IX/X(MFV) -	 ; :.,• CL1+: 1 (,M(FPV)/X/XIFPV)	 = 2.UGCE+C• l 6M1LPV!/X/X(0PV)
GM(MOV! /X/r1Mi0V) -	 2.VOci.+01 t.M(CCV)/X/X(CCV)	 = 5.00OE+00









CVEFFICIENTS FOR NONLINEAR EQUATIONS BASED ON REF. I EPL POWER BALANCE
VECTOk OF CUF' FICIENIS LURRE!,' KJ,i 1NG IQ THE tLAWL NTtAL;Y -STATE VALUES,t.:l	 fHiiLlUL-M
i
1.0225E+01 1.'3553E-V1 4.2974L-C3 5.6.5 1 k•-L'1 2.36y tiE+GO 1.4653L+C2 5.9:;iSEr;.: 2.4441F.tC1 4.4311E-04 F.4..54L-03
2.5000E+03 5.0265E-0L 3.14L6E-01.b.6132E+00 1.G551L-01 3.9764E+10 5.94t5L-01 1.0t,5bC-L`3 1.3371L+10 4.3000E+:%1
l.EME+GO 1.F.72,1E-(2 1.50i^i7E+^2 b.1824E-02 3.7yG6E-U1 2.14ti5t+u0--b.-4662E- fj3 1.341%,F-01 2.:;772f+CO 4.-,414F-t%4
k _4,9226E-03.a9 .1575E-01. ..	 94tif':+Ci 3. e, [ 15E-r'4 3.1145E-04 1.00000+02 1.1573t-01 9.1222£-04" 3.E12OL+G4 6.1675L+01
.' 1.7612E-04 5.0000E+C1 2.16fibE-02 2.G19bL-G1 3.7.679E-01 1.:M0L+03 1.=O OL+U2 8.15bg E-04 1.UCLOE+01 1.5334L+00
Chr 2.9375E-01 6.6667E-01 3.5000E+04 3.9tiy f?Erfi3 3.5393L-02 b.05 0E-u1 Z.56::uE-01 2.4::u0E-01 5.'JuC1 0L+01 1.2017E-04
00
N W ... ,. 1.1270E+C0 . 6.838CE +'C3:._2.9642E +04 3.8i2*E+00 4.6375E+CZ 2.0276E-03 1.0Ci i4-13 1.4843E-04 1.7-%01E*00 3.45-G2E+(44
co _
N 3.6694E-02 3.1000E-61 G.250tiE-L2 2.544GF+C0 2.1800F+02- 8.2632F- C,2 5.000CE-04 1.474b.1:-C4 2.6512E+G0 5.28GOL +v 0 	 -
•5. 2949E-02 1.,6680E-01 b.L400L--02 2.119GE+01 1.2104E •-04 8.1&U0E+U4 3.200E+04 2.0000L+01 4.4942E-02 7.834bE-(j5
I- 3.3E-48E+00 ,3.1900E +(.0 ,;.7%1,7L-C,7 2.: 1^9A-03 5.335..E+OZ 2...145E-04 9.9363E-01 1.C104E+00 V.8202E-61
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'I CURNT FOR VALVU WITI ' OMINAL
i	
rFPVf^ BY-PASS LEMUGr, (RED'.
U.5
1
0.8	 1.0,0 0.2	 0. 4 	 o.6
Cx`1 FT'V
A resistance of 1.71875 x 10`4 Sec2/In5 was used in series with R v
values listed below to obtain rFPv'
1000 By	















27.6590	 0.0786 0. 6875 x
41.8487	 o.o640 0.6563
67.0422	 o.0506 0.6250







 1094.5552	 0.0126 0.5000
^. 3648.5732	 0.0o68 0.4688
5043.4377	 0.0058 0.4503 s






Curve for Minimum Curve for Maximum
By-Pass Leakage By-Pass Leakage
1000 RFv
rFPV 1000 RPv rFPV 10 /B ] FPV
0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.2444 0.6426 0.2438 0.6430 0.9688
0.5732 0.4803 0.5711 0.4810 0.9375
1.0399 0.3766 1.0346 0.3774 0.9063
11.7693 0.2976 .,,. 7572 0.2985 0.8750
2.9950 0.2330 2.9673 0.2340 0.8438
4.9209 0.1837 4.8605 6.1848 0.8125
7.9307- 0.1456 7.8031 0.1468 0.7813
12:1381 0.1182 11..8883 0.1194 0.7500
18.3687 0.0963 17.8883 0.0976 0.7188
28.1349 00.0779 27.1951 0.0792 0.6875
42.7715 0.0633 40.9555 o.o646 0.6563
68.9958 0.0498 65.1704 0.0513 0.6250
122.5059 0.0374 113.2478 0.0399 0.5938
241.9623 0.0266 215.9150 0.0282 0.5623
572.3822 0.0173 452.9515 0.0195 0.5315
1438.8170 0.0109 874.3861 0.0140 0.5000
5531.1564 0.0056 2598.6158 0.0081 0.4688





































115- 85 	 0.29764 o.6563
153.80	 0.25833 0.6250
212.19	 0. 21993 0.5938














Curve for Minimum Curve for Maximum




v ropv C	 ^ oPVv
11.14 1.00000 9.48 1.00000 1.0000
13-93 0.89431 12-33 0.87666 0.9688
17-52 0.79735 15.24 0.78853 0.9375
21.81 0.71459 18.68 0.71233 0.9065
26.99 0.64235 22-77 0.64516 0.8750
33-32 0.57813 27.69 0.58497 0.8438
41.17 0.52012 33.70 0.53028 0.8125
51.06 0.46702 41.13 0.47998 0.7813
63-79 * 0.41784 50-50 0• . 3320 0.7500
80-57 0.37180 62-54 0:-18926 0.7188
103-37 0.32825 78.43 0 .34760 0.6875
135-55 0.28664 100.68 0-30772 0.6563
183-32 0.24648 130-78 0.26919 0.6250
259.27 0.20726 176-76 0.23154 0.5938
392.61 0.16842 251.00 0'19431 0.5625
666.01 0.12931 384.79 0:15693 0.5313
1401.46 0.08915 671.61 0.11879 0.5000 J4718-96 0.04858 1501-70 0.07944 0.4688

















1_.00	 0.2	 0.4	 0.6
LX/XI fMOT I
A resistance of 3.414 x 10 -6 Sec 2'In5 was used in series with RFv






	 0.5960 0.9706 A
0.0148	 0.4335 0.9412
0.0244	 0.3502 0.9118 s
0 . 0377	 0.2883 0.8824
0.0566	 0.2386 0,.8529 m
0.0829
	 0.1989 0.8235 a
0.1242	 0.1636 0.7941
0.1790	 0.1368 0.7647 1	 a
0.2608	 0.1137 0.7353
0.3586	 0.0971 0.7059

















Curve for Minimum Curve for Maximum







0.0000 1.0000 0.0000, 1.0000 1.0000
0.0062
	 ! 0.5959 o.0062 0.5961 0.9706
0.0143 0.4333 0.0147. 0.4336 0.9412
0.0245 0.3500 0.0244 0.3504 0.9118
0.0377 0.2881 0.0376 0.2885 0.8824
0.0567 0.2384 0.0564 0.2388 o.8529
0.0831 0.1987 0.0827' 0.1991 0.8235
w 0.1245 0.1634 0.1238' 0.1638 0.7941
0.1797 0.1366 0.1784 0.1370 o.7647
0.2620 0.1134 0.2597 0.1139 0.7353
E' 0.3606 0.0969 0.3567 0.0974 0.7059
0.5048 0.0820 0.4983, 0.0825 0.6765
0.6877 0.0703 0.6771 0.0708 0.64'71
k	 k .... 0.91,76 0.0599 0.9300 0.0605 o.6176 7
1.3136 0.0509 -1.2841 0.0515 0.5882
1.8338 0.0431
.1.7839 0.0437 0.5588
2.6736 0.0357 ,2.5836 0.0363 0.<5294r
4.1318 0.0287 3.9550 0.0294 0.5000
6.8157 0.0224 6.4337 0.0230 0.4706
12.1364 0.0168 11.2154 0.0174 0.4412
24.7647 0.0117 22.0677 0.0124 0.4118
55.0170 0.0079 -42.4986 0.0089 0.3824
134.7548 0.0051 94.4583 0,0060 0.3529












CURVE FOR VALVE WITH NOMINAL
BY-PASS L,EAlCkGE (REF,.
0.5
0	 0.2 0.4	 0.6 0.8	 1.0[X/XI 
MFV
A resistance of 3.4135 x 10-6 Sec
2/1.5
 was used in series with RFC
values listed below to obtain FMS.
10000 RF





























Curve for Minimum Curve for Maximum
By-Pass Leakage By-Pass Leakage
[e ^B^1000 RPv
v
rMFV 1000 RFv r rcFV r.rlv
0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0001
mo62 0.5957 o.uo62 o.596o 0.9706
0.0148 0.4332 0.0148 0.4335 0.9412
0.0245 0.3499 0.0244 0.3502 0.9118
0.0378 0.2879 0.0377 0.2883 0.8824
0.0568 0.2382 0.0566 0.2386 0.8529
0.0833 0.1985 0.0829 0.1989 0.8235
0.1249 0.1631 0.1242 0.1636 0.7941
0.1803 0.1363 0.1790 0.1368 0.7647
0.2632 0.1132 0.2608 0.1137 0.7353
0.3625 0.0966 0.3586 0.0971 0.7059
0.5082 0.0817 0.5016 0.0822 0.6765
0.6931 0.0700 0.6824 0.0706 0.6471
K	 0.9566 0.0596 0.9387 m602 0.6176
1.3287 0.0506 1.2987 0.0512 0.5882
1.8595 0.0428 0.8086 0.0434 0.5588
2.7204 0.0354 2.6280 0,.0360 0.5294
4.2247 0.0284 4.0420 0.0291 0.5000
7.0195 0.0220 6".6206 0.0227 0.4706
12.6401 0.0164 11.6623 0.0171 0.4412
26.3025	 -' 0.0114 23.3579 0.0121 0.4118'
69.0507 0.0070 52.5852 0.0081 0.3824
198.7157 0.0041 116.8515 0.0055 0.3529














A resistance of 2.205 x 10 -5 See2,In5 was used in series with R v











































rCCV 1000 RFv rCCV Le /a]CCV
0.0000 1,0000 0,0000 1.0000 1.0000
0.0173 0.7487 0.0172__ 0.7491 _ 0.9563
0.0435 0.5801 0.0433 0.5810 0.9125
0.0863 ___; 0.4512 0.0857 0.4524 0.8688
I	 0.1532 0.35,47 0.1517 0.3562 0.8250
'	 0.2437 0.2880 0.2408 '0.2896, 0.7813
0.3850 0.23'27 0.3790 0.2345 0.7375
0.5951 0.1890 0.5833 0.1909 0.6938
0.9076 0.1540 0.8848 0.1559 0.6500
1. 3419 0.1271, 1.2998 0.1292 0.6063
x=	 1.9436 0.1059 1.8685 0.1080 0.5625
2.8022 0.084 2.6692 0.0905 0.5188
4.0412 0.0737 3.8o6i 0.0759 0.4750
5.9161 0.0609 5.4918 o.o632 0.4313	 j
8.3911 0.0512 7.6615	 _ 0.0536 0.3875
'	 12..0265 0.0428 10.7559 0.0452 0.3438
18.1362 0.0348 15. 7612 0.0374 0.3000
I	
29.2634 0.0274 24.3944 0.0301 0.2563
I	 50, 4002 0.0209
..	 39.5384 0.0236 0.2125
96.5107 0.0151 68.7933 0.0179 -0.1688
f	 218.7066 0.0100 132.0051 0.0129 0.1250
646.9507 0.0058 283.0306 0.0088 0.0813
2904.8830 0.0028 640.8195 0.0059 0.0375
t	



















a' -1	 LINEAR MODEL
Linerization of the basic equations was accomplished by considering the effect of
small variations in each independent variable in each equation. Where functional
variations were required, the slope of the functional characteristic was used.
Integral equations were rewritten in their differential form and the differential
operator "S" was used.
The linearized equations were then reduced by eliminating variables which were not
required for display in the final solutions and which could be eliminated in a
straightforward manner. All dependant variables which were defined in the non-
linear model by an equation numbered with an alphabetical suffix were eliminated.
(If necessary the frequency response of any of these variables can be constructed
using solutions from the variables which were retained.) It should be noted that
each variable variation has retained its units, e.g., its variation is directly
in psi, lb/sec, etc.
The complete linearized set of equations is presented in a matrix format in
Fig. 23. The coefficients in the matrix are generally dependent on operating
level and are presented in Table 3.
In order to determine the frequency response of the system, a general-purpose
digital computer program was modified specifically for use on the SSME linear
model. The coefficient values are calculated from parameter values and function
slopes which are input to the program. Input data also define those variables
requiring derivative columns, specifies the size of the matrix, defines the fre-
quency span of interest, and specifies which frequency responses are to be_gener-
ated. Listings of the main and subprograms are contained in Appendixes A and B.
The pertinent output from the frequency response program is contained in a later
section of this report for the 109-percent power level (EPL). For power levels
other than EPL, other 'engine balance data must be used. Sufficient information`
to generate the coefficients is found in Appendix C, although it is currently
not in a convenient form.
RSS-8549-2
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A MATRIX OF OUTPUT VARIABLES
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a	 a	 d	 a
23 a a	 a	 a
24 a a a d a a s	 a	 s
25 a 1	 d a
26 a a a d
27 a ! a a_











43 a a a a
1	 2	 3 4 5	 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 `28 29 30 31
a--INDICATES AN ALGEBRAIC COEFFICIENT
d--INDICATES 'A COEFFICIENT OF THE FORM S + a
Id
R MATRIX OF (71 INPUT VARIABLES
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7TABLE 3. LINEAR ENGINE MODEL MATRIX COEFFICIENTS
TABLE








A(3,3)	 S -B21 (PFD2-PFD1) B(3,3)l +2	 2	
.FD2
L F02	 (A/A) MFV
FD2-pFD1
A(3,4) = -B21 Pp	 ^2 - B(3,3)]SF2
A(3,38) = B21
















A(6'6)	 S	 B35	 r(`OT1) B(6,6)	 (2)(TOP1 ) + (TOP1 ) C(6'6)l
L	 J













DWA(11,18) _	 OT2 [B(11,18) -1]
POP












A(14,14)	 = S +
r










B(15,13)	 _ 2 	 I,l,
A(15,13)	 _ -1356 B111) B (15,13)1Cl -	 (	 JDWFPF
A(15,14)	 _	 -1356
L
i 	 + (B111) B(15!13)]
DWFPO	 J







A(15,15) _ S + (B56P (13111)	 [DWFT2-13(15,15)
FP
j
A(15,19)- _ (1356) (1311.1)13(15,15)pF l
-





















A(17,17) =_S + (B59) [2(B60)(DW0 po) + BDW7 ,17)OPO
A(17,18) = B59





























A(19,19)	 S + B64 (19,19) _ B(15,15)
	
1B	 PFI
i A(19,20) _ ( B64)(B108)






B(20,13)	 DTFI pr /9FFP)(FFP)(1-FFP)
FI s
r A(20,13) _ (B66DWB (20,13)
FPF
,14)A(2 0 .. (B66)B(20,13)DWFPOy DIVB(20,16) 
ITT
FI (n /aFOP ) (FOP ) (1-FOP)
:i FI










A(20,19) _ - PFI
A(20,20) 	 1









A(23,21) =-B(23,10) (1 	 FTC)
7.
A(23,23) = 1
B74 (DWMC ) H(3) [B(4,3)]
DWFD2
B74 (DWn,C) H(3) [3-B(4,3)]
A(24,4) _
SF 2
A(24,19) _ -(B74) H(5) (B(19,19)
A(24,24) = S - A(24,19)
B(24,25)	 DW•8 [DQW1 (5) + D4W2(5)][ MC^
A(24,25) _ -B74 [H(3) + B(24,25)]
26 = B74 H (S) DWFT1A "24 (	 ) 	 [ (2) p 5)1
B(24,2.7) =	 0.0021.	 1.0 + 0.002) T(s)
C24 27	 1( , ) - TW1(5)-T 5)
D(24,27) 




A(24,27) = -B741 DQwl (5)[B (24,27)-C(24,27)]+DQW2(5)[B(24,27)-B101DWFT1-D(24,27)]}
A(24,28) = -B74	 [DQWl(5)I[C(24,27)1
A(24,29) = -B74	 [D(24,27)]
A(25,24) = B75	 [D(24,27)]
DW
8 (25, 25) _ 875 (876) L P ^)^
	
i
A(25,25) _ S +	 [B(25,25)]	 2
2	 i
DWMCA(25,26) _ - B75 (B76) \ 5P	 /
A(25,38) _ -B75
B(26,19) = 877 [B(19,19)]








A(26,26) S + --7P 5
A(27,24) _	 [T(5)]/P(5)
A(27,26)








 = B82 [DQTC ( 5 ) ]
A(28,22) _ -0.8 [B(28,22)]P c
B(28,23)	 TC _T W 1 (5)j` 
	
A(28,23) 	 B82 [ DQTC (5 ) J [ (0.8) B(22,23)-8I'T/aFTC (B28,23)]
B(28,25) _ (B82) DQWl(5)
A(28,2,5) (0. 8) B(28,25)DWMC




A(28,28)	 S + B(28,22) B(28,23) + B(28,25) C(24,27)
	
A(29,27) 	 (B83) (D (24 , 27) )
















B(30,31) = B84 	 [DQWl(4)]
C(30,31) _ B84 [DQW2(4)]
A(30,31) _ -B(30,3) 	 - D .8	 [B(:30,31) + C(30,31)]
FN
B(30,33)-170-0.002
 +	 0.00	 T 4
1
(30, 33)
	 TWl (4) -T (4)
D(30,33)  = B90 (1 + 0.002 T (4)) DWFNO.8
A(30,33) _ -B(30,31) [B(30,33)-C(30,33)]-C(30,31,) [B(30,33)]-B84(D(30,33)+B102-DW(4))
A(30,34)	 _ -B(30,31)	 [C(30,33)]
A(30,35) _ -B84 [D(30,33)]
A(30,36)
 = B84 (B102)	 [T(4)]  
A(31,30) = B85









A( 	 33) _ -B93 [D(30,33)]
A (3S, 35) = S + D(30,33)  B93
A(36,30) = -B94
r
(B95) [DW (4) ] 2B(36,32) p(4)
B(36,32)
  (B94)A(36,32) = -	 P(4)
A(36,36)	 = S +	 (2) (B94) B(36,32)`DW(4)
A(36,37) = B94






















A(43,8) = (B106) (B116)
ENGINE CONTROLLER MODEL
The engine is controlled and throttled in response to vehicle commands by a con-
troller which includes a digital computer. Three valves are directly driven
(open loop) in response to the vehicle input. Two additional valves contain feed-
back signals from the engine flowrates and thrust chamber pressure and provide a
vernier adjustment on thrust level as well as control of engine mixture ratio.
A schematic of the engine closed loop control logic (from Ref. 3) is shown in
Fig. 24 along with linear block diagram. Table _4 lists the coefficients required
in the linear block diagram as _a function of thrust level.
Nominal resistance for the scheduled valves as well as the closed loop control
valves is contained in the tables of engine balance information. The resistance
(R) is defined in the following equation:
R PTw
In the engine balance information the units of R are sec2-in. -2-ft' 3 . I,n the
dynamic model the units of R are sec t-in.
-5
 The valve resistances as obtained

























































I+s/15  _ _













A B C 11
1,o 28.15 35.35 0.07938 4.819 0.07152
0.9 27.92 32.98 0.07765 4,164 0.06865
0.8 27.69 30.61 0.075,'9 3,547 0.06579
0.', 27.43 28.22 0.07382 2.968 0.06293
0.6 27.13 25.83 0,07173 ?.439 0.0600





109	 (EPL) 14.26- 171.97 0.00471 0,00469 0.03570
100	 (EPL)- -26.82 258.59 =- 0.00472 0.00469 0.03570
75 87.99 652.00 0.06117 0.06950 0155000
60 164.46 1126.30 0.20000 0.24600 2.23000
50 266.90 1621.50 - 0.40006 0.50000 5.00000
TABLE 5: CONTROL VALVE RESISTANCES (1) AS
A FUNCTION OF THRUST LEVEL
.i
FREQUENCY DOMAIN SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR MODEL
Initial results from the frequency response routine are contained in this section
(Table 6 ). The first sheet of output contains operating point and function slope
information which has been read into the program. On the second sheet the BXX
values (as described in the nonlinear model section of this report) are shown.
Input number 2 denotes that POS (low pressure oxidizer pump inlet pressure) was
chosen as an input for this case.
i
The column identification vector coding is as follows: the numeral one indicates
a zero derivative column for the first variable (PFD1) while the (+) indicates
that a complete response for that variable will be computed. The zero in the sec-
ond column indicates that column represents the first derivative (d/dt S Fl ) of
the third column. Column three represents SF1 , but its frequency response will
not be computed due to use of (-). The identification vector continues with a
±1 representing each variable indicated in the matrix of linear equations and
zeros used where derivatives are required. The last entry in the vector is the
input column and is always -1.
Following the identification vector is the complete matrix of coefficients for
the system of linear differential equations.
After solution of the system at the lowest frequency specified by input data
(0.1 Hz for this case) the value of all dependent variables is listed. Variables
are numbered as listed in Fig. 23 Magnitudes are normalized to ,a unit value of
the input variable. For the representative case, variable 42 (DWOS1) indicates
that at 0.1 Hz a 1-psi oscillation in P results in 0.0844-1b/sec oscillation inOS
flowrate with a phase of 359.74 degrees (-0.26' degree) -with respect to the input
Following the lowest-frequency solution is tabulated response information for all
i
required parameters expressed as decibels and degrees-of-phase shift.
_	 3
A plotting routine is included with the frequency-response program andsamples of j
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TABLE 6 . (Continued)
O VECTOR OF COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONDING TO THE 'ABCVE STEADY -STATE VALUES,B11 THROUGH 8116.
1.0225E+61 1.3553F-C1 4.2974F.-C3 8.6C'59E-01 2.3648E+00 1.4653E+02 5.9819F.+02 2.4482E+01 4.4311E-04 8.4254E-03
2.5000[+03 5.0265E-03 3.1466E-01 5.6132E+nO 1.0581E-01 3. Q764E+10 5.9495E-01 l.l':558E-03 1.3371E+10 4.3000E+.01 -
1.CO rCE+00 1.8721E-C2 1.51COF+02 6.1824E-02 3.7566E-01 2.1455F+00-6.4062E-03 1.3411E-C1 2.8772E+CO 4.4414E-04
..4. Q 226E-03 9.1575E-n1 3. 1 94,CE+11 3.8(.15E-04 3.1145E-C4 1.10000E+02 1.153E-01 9.1222E-02 3.8120E+04 6.6675E+01
1.7612E-04 5.0010E+01 2.1666E--12 2-.0196E-hl 3.7879E-01 1.3780E+03 1.0000F+t2 8.1589E-C4 1.000GE+01 1.5334E+00
2.9375E-01 6.6667E-41 3.5JC ,7f_+04 3.S49C•E+ri3 6.5698E-02 5.055CE-01 2.5630E-61 2.4,^.03E-01. 5.00•^_CE+01 1.2^17E-03
_1.3192E-43 6.8390[tr3 2. 0642E+n4 3.012rE+On 4.9375E+02 2.0276E-03 1.MOJE-^3 1.4843E-C4 1.7431E+00 3.4802E+00.
;0 3.6644E-02 3.1000E-01 8.25COF-02 2.544rF+00 2.18.^.08+02 8.2632E-02 5. ,1 001E-04 1.4748E-04 2.6572E+CO 5.2800E+00CA
to
V5.2949F-02 -1.668r+E0I 8.34(OE-02 2,1190F+01 1.21( 1 4E-04 8.1600E±04 '3.23!148+64 2.0^(.IOE+^1 4.4942E-Q2 7.8349E-05
v CA
3.3848E+0^ 3.19CCF.+OC 8.7117F-C'7 2.429C• E-(3 5.3353E+02 2.5145E-04 1.0263E+01 9.9383E-01 L_llC4E+0C 9.E202E-01
N
1.00CCE+nC 9.9991E-C1 q .9846E-11 9.7C83F-01 7.6923E+01 1.OJOJE+03
INPUT COLUMN VECTOR FOR IN p LT NUMBER	 2_
O.c O.0 C.') 0.0 1.600E+6v^ 0.0 0.C) 0.0 ^.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 ^.O 0.0 0.0 O.0 n 0.0 .C.^ Q.0
a V.c 0.0 O.G ('.G ti.a' 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.Of C.^ .' 0.0 J.:C t'.0 C.1 0.s J.^ 0.^ O.0
CCLIIMN	 IDENTIFICATION VFCTCR
_	
1 C-1 C-1 ' 0_1 i	 L	 1.1 1 a, 11 1-1 0-1 C-1 0-1 0 1 0-1 0-1 0 1 0-1-1 U	 1	 1-1 C
-1 0-1 0-1-1 0-1 n-1 0-1 0-1 0-1-1 0-1 C-1 0-1 C-1 0	 1 0-1-1-1 0 1 0	 1-1
MATRIX • CF	 COEFFICIENTS
EOUATICN	 1
1.CCCE+On 0.0	 - 4.166E-^1 0.0 1.396E+10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.0
01.0 c,.O 0.11 n,n r.•) 0.0 0.n
0.0 ^.^ 0.0 O.0 C.(` G.n C.t ^ G.O O.0
1.0 C'.c rl.0 O.C` 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.O 0.0
C
TABLE 6. (Continued)
0.0 0.0 '.0 O.0 G.0 4.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
ECUATION	 2
0.c' L.CCCE+CC 1.545£+CL G.r 6.154E+0a C.1 _^r.0 C.^ 0.0 0.0
9.^ •.n' r.J O.c 0.0 C.^ 0.0 13.0 r.^ 0.00.0, 0.0 0.^! Q.ii 0.0
0.0 i.J 1.247E+C1 O.0 O.0 0.0 00 0.0 Coo C.0
-1.OA1E+01 ^.0 -(`. . ^• 0.0 -5.931£+00 O.0 0.'J n.n 0.^
0.0 C.0 ('.0 '!.^ ^.'^ t .L• 0.'' ^.4 Q.c 0.0
O.^ 0 O.0 C,r 0.0 0.r, 0.0 C.^. O.0
0.? r.n'' n;C %n `fC
EQUATION	 3
s -2.50CE+113 :1.0 0.1 1.CCOf:+00	 5.721E+ 04 t,.;; -1	 r- C.) ^0.'J O.00.t) 0.1-1 ^.0 (.,on N`	 l0 C.0 r,0 7, ('.G 0.I C.O 0.'4, O.n
0.1-1 C.^ n O.0 c.0 0.^ 0. 0. 0 ^.0
i 0.0 .`.r coo 0.0 C.i, c.C, 0	 c. 0.7. Ool 0.0
rn 0.r	
_..._ O.t 0. 1 G.t r,.f 0.1).	 _ :.. ^.0 ; .0 0.0	 _ ._ Q.oj .._C.0 C. . I	 .__.._ ^.^ 0.t? 0.0 0.0 2.5C(,E+03 C.^ C.0 ^.0
°°v to 0.0 C.0 c?.n O.c t).0
Q`	 ;' FQUATICN	 4m
O.0 0.^ c.^ c 1.c1QE+^2 1.000E+00 6.693E +n4 %0 !`.0 O.0
O.n G.0 4.3 0.0 O.c 0.0 0.1t C.0 C.0 O.f1
0-r ...«	 :. _	 1• .^ 0.0	 .... _	 -6.88CE +rn 0. r) c.^ C.
0.^ Q. ! 1.7.33E-CL 0.0 O.! C. 0.0 0.0 C.0
0.0 c.c c.0 0.0 c.c 0o0 o. G OX C.0
a.r _Coo	 .:._	 ..	 _ coo ^.G 0,.C: 0.0 .^ O.^ 0.0 O.G
O.r 0 .n C.O U.r 06r
EQUAT ICN







0.0 C.0 0.0 c.c 1.000E+OG 0 0 -1.808E+00
2.629E-01 n. n ,.n O.r, c.c c.0 ^.'1 0.0 0.0 0.0
. c C.c 0.:, G'. r, Coe R.0 0.0
	
I
0.0 0.(; c.^ nor I.0: 0.11 0.c C.0 1+.0 O.0	 1
C.0 t.0 ^..c 0.0 C.c o.n C O.0 r.0 C.0




^.'J . n.t n.n r.0	 __._.... C.0
' 0.0 C.n n.0 0.0 0.C, coo 0.9 0.0	 1
(:.t y`.0 Z.629E-C1 0.0 C..n
ECU!1TIQN	 b
0.0 r.0 (I. 1 0.0 (?.G 0.( 0.:) 0.0 1.OrnE+00 3.645E+01
-1.196E+02 O.C, C.10 ri.n Q.c Coo Coe i;.4 Coe 0.0
0.r: C. ." t7.f r.^ 0.0 .'n ^ f .0 C.c	 ..
TABLE 6. (Continued)
0.0 C.C. C.r 4.0 0.`0 00 O.0 0.0 01.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.01 c.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0
0.0 000 0.^ 00 400 r.11 O.0 0.0
0.0 0.01 C.O 04 0.0
h7 EQUATION	 7
..0 n 0 0 0 0 G.G ^.n ^'. 1.841E-G2 ;► 	 C. 4256E=01








0 .!% i .0 fi .l1 0.0
{ o.o e.c o.a o.c 0.r o.n c. c.a ^.0 C.r
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.0 O.G U.n (!.!^ 0.0 r.^ 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.n 0.0 O.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c.0 0.0
0.0 0.? C.? O.G 010 G.0 0.0 c.0 r%.G 0.0
0.0.. __._ 0.0..__.. __' 4.0 11) __. 0.0.._._ .. 0.0 C.n ^.0	 _ O.0
O.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 • c.0E
EQUATION	 8
0.0 0.n O.n i'.0 0.0 Gel) 0.0 0.t? 0.0 0.0
4.164E+00 1.001E+CO 0.1 -4.346E+010 0.0 4.164E+00 0.0 0.0 O.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 n.0 0.0 0.0 000 0.0 0.0 0.c ^.0
En a_0 .0 0	 0 _..._ ..,.___ 0,.n	 _..r.__ 0000_, 0.0	 _. 0.G ,	 __.._._ 4.164E+00 , 0.0	 _	 :.__. u.0 n.0	 _ 	 . G.0 _•-^. ._
En 0.0 0.^ C. :`.0 0.0 0.0 C.0 ^.0 c.G 0.0
v o. 0.0 0:0 O .0 0.c G.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 C.^ 0.0
0.0 n.0 C.a c.c 0.0 o.c, 0.D 0.0 n.o coo
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.000E+0n
_ N EQUATION	 4
. 0.0:.	 0_ 0 . a^..	 _ _. 0.0 _	 0000_.	 : O . C 0.4	 ... _ . _. 0 .0 0.0	 _ _.. 0. 0 .0.0	 .. __ _...  0.0
1-.268E+0
00_0_.
1 6.1 1.1CCE+c^ 3.8F8F+0i '.0 2.322E+01 :1:C^ O.^ r.0 0.^
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 c. O.0 01.0 G.11 0.0
-2.96rE+01 ^.I^ 3.382E+CL i O.G 0.0 1.268E+01 0.0 ^.^ ' C.^ C.0
0.0 '0.1) 0.0- 0.c 0.01 C..0 001G► 0.9 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.^ 1:. ii 0.0 C.!' 0. C.O r.0 0.0
` 0.0 ^___._^ -0-	 . _.^•C . _._._: 0.0 . C. -
	 -_
On	 _ _. 0-C,	 ._	 __._. 0.0 __ .._	 ..__. 0.0




0. o.n r.'i -0.0 0.0 O.G 0.0 0.0 0.n G.^
0.0	 -1.00CE+02 0.0 -2.540E+02 1.000E+00 1.623E+03 0.0 0.0 1.000E+02 0.0
0.0 t'.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n.0 O.0 0.0 O.0
0.0 0.13 O.^ 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.c tP.0 0.J_
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 cell 0.^ 0.0
0.0 0100' 0_.^ O.G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 r..n 0.0
0. n 0.^ Gel n.0 06c f.n 1.0 0.3 11 0.0




^..? 0001_: !	 .^	 _.	 .. !`.t1	 :. t1^n (^.0 _ J.^ 0.0
C.') 1."CAF+^n n.c ^.0
TABLE 6. (Continued)
3.0 O.r G.0 C.0 -5.069E-01 0.0 7.552E-C1 C.0
-1.759E-02 0.0 1.117E-C2 0.0 C.r ^.0 C.0 C.0 0.!► 0.r,
0.0 C..': 0.0 0.0 G.n 0.0 0.f. 0.0
C.^ 0.^ G.0 . i D.,i 0.0 0.^ C.0
000 0.n 0.1'' O.0 O.0 0 0.n n.n 2.050E-22
EQUATION 12
O.n C.0 C.0 0.0 .0.G r,.L 0.0 G.0 C.0 0.0
0.0 0.^ C.•_.' c. C.^ -3.812E+04 0.0 1.000E+CG G.0 G.0
0.0 3.H12E+C4 0.0 C.0 rit) C.'^ n.=) 3.812E+04 0.0
O.C. non Can 0.c n.0 n._= 0.0 n,n n.n
-
C.0 O.0
0.0 ..^ 0.0 0.0 C.P G.i? 0.0 r.'' C.n C.r
0.o C.0 0.^ n.n 0.0 G.^) 1). i^ 6.0
0. l? 0.0 0.^ ?.0
EQUATION 13





.^. r, 0.0_.	 _._._ A.0 .. ^ _ C.O O.0 1.CDCE+00
1.139E+03 O.C"_ 0.0 0.0 6.668E+01 0.0 0'.G 0.^.• c.^ r,.n
-11	 00 0.c r.o' 0.11 0.0 010 0.0 1 c., f.G 0.0
°° .
.	
0.0 0.^ 0.,11 0.0 0.n C.0 O.i^ 0.^ n.0 O.0 
000 0.0 f,.0 0.(" 0.0 0.C. 0.0 0.0 C .0 :0
N 0.t` :;.0' C.1 0.0 -6.66'8E+CL C•.0 O.r) C.0 Q 0.0
-2.760E+07^0.Q
==-- ^'^ ^O.Q^ C.Q _,	 -	 -•--... _	 ...	 _ ._.E g UAT IAN	 1'4
O.A 0.0 Q.^ 0.0 O	 l 0.0 0.0 0.n f,.C. 13.0
M cl c 0:0 ^.0	 .-. 0.n O.r 0.0 C.'0 -5.000E+C1 0.0
0.0 1.000E+00 3.174E+C3 0.0 5.000E+01 (+.: O.n ii.? n .n 0.0
n.0 O.0 C.0 0.0 0.11 r•0 ,n ,:.^ C.Q r.0
c.c
0.0 0.0 C.0 0.0 C..3 n•0 0^0
n .0 c'.!' f .^ 0.0 0.0
EQUATION 15
C.c 0.0 c,1 0.0 0.0 O.0 O.r C.^ G.fi 000
6.0 . 85E+G2 0.0 -2`.122E+.'13 1.CGOE+00 6.185E+C1 C.J r.0 C.0 0 O.Q	 1
0.^ -3.42rE+C1 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.=) 0.0 0.^ C.0
0.0' O.r 0.0 J.0 0.n 0.0 r!. t) C).'0 O.0
0.0 °?.'' U.n C.G ^.^ C. Q 0 C. f, :'.^ -5.621E+01
n
.() n•f 1.! ^•:^ ^.^
ECUATI.CN	 16
a 1- TABLE 6 • (Continued)
r4 0.0 0.0 n.^ 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.n Coo 0.0 0.0
'd 0.0 0.0	 - 0.3 O.0 C'.0 0.0 n.0 0.0 0.n 0.0
0.0 1!.0 0.3 0.0 O.0 1.00CE+OO 3.704E+03 C.0 C.0 0.0
1.VCCE+02 O.0 ,,9. n J.0 0.0 O.n C.0 Ion n •^ 0.0
Ll 0.0 0.0 0.1 O.0 O.0 0.0 M.G (1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0(`OFf02 0.0 0.G 0.0 0.0 0.0
•
-4.2C4E+C7 0.0 G.0 0.0 O.G
EQUATION,_.17_
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 G.fi 0 c- 0.0 r,.0 0.0
0.0 O.o 0.1 7.0 0..0 Coo 0:.? C.^ -1.000E+C1 0.0
-Q.(? n•C.__:_..._...1.000E +00. 1. Q 35E±03.__0.C^_ -
1.r COE+01 00 0.() 0.0 O.0 O.0 O.n 0.0 r.0 0.0
010 0.0 i 0.0 O.G O.Cr 001) ^.c 0.0 0.0
h..0:_.._.:..__. 0. ^`•3	 _.u.n _._	 ._ 0.0	 __ 0.0	 _. ^.4 0.0 O.o C.0
0.0 0.;0 non 0.n O.0 CX 0.O 0.0 r.0 0.0
0.0:. C.0 1.3 0.0 C.0
cn 00 C.0 0.1 0.0 0*0 C.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0
-4 	 00 0.(? 0.0 C.0 0.0 O.0 0.G 3.592E+04 0.0 0.0 0.0
tO . 0'.n O.L' n:0 0.0 C•1' 0.0 -3.500E+14 0,0 -3.50CE+04 1.000E+00.:.
- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 coo
N 0..0 C.O 0.^ 0.0'
_
0.0 01.0 O.0 0.0 C.0 0..^.
: 0.0,-- 9.c 0.11 0.0 _	 ...	 _._	 .._ O.0 	 .	 - 0 . 0 .	 - 01^? C.0 0.0 0.0
0.0
000 ., _. ._.	 _..
0.0 n.0 0^ .n Coo O.tl Coo O.0 0.0
0.0 o.c n.0 0.0 l' .n
f QUAT ION 19
.
-_
0.0 1.C' 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 O.0 0.^ 0.0 0.0 O.G -3.943E+^3 0.0 n.0 0.0
-2.n33E+03' 0.0	 _. 2. 132E+C3 1.0	 _.. . -3.874E+01 0.0	 _.. 0. 0 .1.0 0.0 . -_ .	 - 0.0
0.0
,
1.'OOOE+CC 1.593E+C2 3.925E+n3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1•C
-4.8S8E#C1 0.1 0.1 0.0 -4.963E+C7 C.O 000 non 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.J C.0 0.0 01.0 0.0 00 0.0
0.: C.O' 0.0 0.0 ^..0 C.0 ^.O 1.611E+02
f 000 ().0 C .r O.0 0.(`
^. EQUAT ION ._20
C.c C.0 0.) 0.0 0.0 Coo 0.0 0.0 O.c C.0
O o h v.0 0.n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.'? r.m 0.0
-5.459E-C1 O.0 5.724E-C1 O. n C'.0 C-.' -5.416E-01 O.C. 8.06BE_-01 0.0
Ll 0.0 -:3.o3nE-01 1.000E+00 O.r± -n,-n G.3 3.533E-01 [.0 0.0
O.0 0.a C.' ' 0.0 1.0 2.054E-02 O.n 0.C, n.0 0.0G.^
o. 0.0 .0.0 cl.r 0 f ..i^ Coo 0.0
kf	 -
^.C' ^.0 C.0 0.-1 0.0 0.0 6.515E-02
TABLE 6. (Continued)
U.^J" C.0 0.^ :1.0 ^^•^
EOUATICN 21,
O.0 -5.rnCE+C1 0.0 c O.C. O.C. V.0 C.1 C.
0.0 _ 0 -` n_.n i?.0 ').0 ^.J 0.0
0.0 0.0 ^ n.r l.r^:E+0r, 2.154F+02 ^.r, ^.rCOE+^1 ^;.0 O.0
O.0 0.n r,.n l,r, C.^ ^.) C.r n.0 r.0 C.^
C.O 9.G C'.O n.n ^.n r,0 t^.O O.n
C!.0 r,n (!.^ ^.0 O.C. l'.t} n.r G.^ ^., ^J.^
fl. n_ n.r r.n
EQUATION 22
0.0 0.C. 0.1 0.(l O.G C. U.G 1.0
Q u O.r C. ` n.0 f'.0 0..n o.0 i_.0 r.^ 000
.^i 0.0 r.n -0.1;C9E+03 O.r -6.339E+n3 1.r,-1-0E+uj 2.259E+C3 7 .612F+06 C.0
%0 ^.G k.,N.f. C.. I:. r).,. c ^..^ n r
0.0 (,.Q G.O .0 ,-.0
I
O.n n.t, C.O C.) 0.0
0.0 G.1 0.0 C.C'	 _.._ 0.3 ^•' C.0 0.0 u.r
cn
cn 0.0 c.c C.^ 0.4 c.0
0o ECUATIGN 23,
oo	 un O.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 X0.0 0.0 0.0 r.0 r.0 C.0
tD
o ^ O.c 0.0 0.0 ^.0 !.0 -8.953E-04 O.n e.^ 0.1 O.0
C. .O G.0 0.0 C 0.0 C.C, u.0 C.0 0.0
' •C
_.
	 --.._..._ C . 0	 _... C • n 7.652E -C4 C.0 -1.261E-04 ".C' C.0 1.''COE+CO 1.0
O.G !1.G c'.C- 0.0 0.1- C.0 0.;• n.^ ^•.
-1.n	 i
r•C. C.0 u. ^ 0.0 0.!' O. i (..0 C•n r.0
0.0O.C,
_..
^.0 0.3 O.0 O.C. 0.0 0.0 C.P ^•^
r0.0 O. n C." 0.0 C,•!
EQUATION 24
O.0
n•C-- r•n ^.0....	 _ -1.484E+C2
O.C. -3.939E+C1 ^. n G.^ G. (11
-
---
O.0 0.0	 - -8.359E+C1 Q.0 O.0 0.0 1.CCCE +00
8.359E+OL n.n -5.957E+C3 0.0 A.829E+C7 9.931E+02 0.0 - 2.3S5E+C2 0." - 4.79CF+02
O.0 C.O '^.J 0.0 O.r 0.0 n.n C.^ C . n n.GO.r i'.0 ^,^ ^.0 r.r G.^ r.G C.C' C.
0.0
'.(•^...
C.0 0	 - C.C.
EGUATICN 25
e i G.0 r,.? !?.0 011 M, 0.6 G. • G.G C.O
n.r r,.r r,.P 0.0 O, C: C..r. C
O;n C1.0 0.0 0 11-1.0 0.n O.ri 0.^ .1.3 C.0








O.C_ 0.0 c.r 7.c 0.r C..0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 t..n 0.9 -1.0 C.n L+.O -4.837E+02 0.0 0.0 n.0
7.n C..c y." 0.11 O.0
EQUATI-ON 26
O.Q ^^.^ n.^ 0.0 C.G C1.0 0.0 C.0 O.n 0.0
p p.C'•0 ^'•^__..^	 .. ^.C^ C.0	





C.V 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.. 0.0E
0.0 O c -1.1SrE-05 ^.0 W1 0.0 C.0 C.0 n.0 0.0
1.1QCE-05 0.G -1.^,CE-r3 1.CrCE +r,O.	 1.257E+C1. c.n 0.0 C.0 0.0 0.0
r n.0 r.0 tlr? V.0 G•C C.i C.O. 0.0 0.9 0.0
Q.0 G.f! G.'? 0.0 0.Q O.c 0.0 0.0 Q.0 0.0
--EQUATION 27
0.0 c.n c.:, ^.0 0.0 c.n 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
! 0.0 n.G c.0 r.0 r.0 n G 0.6 C.Q U.0 0.0_.
_ 0.0 0.0 n.0 0.0 C.0 Cl.o C .c 0.0 0.0 0.19
vii 0.0 U.0 n.1 9.0 ^.0 c.0 0.0 0.0 G.0 C.,O;.cn 9E-C1 0.^ ^.0  ^.G 3.884E+05 1.GME+00. 0.0	 _ C.0 C.G __- 0.3	 -	 -_
w ^.n f.0
---- -- C'.0 C. C..0 C.0 A-.Q n.0 0.t► n.0j	 N
0.0 c.0 ^.^' O.0 O.G O.Q a.0 C.0 G.G 0.0
4 0.n n.n
N EQUATION 28
F O.0 0.0 G.0 Q.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.^ 0.0
F3 0.0 i.t 0.(!	 ._..__._ __ C•0__
	
.:...' .. C.O	 _... n ^• O.G 
O.0 O.G
_	 .....	 _..
 O.r C.0 Q.^ 0.0 C.0 0.0i,
040' 0.0 0.0 ^.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -3.675E+C0 -3.4C6E+C4 0.0
0.0 n.n 3.473E+C2 0.0 0.0 -4.829E+00 1.000E.+00 2.260E+r1 O.n 0.0
O.C. 0.0 rj. 0.0 0.0 a.c. 0.0 c.a n.c? 0.0
j° '0.0
-
n.r, o.^ n.o 0.0 ,.fJ C.^. O.0r
r EQUATION 2S
C.c i► .n " 0.n 0'.0 C.n a.0 O.c 0.0 n.0 O.0 
0. 0 0.0 C,n 0. r. r.n ^.0 4.0
O.S C.0 C.c C..0 n.2 n.0 Q.c 0.0
0.0 o.n n.n C.^ C.(` 0.^ 0.0 0.0 0.0
4.C' . n .	 .J 0.0 _.	 C^•C^..	 ..,.. -1.G37Et .11 0.0 ^.Q l.COCE+CC 1.C37E +01.
P 0.0 C.a
_
Q•0 0.0 C.G 0.0 0.0 C.-1 o.n O.n
0.e V.0 n.n 0.0 ".n G.0 r.n 0.n c.n C.c
' 0.c ^.^ n.o ^.n 1EQUATION 30
p 0.0 n.r ,. 0.0 -1.177E+C2 0.r -3.125E+01 C.G r.0 11.0
c. n 0.1%	 - 0.0
n.r C.1 ^.rl C.^ 7.^ ^.0
i
6.	 (Continued)TABLE
C. .0 v.rr Q,J 0. O.0 C.0 C!.G C.O C.0 C.0
n.n n.t!' J•n n,r. O.n' t^.n ),t) t'.R R. 0.0
1.0CrE+^.1 -4.634C+t;3 O.r` 0 1.12QE+03 r.0 -3.164E+02 %
t?6.288C
+ 
n2 0.0,n 5.513E+"_3 3.0i 0.n sl . O. t: . ^ 4.n r0.„
0, r1 G. 0.1 1.0 0.n
ECtl.ATIC.N 31 0.f C`. O O.f) O.0
n o r, [°.1 (?^± ^.^ ^.fr l'.^i 0 0 0.0 0 L n.e
r
9.0
r.R tt.1 0 c 0.0 0.r:, 6.J 0.0
r
^. 2.18CF+r 2 ^^t..::CE+, t 1.5t; SF+.:3
l
0-19 n .r. ,s^.^ 0.0 r?.0 C.Q
n 0.0 C.n -2.180E+C2 0.0 O.rl 0.01 . 0 L,,r t,.r
ECUATICN 32
O.r. C. .3 0.0 t.fi f.n D,(; 0.0 C.t` 0.0
a7 O.0 0.^ ^,r n c•_. _. r	 n.. . , n.t^ ^.^, r.^ r^0	 r
cn O.
 C , O.R C n.0 0.0 C.0 n.0
00	 00 0. 0 0.0 r!.+? n.r 0.0 C..0 0.f, 0.0 r.R O.0	 .iv	 cn O.^ C..^, C.3 -5.r,01C,E-04 1.t?CCE+C3 C.0 4.0 n.0
O.r C,.O 5.')-'.CE-C4 n .0 C..r. 0.;r t	 .r: f .0 C.0
0.0 .n n.n ).n O.C`
E_CUATION 33
0.0 O.fr r u.G C. Cl .R C.f 0.0 R.0
0.C, O.0 R.R n.C. fr.R n.tti 0.^ C.O 7.^ O.0	 j
O.r) 0.0 C:.n O n C.0 0.1' 0.0
O.n C'•.P n.f^- ti3O C.0 r.^ O.r r,^ :^.0 n.0	 a
0.0 C.0 v.!) 0.0 c.r 0 0.0 c'.n n.0	 1
n • R
-9.999E-r2 0.0 t c 0.0 4.619E+05 1.+", ` OE+;N 0.0 n.0 0.0
0.0 0.0• n.0 C. 0 '^.0 ^.^ r'.ri C.i
n o r O.r C.`
ECUATION 34
0.0 0.0 O.C. 0.0 O.O O.C, 0.0 0.0 C.O 0.n
0.0 R.0 C C .G 0.n 0.0 O.R 4).R 0.n
•' _. 1.0 _. _	 ^ C•R t).% ^.0	 -- ._ f•`:. ^.0 C'.0 r0.0 O.0
0.0 0.11 0.0 U.r s,.r` t,.0 0.Ij -2.81;4F+C.O -2.659E+04 n,nO.r, r;.r, C.n O.0 G.r r,,.^ O.r C.R ^.') n.r
2.3^1F+f;2 C.0 C.r -1.053E+JL 1. ^DOE+CC 2.319E+C1 O.0
	 !
C.+) C.0 C.,3 i,t O.r
ECUATICN, 25






C.0	 j1.1^	 0.v	 C.0	 C .t)	 0.0
0. r	v.c	 0.3	 j.0	 Vf)	 C.r	 0.9	 c.n	 11
0.01	 O.0
	
C.7	 ^,.0	 0.q	 0.0	 0.01	 0.0	 0.0	 ^.0
0 c
	
O.r	 0.1	 0.0	 r.r	 0.0	 -2.C61E+?1 C.0	 C.0	 1.^^.CF.+^C
2.(1 61E+('I P. r 	n,n	 t).+?	 O.n	 t^.i,	 J.n	 ^.n	 (+,n	 r.^r^	 V_
ECUATICN.3.6




0.0	 f.).0	 0.0	 0.1	 O.0






	 ^.0	 n.^	 n.n	 C.n	 n.0	 0.0	 C.0
0.0	 ^_	 0. r ....	 n•0	 n,n	 n.n	 0.0	 11)	 C.0l .n	 0.0
^.0	 0.r	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 ^.0	 C. 	 n.^	 ;1.0
'	 ^.n	 2.119E+C1 C.]	 ^.?	 n.c?	 2.069E+06 0	 0-	 0.0
0.0	 1.000E+C0 1..457E+t:2 O.d	 2.119E +C1 C-.0	 i.r,	 0. ►^ 	 n.0
	
n.!`




c,,	 0.^	 0.c	 0.0	 0.D	 c.;)	 c.o	 o.c
t 0.'	 D.(7	 0.0	 0.0	 ^.0	 0.1	 L.;	 r.0	 7.0
f
	
00 0.	 8.160E+94 O.0
	 U.^	 0.1)	 0.0	 8.160E+04 0.0	 0.0	 o.r
	
w W
	 n.0	 C.0	 0.0	 0.0	 C.?
	
rr.1	 ,i	 .p	 0.0	 n.)	 n rC^ . t1
0.G	 O.0
	
0.n	 O.0	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 G.0	 ^.^	 0.^
N 0 .0	 0. 0 	 0.0	 n.n	 '1	 p.,J	 0.^,	 O.G
0.4	 _	 ._ 0- !	 8.16CE.+04 1.000E+00 O.n	 0.0	 0.	 C.?	 8.16GE+04 0.0





	 0.7	 0.0	 -3.142E+04 0.0	 0.n	 C.J	 O.n	 0.G
0.0	 0.0	 0.1	 009	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 .D 0.0	 a.^
C.0	 C.0	 0	 O.0	 0.0	 n.0	 0.0	 0.0
E	 0.0	
_..0.0 	 r..0	 0.0	 0-c	 0'•n	 9 _	 'G.()	 0.0	 0.0	 12	 n.n
	
0.1....	









	 10.0	 0.0	 1.000E+00 o.G	 0.0
	 3.2CGE +C4 C.0
0.0	 n,'S	 C.1	 0.0	 Q.^	 f
EQUATION 35
3.0	 .0	 0.^	 ^.0	 0.0 ._.._..
	
0.0	 0.4	 C..a	 r.0	 0.0
D.r	 n.1	 1	 0.0	 O.n	 0..^.	 0.r
	
.0	 1.0	 (i.G	 0.0	 7	 C.1)	 0.0
0.4	 O.n,	 C.1	 O.0	 0.0	 G.,t.'	 O.O	 0.0	 0.0	 1.0
O.L	 0.'1	 n.1	 0.0	 ^.0	 C).^	 n.	 . ,	 C.0	 C. c,
C,.,	 ^. ?	 U.s^	 2.rCCE+Cl r+ ,C	 2.,]JnE+,]1	 1.^,CG'E+CO	 1.4^i2E+E2 0.0
n .	 c^.,]	 r i
TABLE 6.	 (Continued)
EOUATiCN 4"
n.r n.,l n.n +?.^^ C.1 ^.^ G.^ ^.^ n.G
` n on s7 1.0 r 0..c C o n n,) (..1 r.n 1)	 r
O.0 4.56 ;iE-	 2 C.0 n.12 .0 ri.q L.00CE+00
	 --
1.771E+05 0.^ q.i) O.0
ECUATION y1
0.0 0.7 ;^^ Air r ^.^ ^^,. ,,O.n G.0 0.'► ^.0 C.n C. 0.0 C.0O.n 0.^ U'.0 `).0 -4.639E -01 o.n ry.J Q.0 ^.0
' 00	 00 G.P 7 2.296[-Ch G.^ !?.0 ('.) O.C, ^,rl -1.194E-C6 r3.0
1.V?0F+0 1, c.^
ECUAT ION 42
ry O.n C•( r;,^ r)•0 0.^ 0.0 J.G -7.652E+rl ')•	 l C.0
0.r) 0.3 U.0 0.0 r.c 0.1 i7.0 con C.? 0.0
0.0 ta.^ C."' O.n 0.0 C.n +.l.i n n	 r) n
0'.0 G.^ 0.,) z.n r.0 0.r) O.o 0. r! .n 0.0
0.0 0.`c r,. ! .•^ 0.c 0.n 0or, 0.0 O.0 0.C.
3. 11 1.0,Ic.E+r^ r , , r:.r 7.692E+01
z' EQUATION 43 9
0.!` (1.^_ 1.) O.0 0.t; C.^ 0.0 1).C.. ^.^ G.0i
g 1.000E+^3. "2.51`E-!;1 ^.1 rr•+^ 0.;} 1.Or,0E+03 0.1l ron C,	 0 Coo+ 1 }.G U.n r.i7 0.3 0.r 13.0 0.0
S ^.b Q.^ r;.1 0.Q C.0 1.1CCE+p3 n,0 r.c n.0 O.0
0.0 (11.0 0.) M- 0 u.^ C. .'(1 i:. ; r'.	 ' r 0	 ,.
0.0 11.0 -l.^CnE+C3 1.+;r:CE+,O 0.1
TABLE 6•	 (Continued)
VARIABLE MAGNITUDES USING A'FRFQUEI;CY CF 6.283187E-01 RPS.
VARIARLE NUPBER MAGNITUDE PHASE
1 6.727383E-03 3.454810E+C2










 i 7.273261E-33 1.816573F+C2
i







ry 9 1.CD57CIE-02 1.867651E +02
10 4.935801E-03 3.596545E+C2
it 2.374519F-C-4 .1.762432E+02
r 12 4._322969E-01 3.593574E+1:2
13 3.417117?E-P3 _ 1.781637E+r2
14 3.701375E-`_`3 3.59616CE+t`2







7.624385E-^3 I .7 7-^1 ?3PE+r 2
TABLE 6. (Continued)
21 8.662844E-02 3.595225E+C2










00	 00 3P) 1.5256862.-^1 3.58:3(: 5E+^2
rn





34 9.41('324E- 92 3.5K56C1E+, 2





39 2. 75 e l'29E-(. 3 1.9058162+r2





FREQUENCY VARIABLE 1 VARIAPLE 5 VARIABLE 6 VARIABLE 7
RPS CPS DECIBELS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE
6.28E-C1 1.{it7E-^1 / -43.44 349.48 / -0.66 359.57 / -32.45 180.67 / -42.77 181.66
9.42F-^1 1.5 ,F- r l / , -43.65 34 1-.38,./ -6.60 359.96 / -32.43 18 n . 9 7 / -42.75 152.46
1.26E+ r1 n 2.0 , E-! : 1 / -43.79 33 c .56 / -0.61 359.94 / -32.41 181.25 / -42.73 183.73
1.88F4CC 3."^E-Cl / -	 ,.?? 33;,.32 / -:1.61 354.92 / -32.37 181.7; / -42.68 184.66
2.51E+n " 4.?JF -n1 / -44.93 322.58 / -x.61 359. q C / -32.33 182.34- / -42.6.2 185.9P
3.77E +On 6.GrF-G1 /, -40.17 / -C.61 359.65 / -3.2.25 1!32.44 / -42.53 lPq.37
5.,3E+^^ 8.PCF-01 / -47.48 2 ,39.24 7 -0.61 35S.N1 / -32.22 182.75 / -42.45 19,.61
6.22E+"^ 1.G	 +^^ / -4,?.4 "1 291.8.1 / -0.61 359.77 / -12.20 1A.i."1 / -42.'49 1c2.79
9.42F+ r,r! 1.'; ',F+{ C. / -5 :•:.46 274.67 / - n .61 359.67 / -32.22 19,3.76 / -42.26 15'3.26
1.26E+C1 E.PCF+^C / -51.55 268.11 / x-3.60 359.57 / -32.3C 164.69 / -42.13 2`,',3.71
L.FPE+01 22Qo2C. / -0.60 35 q .36 / -32.51 187.')'? / -41.n1 214.35
2.51E+01 4.CrF+0G /' -53-.82 19;1.86 / -0.5S 359.16 / -32.77 184.73 / -41.4C 224.32
3.77E+01 -54.94 146.38 / -0.56 35E.78 / -33.34 155.69 / --40.9r 241.6Ecn
cn 5.C;1E+nI _ A. r., -+r / -55.23 1 005.58 / -0.54 35u.46 / -33.97 201.72 / -39.66 255.77
a, 6.28E+01 I. rr F+C1 / -55.1x3 7R.4F / -6.51 354.20 / -34.69 207.5P / -3 q .^12 2b7.47
9.42E+^1L 1.5CF+C1 / -55.4L '31.q /, -C.45 357.76 / -36.93 221.71 / -33.39 253.56
1.26F+r2 2. jr&+ P 1 / -55.3L J.P1 / -f•.42 357.51 /' -39.901 237.43 / -39.12 311.22




































FREQUENCY VARIARLF q VARIABLE LC VARIABLE 15 VARIABLE l8 VARIABLE 21
R p s CPS CFClBFLS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE DFCT3 LS P ► 1ASE DECIBELS PHAS't DECIBELS PHASE
6.?AE-01 1.rCE-r1 / -39.55 166.77 /	 -46.13 359.65 / -14.10 359.04 / -14.27 35G.23 / -21.25 355.52
E
9.42E-5-^1
	 _:1 * 5C'F -61 / -3 q .6 18q.24 /	 -46.1F 35 0 .53 / -14.12 358.6) / -1/1.29 358.H q / -21.26 359.31
i 1.2EF+CC 2.^U-C'1 / -39.21 I U,'1.56 /	 -46.2C 35 q .46 / --14.15 35H.1.: / -14.32 35r . ; - / -21.28 35S.13
1.88E+.^ 3.0:c -C1 / -38.36 192.16 /	 -46.29 359.52 / - 14.22 357.5i / -14.19 359.15 / - 21.33 358.P7
z 2.51FtCC 4.^"E-.,1 / -37.f-6 191.5 /	 -46.37 359.8 / -14.28 357.x:7 / -14.46 357-!^Q / -L1.38 350.74
s 3.77E+C0 6.CCE-Cl / -16-5 (:4 l g 7.25 /	 -46.53 1.c;_ / -14.40 356.49 / 357.72 / -21.47 358.76
g 5.'_tf +i <1 F3..^."F-,:1 / -36,.9 182-13 /	 -46.62 1_.'34 / -14.48 350.1? / -14.66 357.FiC; / -21.54 354.97
6.2''F+r7 / -35.72 177.12 /	 -46.65 3.07 / -14.52 355.?: / -14.7( 357. g 2 / -21.57 354.24
0 .42E+0 0 1.5rF+ff. / -35.42 166.11 /	 -46.5P 7.47 / -14.54 354.E-5 / -14.72 1` G . r ' q / -21.56 35(;.P5
1.iOF+GI 2.^i,:F +r r1 / - 35.43 1:56.9^ /	 -46.38 1-).53 / -14.51 353.58 / -14.n8 357.'=5 / -21.55 C•.25
I.RPF'+n1 3.CrE+t' / -15.F_%, 141.37 /	 -45.86 14.45 / -14.44 35+:.35 / -14.92 3 P 6.42 / -21.42 G.51
00 tn 2.r1F.,+01 4.GrF+CQ / -3E,.C2 129.CC /	 -45.31 17.78 / -14.42 346.55 / -14.91 355.34 / -'21.27 C.21
3.77F+,^1 6.	 ^E+^1 / -36.62 1L'^.23 /	 -44.34 2`!.73 / -14.57 339.n3 / -14.5r 351.E-5b / -21.13 358.69
5. I` iF+
	 1 fi.C^F+ r / -36. r 13.' W,.IA /	 -43.53 21.7r / -14.06 33".P7 1 - 14.59 3 /.°. r 4 / -2^.93 356.+0N 6.LF8f+?1 1. r CF+ r l ! -37.24 P4.65 /	 -42.83 21.53 / -15.23. 323.52 / -14.70 344.56 / -2r.65 353.49
9.42F+0 1 1.5,^F +01
 / -37.72 61.23 /	 -41.36 19.22 / -16.16 3 .16.54 / -14.85 -A 36.'9 / -2,-3.17 346.)8
1.26E+C2 2.^0r--+Cl / -39.16 4C.`5 /	 -39.98 12.73 / -16.86 291.25 / -14.55 327.48 / -1 c .44 335.44
r
t{




FREQUENCY ^^ ^ VARIABLE 22 VARIABLE	 38 4 VARIABLE 42 VARIABLE 43^ VARIABLE *#
RPS_ CPS	 ,. DECIBELS PHASE ., DECIBELS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE DECIBELS PHASE
6.28E.-01 1.00E-C1 / -15.67 359.91 / -17.22 357.94 / -21.47 359.74 / -O.EC 359.93 / 0.0 0.0
'. 9.42E-0.1__1.SOF -01 / .-15.67 359.86_/ -17.27 356.99' / -•21.49 359.65 / -0.60 359.89 0.0	 __ ._.0.0
j 1.2FE+O^? 2.00E-01^! -15.67 359.e'2 -17.33 356.12 / -21.5,_ 359.59 / -0.61 359.8E / 0.0. 0.0
1.88E+00 3.1CF-01 / -15.67. 359.76 / -17.49 354.68 / -21.57 359.61 / -1.61 359.79 / 0.0 0.0
` 2.51E+0J 4.00E-01 /,-15.67 359.71 / -17.65 353.59 / -21.64..359.78 / -0.61 359.73 / 0.0 0.0
" 3.77E+00 6.00E-01 / -15.66 359.59 / -17.45 352.30 / -21.74 0.`48 / -0.61 359.61 0.0 0.0
5.03E+00 8.0^E-01 / -15.64 359.45 / -18.+7 351.62 / -21.81 1.40 / -0.61 355.49 / 0.0 0.0
'. 6.28E+00 I.CCE+CO / -15.62359.26 / -18.32351.17 /_ -21.83 2.49 / -0.60 359.37 /, non. 0.0
9.42E+00 1.50E+CJ 1 -15.57 358.67 %' -18.53 350.C'8 / -21.81 4.78 / -0.60 359.06 / O.0 0.0
1.26E+01 2.00E+00 / -15.52 357.96 / -18.61 348.63 / -21.70 6.87 / -0.59 355.75 / Don 0.0
1.88E+01 3.00E+00 /..- 15.43.. 356.23 / -18.69 344.86 / -21.39 10:25 / -0.56 358.11 O.C+ 0.0
2.51E+01 4.CCE+CO / -15.37 354.27 / -18.79 340.52 / -21.03 12.81 / -0.52 357.44 / 0.0 0.0
3.77E+01 6.O t7E+00 / -15.33 - 350.14 / -19.13 331.58 / -23.29 16.62 / -0.42 356,06 / C.0 0.9
00	 Cn
__503,Eft^1, , A.^JOE+('0 / -1	 .33^_345,.SS_ / -19.58 . __323C9_/ . -19.57 19.58„ ^_ f -0.29 354.66,/ 0.0 0.0.__







X0 ^ 9.42E+01 1.5CE+v^1 / -15.17 330.66 7 -21.17 296.73 / -16.99 27.23 / 0.39 349.47 / 0.0 O.Gto 1.26E+02 2.CGEtC1 / 318.60 / -21.91. , - 279.8.4 / .-15.08 30.93 J 1.12 345.32 / 090 0.0






1. RL00001-Engine Balance and Dynamic Model, Revision E, February 1973.
2. DVS-SSME-101-Design Verification Specification Space Shuttle Main Engine,
Volume II, Revision A, 20 July 1973.






DESCRIPTION OF THE COEFFICIENT EVALUATION PROGRAM
In the discussion of the nonlinear engine equations, coefficient expressed by BXX
were contained in many of the equations. These are functions of component design
and represent physical processes and/or geometry. Using engine balance informa-
tion (from models which include many sophistications not required in the frequency
response model), the subsystems can be described quite accurately for small var-
iations about the balance point. The balance point data is therefore read into
the program as well as slopes of empirical relations at the balance point.
Some of the BXX values are not functions of operating point, but represent dim a=
mic parameters such as compliance or inertance. These values are contained in
the program itself.
After computing the values of BXX which are balance point dependent, the entire
set is listed as output, as well as the entire input list. The linear coeffi-
cients are then calculated from the BXX values and operating point and slope data.
These are automatically transferred to their proper location in the frequency re-
sponse program.
A coefficient "KOLI" discussed in the input data section of Appendix B selects
which of the input variables is to be used and calculatesthe coefficient for that
variable while setting all other inputs to zero.
Multiple cases in general require multiple individual runs except in the case
where only the input variable is changed. Each setup requires full information 	 -
concerning the balance point.
,r	 tr	
-








.... R^a1^At4.Hai^Yt4''m'7xl^^r'"r^k..;r'!+^^^s!^!!^., . 	 :.wpfl•+tom^''	 _.	 - _	 .	 ..	 .	 .
V
TABLE A-1.	 EVALAB COEFFICIENT EVALUATION PROGRAM
LEVEL 2	 ( NCV 72 )	 CS/36('	 FnRTRAN F' EXTENDED DATf.	 73.2E4/19.53.40
REQUESTED nPTIONS: MAP,t•ECK,LIST,XREF,CPT=2
CPTIQN ' S	 IN EFFECT: NAMF ( HAIW)	 CPTIMILE12)	 LINECCUNT ( 40)	 SIZE ( MAX)	 AUTOCHLINONE)
.SOURCE FIACnIC I IST DECK,CHJECT,NnP -Kr_,FgRMAT..GQ5TMT. .XREF_A.L!:_NOANSF—.NOTEPMINAL— ELAG III
r^-^ ISN' r002 5tJ!9RCL7INF	 FVALAC CCfCP!1f0
-__ ISN OV,3. _ -------- DI^iFnSICn	 A(5,),2'C:),V(17C),H(120) 00006010
'2d ISN 0004 tDIMEnSICn	 TA8:9),GTABl9-) 0006015
















'. ISN OJ09 WPITE(6,1)	 TITLE Of?CC6030
ISN 4010 1	 FOR'MAT( 1 1 1 ,18A4) COCC6040
___.— ISN 0411_ SCALE	 _	 1.R _____ OCC06045-----
j EA ISN 0012 REAC(5.VN0M,EN0=32) OCC06C50
71 ISN 0013 WRITE(6 ► Z)	 KOL[ CCC06060
to	 00 ISN 0014 FORMAT1 1 ITHE	 NUPBFR OF THE	 INPUT VARIABLE	 IS: 4 ,13 1_ OCrC(zC7R
4:1
a ISN 0015 TF1INFLAG.EQ.123)	 GO TO 10 CtOC ^6184to C C04PUTE NOMINAL VALUES WC•60W
N ISN (1 017 16)*V(73)•/V(2Z) ^CC061C0-•---- -----
ISN 0019 8(12)	 =	 (V((.2)-V('57))/V(73) Cn^06TIR
ISN C019 P(13)	 =.V(97)/V(73)**2 COCC6120
_..ISN 0020 B( 14)	 =	 1.0 /V(43) 'JCCCF130
ISN CO21 1.1115)	 =	 V( Q 1)*SCJRT(V(78))/V(73) OOCn614C













-- ISN 0024 6(19)	 =	 V( 1:,7)'*V(74)/V(22) 1^0006170
ISN 0025 8(19)	 =	 (V(63)-V(62))/V(74)**2 OCC061P0
ISN 002E	 ..::_ fl( ?o 	 =	 V(98)/V(74)**2 ocrn6lgr
ISN 0027 B(21)	 =	 2501.0 C00062Cn
,j IsN.onzP- H(22)	 =	 ( V(63)-V(60))*V(3)**2/V(22)**2 OOCC6210
__._-..._ ISN 0029 -.-___...._ ., B(231	 =	 1.0/V144) 	 .__ _:	 --. , -_^W . . -.__	 06016220	 -----	 --
ISN (1030 PR	 =	 SORT(V(55)/V(5611 OCCC6230
ISN 0031 GAMPR	 = 'SORT( PR**(2.0/1.4)-PR**(2.4/1.4)) 0!:CO62C0
;. ISN 0042 B(24)	 = V(26)*SORT(V18211/1YI56)-*GAMPRj OOCO6250





LEVEL 2	 1 NOV 72^ 1 EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/19.53.40
ISN 0034 81261 =	 V/ 1-'0) *V(56) /V (1I.f3) OOCOC270...__
-ISN 0035 H(27) =	 V(1-)8)*V(75)/(V127)+V(30)) OCC06-280__'
ISN 0 1 3E P(281 = (V164)-V(6M /V175) v-*2 CC(^6290
ISN: ('f 37	 -:;..__...:._ H(29) :..	 =	 V( 105)*V(59)/V1127) 	 _	 _ 	 _	 _; _	 COC''63C0_
ISN 0039 H(in l .	 =	 V( 7`3 )-1.C- 10CG6310
ISN ^39 H1311 _	 l.r OGC06320
ISN 0040 H(32) =	 (V(61)-V(60))/V(20) CCr-06330
ISN OC-41 B(33) =	 150.0 C+)r06340
v t :' ISN_ 0042 8(34) =	 V( 1 ,11) /V•(751 **2 G iC^ E35C
;aF• ISN O^43 __ H(35) :=	 1.0/ 10(45) ^
ISN 0044 P(36) =	 V{1l4)/CV(12.1)*V(111)*V(31)**2) Q^rC637il
-ISN G.C.45 81'3/) =	 (V(65)-V(64))/V(31)**2-V(122) G^!')E3P.(ti
ISfi OC46 b(39) =	 V( 111)*V(3I)/11(75) OnCCE350	 _.	 ..
ISN'CC47 P.(39) V( L(' 9)*V1761/(V(27)+V(31)+V(30)) OJCC64CO
A SN 0048 8(41) (V(65) -V(64))/V(76)**2 O^r1641
ISN 0049 .._..--- -x .9(41) ._ _=	 V( LC'2)/V(76)**2
ISN 0057 H142) =	 l.n/V(46) n,,)r^6430 
ISN 0!'51 +8(43) =	 V(llr)*V(76)/V(30) 0006440
ISN 0052'	 _:^_ t3(441 =	 V(1•C3)/V(76)**2	 _`, COC^E450.
t^ ^ ISN 0053 8(45) _	 (V(66) —V165)1/V(76)**2 C1CrF4F0
^o ISN 0G54 B(46) =	 lnt .G 011'16470
wISN
_—______
..0055 B(471 _=	 V(93)/V176)	 _.	 .^:	
— - -	
__^...:.._	 .._ _ _	 :...__._._. n•2C064E0._^--------
ISN 00'56 PR- SORT(V(551/V(59)) Orr064SC
ISN 0057 GAMPR =	 SORT(PR**(2.0/1.41 —PR**(2.4/1.4)) 30CC65CJ
k' ISN 0158 8(48) =	 V(3'2)*SORT(V( g 3))/V(59)*GAMPR Or^?'E51G
y ISN +0059 8(49) = 3812G.0a 0000652G
ISN OC6C 8(5!') = 66.675 !':CCE53^J
E
_	
C5N n! 6l_ —^--	 ^_.HlSll =	 (V(52)-V(56)1*V196)/V(23)**2
ISN 0062 B(521 =	 5('-.0 071r06550
ISN OC63 B(53) =	 (V(67)-V(68))*(V(2)/V(24))**2 C(!0J6560
E" ISN (`164 H(54) =	 (V(69)-V-(56)1/V(2,4)**2 0"C06570
R ISN 0065 B(55) =	 i.0/V(89) OnrU560
ISN CC66 9(5) 137A.0 C )Ct.65SO
ISN COAT	 _ M57) =	 11.^.(' nn,•1F6^C	 .._._.^_.
ISN 11368 t?(58) =	 (V(52)—V(59))*V(56)/V(28)**2 Olr.,76610
Q_ ISN n069 H(59) =	 LC. ,? 00006620
ISN CC7^ PIFr) =	 (V(•7n)—V(59)l/V(29)**2 011006630
ISN C:)71 H611 =	 (V(67) —V(7M *(V(5)/V(29))**2 C... 6G4G
TABLE A-1. (Continued)
LEVEL 2	 -( NOV 72 ! EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/15.53.40
ISN 0072 6(62) = ' 1.0 /V C9(l ) 00006650
ISN OC73: 8(63) =	 3501C.0 OCCO6660
ISN- , OC-74 H(64) 3949.17 Onf!06670
1 Stj 0075
-----PR 	 _-_= V(53) /V 1551 . -.	 -	 -.	 ._	 ._..	 _	 _ .	 ...	 _ -	 _..- - - __	 :.	 ._._ __- _	 0:1C06672_._.-
ISN 0076 GAMPR =	 (PR**(2.0/1.4)-PR**(2.4/1.4)1- CnC06674
ISN 0072- H1651 = V(16)*SQKTIV(811)/V(55)*GAMPk 00006680
_	
ISN 0078
_-.._.._:8(66)	 _. = 0.9C55 OOCC 690
ISN O C79 M67) = 0.2563 GOCC67C.3
ISN 0080 9(69) = C.24 OCCO6710
ISN•0nel.:^ _N(651.- . =.51'.0	 _-.	
-	
COCG6720-
~-	 -	 ^-	 -	 --	 --ISN 0082 H(701 =' M65)-V(58) MVM/Y(27))**2 OOC( 6730
ISN'0083 H(71) =	 (V(58')-V(53)I/V(27)**2 OOCO6740
_._.::.. ISN OC.84 _.::.:_... _..
	
0(721	 .. = 6836.0 Cat ;6750	
-
ISN 0085 _e(73) =	 V(15)*V(E)/V1531 09006760
ISN 0085 H(74) = 3.812 C^COk?70
1SN_C0eT. _6(75 )____ =	 463.75 ........	 _..:	 _._	 __.___ -___ __ -^.^.,__ _.__ _.. __^ . CC -"3678G Y,	 _
En ISN-0088' 8(761 =	 (V16 q )-V(511)*V(9517V(181**2 MOCC6790




- -- M78) .- =	 V(78)*V(95)/V(51) OCCC6810
	 ..	 ...	 -	 .
ISN 0091. H(79) = V(1C)/1il.0+0. 00 2*V(78)1*(V(85)-V(78))*V(181**C.8) onfc6820
ISN 0092 B(80) =	 2.0*B(7Q) Ci-F006830
N' .1SN-009 3 -o(H1): cccc6e40^
ISN 0094 B(92) = 0.31 noce6850
ISN M95 MR 3) = 0.0825 CCCC6860
_ 1SN .0095 .+	 84 J,	
-= 2.544.	 _. O-3Cl	 I
ISN 0097 H(85) =	 218.0 CCCC68E0
ISN OO y e H(86) ='(V(6S1-V(5C)l/V(17)**2 OOCO6P,S0
ISN_0099- `_8l'i.T)-=-0.0005	 ---:._ .-
	
- .__.__^^.	 ^^.._^_00ccf:Sc0 -._
ISN 0160 _	 MOB) V(77)*V(94)/V(5C`) OOCC69C2
ISN 0101 B(89) = V(9)/(-(V(84)=V(771)*(1.0+0.002*V(77))*V(17)**0.8) 00006904
-	 _ ISN 01 r 2 ....	 .... 	 ....._	 _:.'	 Hl`►?) =	 2.0*V(89) 0"16c,C6




ISN. G10 _	 6(93).^.= C.11 834	 _	
_
_:.^ n^rr6S12 - - -----
ISN 0106 8194) = 21.15 00006914
ISN C1C7' H(95) =	 (V(5C)=V(52))*V(94)/V(13)**2 QOCC6916














LEVEL 2	 1 NOV 72 1 EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN k-EXTENDED DATE 73.264/15.53440
ISN 011 81981	 20.0 00006922
ISN 0111 B199)	 =	 1V1b9)-V152))*(V11)/V(33)1**2' C0CC6924
ISN 0112 8(1101	 = V(79)*V(96)/V1521 W06926
i
-
ISN 0113__--_.- BIlilII	 :.=._V(49)1V179).... 	 -_..- _- _	 _.__...-_	 -••	
--'-
(!OQC6S28___^.^--cl _	
- ISN 0114 M102)= V(4F)/V(77) 030006930
f ISN 0115 81103)	 =	 V(47)/(V(98)*V(74)) O'IC16932
W ISN 0116	 -. _8(104) _	 (V16E1-V(67)1/V(3C)**2 CJCO6934
ISN 0117 R(105)	 =I(V(33)+V(13))/V(96)-V(13)/V(94))/V(331 C0006936
_ ISN-¢118 - B1136)'	 =	 V(36)/V165) OOCC6936
I- SN . ..O11. q _ BU1.071_. =
	
IV128)+V(35))/V(32)
ISN 0120 B(108)	 =	 (V('25)+V(26)+V(32))/V(16) 00006942
ISN 0121 MIM	 = (V(15)-V'(19)1/V(16) OOCO6944
I"SN'0122
__<.___.. BIl1C)	 =	 0(17)+V(18)+V(331)/V(22) OCCO6946
ISN C123 MILL)	 =	 (V(231 +V(34)l/V126) CCC06948
ISN 0124 FOXD	 =	 V(24)/'(V(24)+V(23)1 13OCC6950
;n -ISN; 0125_ IRET	 ^°_.1......4	 N ISN 0126 GO TO 5 {1000ES54
ISN 0127 3 8(112)	 =	 (V(82)-GAMMT)/V(79) C0006956
SN 0128 FQXr)	 _...= V135)I(V(35)+V(2R ► J_ 00C.(?6958	 ___....._
ISN 0129 IRFT	 = 2 OOCC6960
ISN 0130 GO TO 5 • OO,CC6S61N ISN -0131 _ 4 B (113.1 	S_V(,83)-	 AMMT.)1V-(7..9^_^ 	 .	 _  OOCf6962_----
	
-
^ISN 0'132 B(114)	 ="V(54)/V(53) 0"'`CO6963
ISN 0133 B(115)	 = 76.9231 CCC369E4
-
,_ ISN .(±13 4 - M116)_ - 101090--.. POf C69E5_
ISN-0135 GO TC 9 OCCO6966
ISN 0136 5 DO	 6, 1=2,10 O 1CO6968
LSN...C13 7 tF(FnXD.GT.F'TAB(.(1.:)_.	 G4_TL^_h ._.__	 _.__.GprrFC7r,,_
ISN 013 Q GAH4T	 = GTAB(1-1)+(FORD-FTAB'(I-11)*(GTAB(I)-GTAB(I-1))/ OnCO6972
l(FTA0M-FTAB(I-1) ! C0006974
ISN !+ 14Q-_ - GO'TC(3t4)eIRET..._ _... 	 _	 _. OCCC6S76
ISN 0141 6 CONTINUE 00006978
ISN 0142 WRITE(6.7)	 FOXD 0GCC6g80
-ISN 0143__,	 7 FnRMATI I 	OXIDIZER FRACTION	 EXCEEDS ONE''v1Nf12.3)_. O^ "'06982_.._
CY^ PRINT V VECTOR AND B .VECTCR 00(07910
ISN .0144 9 WRITE( 6.91) COC 792_0
ISN 014 5 91 FORMAW STEACY — STATE VALUES FOR ENGINE PARANETERS O ) n0,"67g3C
ISN 0146 WRITE(6.271	 -(V( I I9I=196P ) 0:'('C794C	 a
TABLE A-1. (Continued)
- LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72 )
	




ISN n148 WKITE ( 6,30).(V(I)91=1219163) 0(007944	 .
ISN C149 93 FORMAT ( W) ,LP1OE11 . 4) LOCT7950
^_1SN.:.4154 ^_.-WRITE(6,S5)... 	 _ :._	 OCCC79FG.__.^
ISN 0151 95 FORMAT( ' 1VECTOR OF COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONOING TO THE ABOVE STEADY-O^C07970
1STATE VALUES , 011 THRCUGH B116 . 0 ) GoC079E0
--	
ISN 0152 __ ^_..	 WRITEI'603)	 (B(1)9I = 119116) OOrC7990
ISN 0153 A(191)	 =	 1.G ()0,^08''90
ISN 0154 812	 =	 V(57)-V(62) - 0CC139510
t ISN..015'5 C12. - •=--	 =.._.Vt 133)*V(106)/V (1131_,.____....---.--- ---_—_:-- ---_- .__ _	 _. _ _	 CCCOQC20
ISM 0156 A(1,31	 = R12*(2.0-C12)/V(73) 00008030
ISN 0157 A(195)	 = b12*C12/V(22) 6v(:tPC40
' .^-•--	 ISN 0158:_._ : 	 B22	 __V(134)*V(106)/V(114) OCr+nyr50
ISN 0159 C22	 = V(135)*V(91)/V(115) 00^r806(s
ISN 0160 A(292)	 _' 1.0 11:,39070
_I SKI 0161 Al 2v3)_-.= .-13(14)/V(731*(V( 137)*1 L22-2.0)+V(99)*C22! :-_ 	 ,._:...._ ._.____	 CC^08080	 ,.._:-----_•.-
ISN 0162 A(2,51	 =	 n( 14)*B22*V(97)/V('?_2) GCCC8r5G
ISN 0163 B219	 =:B(14)*V(99)*V(136)*V(41)*(V(55)/V(51))**V(41)/V(L15) 	 000GQLC0
cn _	 :_ ISN 0164	 _.:__ .:.,: ,A(2 v 331	 = -b2L9/V1551 Ot'^0811(7
°o 	 A ISN 0165 A(2,41)	 -	 (B219-R(14)*V(99))/V(51) C0008120
NISN 0166 A(2,46) --3(14)*V(99)*C22/(2.n*V(78)) 0000-8130
-^ISN 0167
-._ A(3,1)	 =	 -B(211 OG0v y 140 .....___.---
w ISN 0168 B33	 = V(137)*V(107)/V(116) CGCC8150
ISN 0169- A ( 3 v 4 1	 =	 1: ,7- CGGn91f0
ISN 0170 w_ __._. A13,5)	 = -8(21)*((V(63)-V(62)1*B33/V(22)-2.9*0122!*V(22)/V(3)**2)COCJ817O_




__ISN'-0173 _..—B43	 --=. V(138)*V(107)/V(117)
ISN '0174 A(495)	 =	 B(23)*V(98)*B43/V(22) COCC8200
F ' ISN 0175	 - B44	 _	 V(139)/V(118) flf C 7a2 10
ISN'0176 A(4,6)	 =	 L.D O000p220
ISN 0177 A(497)	 _ B(23)*(V(98)*(2-843)/V(74)-V(100)*244*8(25)1 GOCC8.23C
I.SN 0178 B415	 =(V(140)*V(42)*(V(55)/V(56))**V(42))/V(L18)' f^li(748240
-- 
__.ISN_;0179------^_At4^Z51	 =.-8(231*V(lO;}*(1.`^'-E34151/V(56)	 __. _._.	 ......_	 000,8250----._.+ `
_-
ISN 0190+ A14.33)	 ='- B (23) *V ( LC0)*0415 / V(55)" G G0H260
(SN.-0191 A(598)	 =	 1.0 InCJ8270
_.	
ISN' 0182
_..	 -. .d56	 =	 V(141)*V( 108) /V(119) O00CP2E0
ISM 0183 A(5,1(1) = -(V(64)-V(6n))#(2.O-R56l/V(75) 00r-0829G
L.
TABLE A-1.	 (Continued)
LEVEL EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN N EXTENDED PATE 73.264/iS.53.402	 ( NOV 72 1
ISN 0184 A(5,11F =	 (V(641-V(60))*H56/1V(16?.)+V(31)) 00008300
ISN 0185 _	 A(5,73) = -A(5911) O"JOCA310




'. V(143IVj L .OHI/Vf 1201 0!'Cn8330 _..__.. _.^.^.
ISN 0188 A16991 =	 1..? 10008340
ISN 0189 A(6,1C) = -B(35)*(V(134)*866-2.0*V(101)+V(101)*C66l/V(75) OOCC8350
ISN 0190 • -^. - 	_.A1603).= B(35)*V(101)*C66/(V(27)+V13(i )+V(36)) C00-CF,370
ISN 0191 A(6, 11) = -B(35)*V(IC4)*(2.(1-866)/V(31)-A(6,73) C,'),l 8380
ISN 0192 A(798) = V1311/Q-.l*fV(65)-V(64))) 000383SO
ISM
-0193 .876, ^=	 V(31)*V(144)#V(111)/(2.^*(8(37)+V(122))!
ISN 0194 A(7,13)+= B76/V(75)' CnC;8410
ISN 0195 A(7911) =	 1.J-B76/V(31) OnCO8420
ISN 0196 _	
_.	 ^._	 A17,121 = -A(7, 8) O^P!943n
ISN 0197 B87 - V1145)/V11231 00C,^,H450
ISN 0198 BAR =	 V(27)+Vf30)+V(31)+V(36) nn ^0946n
ISN 0199 . A(R,11)_ =._-887* V(1G9) *t V1651-V11b31 1 /B@l) . _ 	 ..._	 ._.. _-_.
	 _	 _ _. __	 00078470_.
N ISN 0200 A(R,12) = l.0+[MC-61*A(8,11) 03CO948C
ISN 0201 A('8r14) =	 (V(64)-V(651)*12.0-B87*'V(IC91)/V(76) 000O84SO
^ N ISN 0202' „'. 
	
A(Hr16) = M8,11) 0CCO85CO
4b 0203 A(8061 =	 A(8r11) OOCCHSv
W ISN 0204 A(8,751 = -1.0 00008515
iv ISN.0205r B97 =	 . V(146) *V( 1C 9s1'/V1124)	 ..___. _	 ._ : 	 _	 _....	 ^.__	 _._..... -. , 0, 008520 —_...^__^.	 ^----ISN 0206 C97 _ V(102)/088 On'0;31)530
ISN 0207 A(9, 11) = 8'(42)*H97*C97 COrIA540
_._	 ISN 0209 ^._^. . B99	 .. =	 V( 147)*V(11?)/V1125 ► Gi C^8550
ISN 0209 049 =	 B('47),V(76)*V'(148)/V(127) !10008560
ISN 0210 A( 9,131 =	 l.r 000CE570
--ISN 0211 - A199141 _.=--B(421*(V ( I:5)*C 99-V(102 . )*_( 2.0-8971-V ( 103) 0uC38500^___
1 (2,0-8991)/V(76) 00108590	 ,-----
ISN 0212 Af9,16) = A( 9 9 11)+B(42)*V ( 103)#899 / V(30) CCrO8600
ISN 0213 A0,31) = -R(42)*V(1',•5)*(i.0#V(127)-V(149)*V(39)*(V155)/V(59)) Oon"J8610
1 **V139))/(V(59)*V(127)1 000/8620




.ISN 0215 AI'906) =	 A ( 9rll.l nPCOH640	 —
ISN 0216 A(1r)	 12)= -6(46) Of.)10'865C




LEVEL 2	 (	 NOV 72	 !' EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED GATE 73.264/19.53.40
ISN`0219 Af10,15)= L.R 0!'048680
IShl 0220 AflO.161= BI'46)*12.0*B(1C4)*V(3C)-1V(66)-V(65)!*0109/V1301.1 nGCO869G





A( Il l 17)9. 1.0	
_._...;	 ..._..:.._ 	 _._-...	 :.. _._	 -._	 ..	 _ .. __.. _ CCC008710	
--	 ---
ISN 0223 FUP_	 = V-(35)/(V(35)+V(28)! 01C08720
ISN 02:24 FFt)P	 = V( 151)*F0P*(1.0-FCP) 00098730
ISN 0225 Blll6	 _ V132)*FF0P/12.0*V'(83)1 rC%8740
ISN 022E A(11_927)= -111116/VI281 0?t'10875n
ISN 0227 AI11.291= 81116/V(29) CCCOR760
..r. SN , 022H PR	 =__P IV(55)/V15911**.5	 _ CFCnA 7701 _..
± ISN 022q^  = ( PR**l2.n/1.41 - PR* *(2.4/1.4)1**.5 OnCO870f)
ISN 0230 OGAMPK	 = (2.0*PR**(.6/1.4)-2.4*PR**(1.0/1.4)1/(2.8*GAMPRI- 0OC18785
ISN 0231 Bl1lR	 = f)GAMPR*.•PR/(2.f)*GAPPR) f;: O ;M790	 ^.
ISN 0232 A(11,31)= V(32)*(H1118-1 G)/V(59) 000088G0
ISN 0233 A(11.33)= -V(32)*RlllS/V(55). 000(8910
f	 , ISN 0234 . A111,7(',)=
:
[3(L13)*V(32)/(2.0*V(83))_...._._-.._.: ,08820-
ISN C235 A(12,916)= -B(491 00 08830




A(12,231= B(45) . 0U!1^9A:^3
	 _.-_.	 _o
o sn ISN 0238 A( 12,29)= B(49) .10009860
N ISN 0239 )31313	 = H(50)*8(51)*V(23)**2/V(96) 10GCC897C
3 ISN,0.240 6(13,2.01=_1.J
---------iSN C24-1 A113,211= 2.0*H1313/V(23) CCCCH89c
TSN 0242 A(13#291= 31501 OCC•.,89co 
ISN 0243	
--




ISN 0244	 -`A( 13,71)= -81313/V(96) COC38920
ISN 0245 A(14,19)= -B(52) >.	 00^_Ga93C'
ISN_0246 R14C4	 = ..2.0 *fj (-53)*LV1.Z41lV 1211*' z 	 ^_	 -----___. CC `06940.
ISN 0247 A(_14922)= 1.0 OrIC08950
ISN 0248 A(14,23)= H152)*(B1414/V(24)+2.0*6154!*V(241) OCCOR960
ISN 0249	 _	 „_ Af 14,25)= 8(52) n0nn8970
ISN 0250 FFP	 _ V(24)/(V(24)+V(2317 OOCC89EO
ISN 0251 FFFf = V(153)*FFP*(1.0-FFP) OCMC8990
ISN 0252_ f{1513._. =_V126)'^FFFP /12.0*V(8211_ -_..	 __..._..	 _._.N_._____...__ _.-	 0^`0n9000
ISN 0253 All'5.211= -(3156)*(1.C-P.11i1)*Bl513/V(23)) OGC79010
ISN 0254 A(15923)= -B(561*IL.G+8( 111)*B1513/V(24) 1 000.19020
ISN 0255 PRF	 = (V(5F)/V(56)1**.S Cr,F19C30
IS14 0256 GAMPRF	 = ;(PRF*$(2.,)/1.4)-PRF**(2.4/1.4))**.5 000009C41
4
f.
LEVEL 2	 ( 'NOV 72 1	 EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/19.53.40
ISN 0257 DGA!IPR.	 _	 (2.^,*PPF**(.6/1.4)-2.4*PRF**(1.0/1.4.))-/(2.8*GAMPRF) OCCO9045
ISN 0258 B1515	 = V1261*DGAMPR*PRF/(2.0*GA M PRF) OC^_09050
ISN 0259 A115r24)=	 1.0 0+.009C60
„[SN C26!'i .
 





p ISN 0261 A115,331=	 h(56)*b(111)*H1515/V(55) O.1r09080
O ISN 0262 59A(170)=	 -K1561*6(111)*P(112)*V(26)/(2.0*V(82)) 00:114;}90




C ISN 0264 A(16r26)=	 L.0 OCr'9110
p ov -ISN.0265 A(16927)= 2.0*91616 CC ^09120




ISN 0268 A116971 )= -(31616*V ( 28)/V(96) OCCO9153
ISN 0269 A1179191= -6(591 t;n^'!91c0




_.ISN G2 72 A(1712.9)= 8(59)*(2.0*B(60)*V(29)*01717/V(29)) .. 	 _ OG.l`0190
CA ISN 0,273 A1179311=	 8159) 00C "9200
i1 LSN 0274 A(18r17)=	 B(63)*63(107) OOC•19210
o N ISN 0275 A119927)= -IM-3) 0C.r19a2G





.ISN 027 6 .E A(,19,17)=	 -B(64)- ' 10C009250
ISN 0279 A(19921.)= -B(64)*B1513/V(23) O C';92EC
ISN 0280 A(19,23)= B(64)*BI913/V(24) 00r09270
ISN 0281 A(19925)= -8(64)*(V(26)+P,1515)/V(56) or, rC(3280
ISN 0262 B19L9	 =V(25)/(2.t1*(V(51)-V(55)) I Orin'1929C
ISN'0283 A('19r32)=	 1.G C+,'kCC93r0
_._.-ISN 0284, A_( 19 r'33) _
ISN 0285 A(19;34)=	 B(64)*B(1^8) 00'09320
ISN 0286 A(19941)= -B(64)*B1919 OCCC933n
ISN C, 2a7 A(19945)= -B(64)*V125)/(2.0*V(95)) Or'-C9340
ISN 0.288 A(19970)=	 9(64)*8-(112)*V(26)/(2.0*V(82)) Onrn9350
C	 SFE TFE COMPUTATION OF 81513 FCR DEFINITION OF FFFP ^,OC:;c360
-lSN.0289 B2*0 L3	 =	 V(16)*FFFP/(2.0*V(81)')
ISN C29r A(21921)=	 -B(6h)*R2"13/V4231 ^r C 0 G 3 9 0
ISN 0291 A(21,23)=	 6(66)*S2^13/V(24) 0f^.0Q390
G	 SFF THE COMPUTATION t1F B1116 FCP DEFINITION CF FFCP O'^CC94CC





LEVEL'2	 (,NOV 72 1	 FVALAH	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED CATE 73.264/19.53.40
ISN 0293 A(2b,27)=`-B(671*B2'016/V(20J 0()r'09420
ISN 0294 A(2'):291= B(67)*82c16/V(29) OCCO943n
ISN 0295- PRF	 = V(53)/V(55) n0009432
_.IS N n296 __.__.._—GAMPNF., = (PRF**(2.1.'!/1.4)- PRF**(2..4/1.4)1**.$ OCCC9434	 _.- - •----__--
ISN
 C297 OGA4PR	 = (2.0*PRF**(.6/1. 4) -2.4*PRF**(I.n/1.41)/12.9*GAMPRF) 00;f-9435
ISN 0299 W1.9	 = V( 16)*DGAMPR*PRF/GAMFRF 00009440
ISN 0299 A(23,33)-= -(V(1F)-62C19)/V1551 OdCC4450
ISN 03C, 0;
_
A(21934)=: I.. fl V.ro9460
f' ISN 0301 A(20:39)=' -112 n,_15/V(93) OrC•)S470
ISN' C, 3 n _ A(2 -0,461= B(63)*V(16)/(2. -C*V(81)1 -	 r-C`09480	 . .--. -- ---_	
_	
ISN' 03C3' AUC971)= V(16)*(B(h6)*H(112)+B(67)*0(113)!/(2.0*V1811) C^C,'i4A5
ISN 0304 A(21912)= -B(69) 00009490
ISM 03^_•• '5 _	 (12121 2.0-*f3(7O*(V(27)/V(4))**2 00r09500
ISM' 0306 A(2.1:35)= 1.0 09009510
ISN C,307 A(21,36)'= B(69)*(62121/V 'I27)+2.^*E(71)*V(27)) Onr09523k ISN 0308 2 1 1 3 9) =.----,A( tl(69)	 _._	 _	 :....	
_	 -	
_ _____. 0C 109530: - --------
can ISN 03) 9 A(22:34)= -6f 72)*R(109) O^;rn,9540
ISN 0310 A(22936)= -8(72) 00009550F__,	 oo ISN 0311 Al22 p 371 = .1.0_ 0^^39560Cl
ISM 0312
_.	
A(22,38)= B(72'l*V(15)/V(-531 Jnrf1957(1to ISN 0313 82223	 = (2105-.;0:-347000*V(4n))/V(6) Cj0Cr9580
ISN 0314.. Al2209) -zB( 721*V(15)*B2.223_.___..^...-..__.^^..___....._.._^^^^_-._..^_ _.-..0,OCS5G0
ISN 0315 92.310 1.01/(V(27)+V(16)) Oki rC96C0
ISN 031, A(23,161= -B2310 cl?C09610
__.IS'M 0317 __-__^_.__: A(23,34)=' BL30*V(40) OOCO9620
ISN 0318 A (2.3,361= -K2310*(1.0-V(40)) GnC09630K ISN 0319 A(23,391= 1.0 t.	 0•^^ny640
r
_1SN_G32 ^ A(24:.5)_ _ _^.^	 - _74) *V( 	 =-..:. _.^	 _	 -_	 ..	 _	 _...._ ---- OCC39E50^_.___
ISN 0321 A(24,7) = -8(74)*V(18)*V(47)*(3.0=843)/V(74) OOrp9660
ISN 0322 A(24,331= -8(74)*V(49)*b1919 CCC'967C
IS'M 0323 A(24':4C)= 1.0 Cnl:C96P0
ISN 0324 A(24,41)= -A(24,33) onrG9690




ISN 0327 A(24,45) B(74)*V(49)*V(25)/(2.0*V(95)) 06009720
ISN 0328 B2427	 = 0.Cj2/(1.0+0.0^2*V(7E)) 00n09730
ISM 0329 02427	 _ 1.0/(V(85)-V(78)1 nn,-r9740
ISN 0330 D2427	 _ 131 A3)*11.0+.t`G2*Vl7H)1*V1181	 *0,8 0.1.Cn97F.)
P
E




LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72 )	 EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTEKOEC	 CATE 73.264/19.53.40
ISN 0331 A(24,461= -B1741*(V(10)*tB2427-C2427)+V(12)*B2427-81101)*V(251- O0009760
1 024271 0000977^
ISN 0332 A(24948)= -B174)*V(10)*C2427 OOCCS7E0
USN 1_'333
. v A( 24. , 50 ) __. -B1:74) # p2427	 ^__ n::tt 97SC	 _	 _ ....
1SN 0334 Al25#41)= B(75) 000980c
ISN 0335 B2525	 = 8(75)*8176)*V(18)/V(95) 00009810
ISN 0336 A(25942)= 1.3 OnC09R2C
ISN 0337 A(25943)'= 2.0*82525 WC9830
I'SN 1338 A(25r45)= -B(75l*B(76)*(V(18)/V(95))**2 0uC(964C
SN
--"
I "339 A(25.61)= -K 1. 751 O^nr9A50._ -
	
- •.__ ..
`. ISN 0340 n2615	 _ B( 17) *B1S19 Or"09860
E ISN 0341 A(26933)= -82619 rIN'C9870
r ISN 0342
	 ._._ :..-	 A(26 9 41)= B2619 Or?Cr,9880
ISN 0343 A (26943)= -8(77) OCC1l9y9u
ASN C344 Al26944)= 1.0 Qrr:CS9C0
v ISN 0345 . _A(26,451= 81771*V(25)/(2,'0 *V195)! _--
cn ISN 0346 Ai 27,41)= -V(78)/V(51) 01;C'39920
ISN 0347 A(27,45)= V(78) /V !	 5) 60CGG931
o - vii ISN 0348
-^	
A(27r461 = L.Q oirOg940
ISN 0349 82822	 = B(02)*V(8) VC09950
N ISN 0350 A(28,38)= -n.8*B2822/V(53) OOC^S9E('
ISN 0351 . .	 _ B2H23 1.0/(V(8(1)-V(85).)._: 	 _.	 .	
-ISN 0352 A('28.39 )= B('82)*V(B )*( 0.9# 82223-V { 156)*H2923) a0Cr54t?0




ISN' 0355 A(289461= 8.2925#(82427-C2427) Ot'^Inb10
' iSN 0356 A(219471= 1.0	 .. CC:cloc20
,_;jSN 0357-..._.r._ A(289481= 62822*62823+B2825*C2427... .. w---_. :, _ _
	 ^._.	 ...._..... _	 _ 9CCl f 030.
ISM 0358 82925	 = M83)0(12) (r•^.J1-1040
ISN 0354 A(2.99431= Q.9*H2925/V(181 OOcLOC15c
g' I SN 0360  A(29 946) = B2925*R2427-B(83) *C2427 QnC1ic6G
i ISN 0361 A(299491= 1.0 GrcIrr70






_	 .	 _	 _.> _.._^...----..._. 	 Y_	 .. _	
---_	
_.._Cf CjCr.gr	 ._.	
-ISN 4364 C3713	 = B303*V(17) ^^Lr1Ce)
ISN 0365 A(31,5)	 = -C333*B43/V(22) nocIC200	 j
ISN 0366 AM,7) = -C3J3*(3.1-B43)/V(74) C	 ''1C21(^	 3
ISN 0367 A(3^,51)= 1.0 C;rIC220






LEVEL 2	 1 NOV 72 )
	 EVALAB	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/19.53.40
ISN 0368 B3031
	 = 'x1841*V(9) 001110230
ISN 03ES CM,31	 _ H194)*V(11) rtC110240
ISN 0370' -' A(30#54)= -B333-P.8*163031*C30311/V(17) 011010250
---
	
ISN 0371_.. —__; 93033^ _= :0.0(2/(1ti +0.002*V(7711	 _..	 __._...>._. CCn1026C_.._._'._^.__._,_
ISN 0372 C3.133	 _ 1.0/IV(84)-V(7711 COMP270
ISN C373 03033	 = 6(90)*(1.r+.002*V(77))*V(17)**0.8 0"10280
ISN 0374 A(3',li57)= -63031*(B3033-C3C33)-C3031*03_33+6(84)*(D3733t0(1021 4C•;1C2GC
_L *VI13)) CIP300
ISN 0375 A(30,59)= -63^31*C3033 CZC1^,310
1 SN 0376_-._-----_.A(3 ,),61)=.- -R(84)*03•)33
ISN 0377 A(31,631= 81841*8(1021*V(77) CC-C10330
ISN 0378 A(31r52)= MPSi 0r,^1G340
ISN C37s _	 _.	 A(31	 53) = l.n C^0L(!35Q
ISN 0390 W ,54)= 2. r-*8(85) *B(861*V(17) 000IC360
ISN 0381 M 31967)= -H(85) 0001P370
lSN, 03E2 x (32,54')=..- H1 9.71 _.___..
	
._.__:...._^^.__.	 -----.., _.._	 ._.__...__	 :._^... _	 CO3 Ir,390
ISM 0383 A132r55)= 1.i 00-IIC390
^ ISN 0384 A(32,63)= 8(87) CC::1C400
C ISN 0385 .-__.`_.^ _A133t521= -V177)/V150) .._	 : nrrIC410
-Pb	 4b, ISN 0386 A(33.56)= V(77)/V( q 4) QC'110tzo
ISN 0387 A(33:57)= 1.0 GC•CIn430
^^ _ISN ._ 6(92) *V17).
ISN x38 1? A(34,3E)= -C.3*83422/V(531 0;:1^450
ISN 03 9 0 83423	 = 1.^/(V(80)-V(84)) 03r10460
	
i
ISN ('591 _	 _	 _ .A(34,391= -B3422*(63423*V(156)-C.8*62223) 00"'10470
ISN • . %S3 g 2 83431	 =, B192)*V(9) C' rIG4P0
ISN, 0393 A(349541= 0.8*B3431/V(17) {^rrLC4Sn
SN 0394 _ _. _A(34	 57)= 63431	 3C33-030331>M__r..
---I,5N 0395 A(34' 58) = ' 1.; OG^10510
Y,SN C396' A(3'4,5S)= 63422*83423+83431*C3033 00CIC520
ISN 0397 t13533 - B(93)*V111) 0010530
ISN 0398 A(35954)= 0.9*B3533/V(17) CCC1C540
ISN 0399 A(35957)= 83533*83033-B(S3)*D3.033 Cf ^10550
},... ISN' 04t: n __. __ ._._.._:.:A(3596^)= 1.0 CJ"1656 0
ISN 0401 A(35,61)_ 8(93)*D31?33. COClC57C
ISN r)412 A(36,51)- -Bt94) anr105E0
_.:	 ISN 0403 63632	 = 6(45)*V113)**2/V( 44) WIC590










cc c I c6qt)
C I C 720
C C I r 7 3.1
^CF C1 11735
c'- C 10740



















c", I c 8 7 5
Cr, 1Z; 9 80
V p 0 10 8 8 2
I
TABLE A-1.	 (Continued)
LEVEL fVAtABOS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTkKDEO 2	 1 NOV 72
JSN 0405.
ISM 0406 A1369631= 2.0*R(94)*03632/V(t3)
ISM 0407 A(36965)= 3(94)
ISN 0408 , _M37,21I=
'
ill 19
ISM 04') q A137,, 21)= B (96)
• ISN C4 10 A137t63)= —8(96)
ISM 0411	 __,A(37t64)=, Ion
ISN 0412 -AI37,69)= -B ,(96)
ISN-0413 A(3301 = —B(97)*8(II0)
ISM 1 4 1 lt_.'___A 4 319 , 4 I ) = Bf 97)
ISM 0415 A438,54)= B(97)
ISM 0416 A(3Rr661= 1.0
ISM 0417 A(389691= 911 971
ISM 0418 A(39,65)= 8(98)
ISN 0419 A(39w67)= —B(98)
ISM 0 4 20 . B3Q39
to ISM 0421 A(39968)= 1.0
I ISM 0422 A139 9 65)= 63939/V133101
to
ISN 0423 Af4G,71)= V179)/V196)
Cl -pb
un	 to ISM 0424 *A 140,65)= —V(79)/VI52)
1 ISM 0 425 A(40970)= LOJ,
ISM 0426 B4132 V(96)/(V(13)+R(lkl 5)*V.1 94)*VI331)
ISN 6427 A(41p56)= —1l4132*V(13)/V(94)
ISN 0428 B4136	 = V(96)/(V(33)+V(13))
ISN 0429 A(41963)= —84136+64132
ISN 0430 A(41ob9)= —34136+fl fIr51*B4132*V(94)
ISM 0431 A(41,71) I.0
I ' S 0 432' A1413 	 B) —8 1115)
ISM 0431 At 42,12) = 	1.0
ISM 0434 A(42,75)=	 B( 115)
ISM 0435 A(43,11 )=	 B1 116),
ISM 0436 A443,12)=	 B(IC6)*8(I16)
ISM 0437 A143916)=	 B4116)
..IS N 0438 A 1 43 r 36) =	 Hi 
1
16 1-
ISM 0439 A143,74)=	 Ion
ISM 0440 A(43,73)=	 —0(116)
C	 KPLI OETERMINES WHICH ONE CF SEVEN INPUT	 PARAMETERS IS USED.
C PUT ZER f ) IN A—MATRIX	 INPUT COLUMN 76 FOR MULTIPLE	 INPUT RUNS
ISN • 0441
_..,. IC DO	 110 J = 1.43	 _ 03010884
I ISN n442 1GA A(J,76)=C.0 C3C1C8E6
ISN 0443' GO	 T'O	 (lirl2r13,14,15,16,17),KCLI 0001089C
{ ^ ISh 0444_,_, :___11..A(.106) =	 SCALE_._... 	 _	 _.._..__,.._._.	 ,.._...__	 _	 .._^	 .._.._	 _ _	 ...__.._._._.. COCIC,CO ... -------
I SN 0445 GO TO 18 00-.01391n
ISN 0446 12 A(5,761 = S44LE- OC41G920
ISN 0447
-
GO TO 18 OO^,lC930
ISN 0448 13 A(3976)	 =	 2.0*B(21)*8(22)*V(157)*V(221**2/V(3)**3*SCALE OVOI.C940
-ISN 0449 GO	 TO 18 OfIC13953
ISN 0450_





ISN 0 451 GO TO 18 O000970
ISN 0452 15 A(14 9 76)=	 B(52)*B1414*V(158)/V(2)*SCALE CJC1CQ80
ISN 0453 , GO TO 18 r•nrl c9g0
ISN 0454 16 A117976) = 	2.0*8(59)*B1717*V(159)/V(5)*SCALE Gc"11':00
ISN 0455_ GO TO LR 00	 11rIr
ao	 ^___: _ISN 0456 ^_ ..17 A(3 14 9 761=	 83.939*V(161)/V(1)*SC A LE	 _... 0tiC111C20..._.,._
cn C 000L 1030n C PRINT	 INPUT COLUMN.	 PRINT MATRIX A	 IF	 INFLAG	 ISN'T T140. 00'11043
°°
a cn ...	 C 00011050
ISN 0457 18 WRITE(6,19)	 KOLI,(A(Ir76),I = 1,43) OCC11060
t ISN C458 19 FORMAT( • nINPUT COLUMN VECTOR FOR	 INPUT NUMBER r 9 I3I11P1^Ell.3)) COM070
TSN 0459: WRITF(6,2^)	 IIUV(J1,J=1,76) 110 8 .Ont?	 0
iSN 0460
_
20 FORMATI''CCOLUMN	 IDENTIFICATICN	 VECTOR # /('	 9 9 4012)) r^011050
ISN 0461 IF(INFLAG.E0.123)	 GO	 TC 28 OCCIILCO
- ISN 0463	 _ WRITF(69'211 00011110
ISN-0464 21 FOR:4AT(' r NATRIX OF	 COEFFICIENTSI)' OnC1112Ci
ISN 0465 nO 24	 I=1943 Crn11153
^._ ISN (466 .. __ _24 WRITE(6926)	 I•(AII,J)rJ=1,75)	 _... CJi1116('
ISN.0467 26 F04'44T(O'•F: t)UATION # ,13/(LPLOEI1.31) 'JCC11t70
ISN 0468 27 FoRMAT('CA/A(CCV)='LPE11.3,'	 A/A(FPV) = 'E11.3,'	 A/A(MFV1='Ell.3, on"11180
i'	 A/A(M!lV)='Ell.3,'	 A/A(CFV)='f11.3/'	 C*	 ='Ell.3,'	 CQ(TC4) =400C111SO_..
2F11.3,'	 Do(TC5)	 ='Fll.3 1 '	 DQ(W14)	 ='E1'1.3,'	 DQ(W15)	 ='E11.3/ 00011200
3'	 r)Q(W24)	 =',Ell.3,'	 DC(W25)	 = ',Ell.3r'	 CW(4)	 =',Ell.3, 70r1121O- - -
4'	 D'a( r,)	 =',Ell.3,'	 DW(CN)	 = ',Ell.3/'	 CW(FI)	 =',Ell.3, 00011230
5'	 OW(FN)
	 = ',E11.39'	 DW(NC)	 =',Ell.3,'	 CW(OI)	 =1 9 E11.3, 00011240
6'	 r)W(OS)	 = 1 9F11.3/'	 DW(CCV)	 =',E11.3 9 '	 CW(F02)	 =',F11.3, OCC11250
7'	 D.4(FPF)	 =',Ell.3,'	 DW(FPC)	 = ',Ell.3,'	 CW(FT1)	 = '',Ell.3/ OOCIL261








LEVEL	 2	 1 NOV T2') -	 EVALAB LAS/36Q	 FORTRAN H EXTENOEO CATE 73.264/15.53,.46
-	
.9' 'DW(OPO) =', E11.3 , 1 0W(OP3) = 1 9 El1 . 31 1 CW(OTI)	 ='• Ell.3r 00{}11280
Q A' DW ( OT2) =1 9E11 . 39' DWIFNBPI- • #Ell.39' CW(FPOI ) = ' 1 Ell.39 COM290
eb B• DW(OPOI)= ' ► Ell.3/'"DW(0TPRW#Ell.39' E(FPO)	 =',Ell.3r C^C113CO
_	
G!.:E(_13P0I =' t E11.3r' Ei M S) — 'r111.3r' F(TCI	 ='rE11.3/ _	 GCG1131C
O f FTLS = 'vE11.39' FT2S —•rE1l.3,' CIF1)	 ='tE11:3, 00011320
n	 ►^ F• GF2_ =',Ell.39' G(O1) =',E1-1„3 /' G(62)	 ='tEll.39- (0011330
F' ii(3) 'tEll.39'.= H44) =' rElt.391 Hl4)	 =',Ell.3, 00011343
^j G' NO =',EII.3 /' P(5) =',Ell.3,• N( q )	 ='VE11.3, COC11350
^ ►^ H e P(C)	 - = 'tE11.3r 1 P(CIES) = 'rFl1	 3,' P(F1)	 ='rE	 l.3/ (.6('1136^
rL'- P(FP1._:°.1 +E11.3r'. P(FS) ='rE11.3•' P(QI1	 ... ='•E11.3,	 ___._ .06011370	 ..^_._.._.__
i s P(OP) ='rEll 3r' P(US) =',E1I.3)' 0^711380
" ISN 0469	 29 FORMAT(' P(OT) =',1P.E11,3r' P(FD11	 = 1 ,E11.3' 9 '	 P(FD2)	 =09E11.3900011390
r 11 PIOD1) °'rF11.3,' P(QD2) =1 9E11.3/' P(OD3)	 ='tEll.3• OICIL40C
2 1 PIPOS) = 9 9E11.3t' P(FPCI) = ',Ell.39' P(MFVD)	 = 1 9 [11.3, 00011410
31 PIOPOI) =='tEll.3 /' R(FPI = • ,Fll.3,' R(OP)	 =',Ell.3, OOC1t420
'S(Fl) .= I-vEll.3, I S(F2). = 'rEll.30_S(01) =',E11.3/__
5'
1 ,
S(02) =#tElt.311 TM ='iEll.3t' T(5)	 ='rFl,l.39 COC11440
k	 En 61'T(91 ='tEll.3t' T(C) ='tEll.3/_' T(FI)	 =',E11.39 00011451
o , N 71 T(FP) ='rEil.3, 8 T(OP) ='tEll.3t' TA114)	 = 1 9E11.3, 000114EC
r	 v 80 TW1(5) ='tEll.3 / 1 TW2(4) = 1 ,EII.39' TW2(5)	 = '9E11.39 CC,111470
' 9"' W(01) =',Ell.3,' W(FPOI) =1 9EL1.3, 1 W(OPOI)	 = ',EII.3/ 03CIL480
A' ETA(FT1)= I ,F11.3t' ETA(FT2) = 'tEll.39' ETA(0T2)=',Ell.39_.:__... _,..._:C^_C114S0.-_k
-	 B',RH0141 =' t Ell.3t # RHO(5) ' =',Ell.i/' RHO19)	 = ',Ell .31 04011501`
'i CO 111"(FPI) =',Fll.3,' UP(FP2) =',Ell.3,' IJP(FT1)	 =',Ell.3, 00+011510
0' UP(FT21, = 1 9E11.3/ 1 UP(CPI) = 11 rEll.3,' UP(OP2)	 =',E11.39 OCC11520
I E• UP(OP3) =',(_11.3,, UNGM ='.F11.39' UPWT2) ='rF71.3/ G(`C1t530
F' PMI(FPI W ,Ell.3, 1 PHI(FP21 =1 tEll.3,' PHI(OPl Wt Ell.3, Or-CI1540
G' 0HI(0P2)= ',Ell.3•' PHIICP3)= '9Ell.3:/' PHI(OT11=:'r Eli. 	 ,	 ;...._.__ CCC11550^. w_	 _
? He 'GM(FOI.) = ',Ell.3,' GN(PFPl)= ',-E31.3,' GM(TfP11='rEll.3, (1rC11560
1 1 GM(TFT1)= ',Ell.3 / 1 PN(PFP2)= ',E11.3,' GM(TFP2)='rEll.3, f_0^1157
_	 J' GM(TFT2) = ',E-11.3r' C7P(PCP11= • •Ell.3,' GM(!1'0P1)= r ,Ell.3"1 00011580
ISN 0470	 30 FORMAT(' GM(TO7l)= 1 9lPF.11.3,' GN(RLT1)=', EII.3,'.GM(POP2)='•E11.3tOD,tl590
1 1 GM(T0P?W ,Ell.3, • GN(TCP3)= ',E11.3/' G N (PCP3) = 'rE11.3, Czv116C^
2'1 OM(TOT2)=',Ell'.3t' GN(FPV) =',EI1.39' GM(OPV)	 ='tE11.3t	 _ nrC1.1b10	 ___.
3 1 GM(MOV) =',(11.3/' GM(FFV) = $ tEll.3, 1 GNI(CCV)	 = 1 9Ei1.3/ CJC1162C
4 0 PARTIAL DERIVATIVES' / 1	GM(PFPI) /PHI.(FPI)	 ='Ell.3r COCIL630
5' GY(TF ,'P1) /PHI(FP1) ='F.11.39' GN(TFT1) /EfA(FTI)	 ='E11.3/ C^011-640





......aWauat r..iWauazrxJx.a..a_.w.^. u...JCr.r....uaxar ...xw.^....u.»c...._.,...a.. . ea..s .	 .., 	 .._....._. .. .._	 ...... .. 	 ..	 ....	 .. . . a....	 _... .n....r..y.........u._...l .s..r....r
J
tTABLE A-1.	 (Concluded)
LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72 1	 EVALAB CS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/19.53.40
7'	 GM(TFP2)/PHI(FP2) ='E11.3/' GM(TFT2)/ETA[FT2) ='E11.3, COC11660
8' GM(TFT2)/P(FU/P(FPWE11.3, 9 GN(PUPI'1/PHIMP1) ='E11.3/ C^C11670
S'	 GM(TOTI)/PHI(OT1) ='E11.391 GPTTCPII/ PH' (OP11 ='E11.39 OOCI1680
A'	 GN(ROTI)/PHI(CT1) ='E11.3/' GN(PCP2)/PHI(0P2) .- = $ E11.3, CC'Cl16'5-C	 —,----•-•--
B'	 G4(TOP2)/PHI(CP2) ='E11.3,' GN(T0P3)/PH)(r1P3) ='E11.3/ CrnC1170C
G'	 GMTOT2_)1ETA,(CT2) ='E11.39' GN(TOT2)/P(FI)/PMPWE-11.3.- ^C11710
_
0' (;N(POP3I /PHI M)3) ='E1193/' GN(T)/F(CP1 ='E11.39 00011720
E +	 G4(PK)/P(FI1/PIUP) . ='Ell.30 GN(T)/F(CP) ='E11.3/ (IOC11730
F'	 GH(PI/P(FI)/P(F'P) ='E'11.3,' GN(FR)/P(C)/P(FI) ='E11.3, COCIL740
— G'	 GM(TRI/F(TC) ='E11.3/'' GN(r•tFV1 /x /X[MEV) ='E11.3, __. 0-0C1175^_^.^w___..._
H'	 GA(FPV)/;X/X(FPV) ='E11.39' GN(GPV)/X/X(OPV) ='E11.3/ (0011760






En ISN 0471 1NFLAG	 = 123 CCC1183f;
En ISN 0472 2B RETURN 00CL184r
` - co _-_ ISM C473. ' .__32. CALL	 CXIT CCC11945	 -
w	 p. ISN 0474 STOP CGC11647









DESCRIPTION OF THE SSME ENGINE FREQUENCY RF.SPONSF' PROGRAM
INTRODUCTION
The SSME Frequency Response Program is based on a production routine developed by
Rocketdyne for the purpose of providing frequency analysis of a system of linear
1-	
- equations containing nth order derivations and constant coefficients,. 	 The program
has the capacity of handling SO equations with 100 coefficients each, and produces
tabulated values and graphic plots of the gain and phase as a function of log fre-
quency for specified variables with respect to the input variable. 	 'Che frequency
range is under input control, and can be spread or clustered as required.
METHOD




+ bll s	 cll.....,	 c lns2 + b ins + c lr	 x	 als2 + b
l s + cl
a	 s2+t	 s 	 ..... . a	 s 2 +b •	s 	 x	 as2+b•s+c
nl	 nl	 nl	 nn	 nn	 nn J L n	 n	 n	 n .
which may be written as:	 x
[aijs 2 + bijs + cij)	 Ix I	 [ai
s2 
+ bi s + cif	
.y
NOTE:	 The form [aij s2 + b ij s + cij ]	
[X7 I _
	 [ais` + b is + ci]	 .y	 w	 ,,
t is simply an arrangement of all equations so that only the
f	 i independent variable (Y) and its derivations_ appear on the	 r
right-hand side of the equation; the arrangement may be per-





'.:•:, 	 _ ^.	 ^	 .^. '	 . ^rw^__ ,s ^.._x	 ^.-^_^y.^	 r _., .ter _..a^.^ ^_v.-^^iad.J'.a—sw...^,^:.;.iv^.:..ismtr
ii
(For simplicity, the Laplace operator, S = d/dt, of higher than second order, is
not shown, although higher orders are allowed in the program. tS
g
-
If the Laplace operator is defined as S = jw, where j = v ,"'-1 and w is the frequency,
T`
the coefficient matrix may be rearranged to provide a real matrix and an imaginary
matrix:
s
rr__1aijw2 +cijl jw Cbij^I }^ I	 11xj J = fF Laiw	 + ciJ +	 jwl Ibil I. Y E
Values specified for frequency (w) are then inserted [as requested by input cards]
and the system is solved by a complex Gaussian elimination subrout ine (COGAEL). r
The solutions for specified dependent variables at all required frequencies are
the output of the program. 	 The output contains (1) the values of all dependent
M
variables at the lowest of the input frequencies (magnitude and phase), (2) values
of specified dependent variables at each input frequency (db and phase), and (3)
graphic plots of db and phase versus log frequency for the specified variables.
s
j
It should be noted that the values of the independent variables are normalized to
a unit value of the input variable. 	 That is if the frequency response of pump
discharge flowrate (units of lb/sec) is determined with pump suction pressure as
an input - (lb/in. 2 the'units - of the variation in flow will be "x" lb/sec per
psi.	 In this case, the term "db" is taken to be 20 log(x) where x is the peak-
to-peak value of the output divided by the peak-to -peak value of the input with
units as stated in the nomenclature list.
4
LANGUAGE
The program is written in the FORTRAN IV computer language. 	 Graphical output is
It
based on the Rockwell International S-C 4020 Simulation Routines which utilize a'





Reference to these routines may be found in Engineers' Computing Manual, Volume
II, Section 225, System 360/FORTRAN, published by Rockwell International.
! Listings of the frequency response program and subroutines COGAEL (the complex
Gaussian elimination program) and TDPLOT (a plotting subroutine which interfaces
with the S-C 4020) are included in this appendix (Table B-1 through B-3)'. y
i
The coefficients for the frequency response program are dependent on the values
used in the engine balance.
	 An additional subroutine computes these values and !
is discussed in Appendix A.
Insertion of Data -
The data input cards and their formats are presented in Fig. B-1.
	 The format is
self explanatory.	 The values required in namelist "V" are obtained from engine
balance information..
	 A set of values for the current 109 , percent engine balance
is shown in Table
	 2 .
- Restrictions of the Frequency Response Program f_
The following are the program restrictions:
1.	 The program using logarithmic frequency spacing will generate up to 8
decades plus 3 frequencies or a maximum of 60 frequencies.' j
2.	 The total number of frequencies input as spare frequencies plus 'those
implied by the initial-final frequency range values cannot exceed 60.
Zero is an illegal value for frequency.
•	 I
3.	 A maximum of 50 equations and 100 columns (including the input column)
^ can be solved with the present dimension statements.
	 To ensure econom-
ical as well as accurate evaluation of the equation sets it is necessary
to minimize the number of equations.
	 (In this SSME engine evaluation,





TABLE B-1.	 FREQUENCY RESPONSE ROUTINE
LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72 )	 CS/360	 FORTRAN F EXTENDED	 DATE 73.264/15.53.01^.,
d
^•
REQUESTED OPTIONS : MAP.DECKvLI'ST.XREFtOPT=2
'^7 ;!OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAPF(MAIN) -GPTIMIZF(2)	 LINECGUNT(40)	 SIZE(MAX)	 AUTQCBL(NONE)
_ $OURGt	 EBCDIC LIST.DECK C8JECT MAF_NCFnRHAT GOSTMT XRFF ALC NOANSF NOTEP1IINAL.FLAG(11...
C	 FREQUENCY	 RESPCASE RCIJTINF	 - ^OrQCO3Q
l ISN 0002 DIMENSICN	 ( lW..1,	 OMSCPS(60ItW(60)9 	 CMS(60)r	 ID(210)9 0000%1040
 






— 2	 C(5C92C^0)9	 TITLE(LR)e	 0(10;:)e	 XMAG15119	 N0(53'')r
3	 XREALI50)v XIVAG(51), WNW), 	 FARE(61),	 VARR(5S), 01nr0(`(11F0
- 4 VAHI(50)9	 IDF(18)9	 PHAN(50960)90EC0('i0,6c:) ^,	 Or,n7C
ISN 0003 ICRT.C9I0	 /EVAL/ TITLE
=1.G	 )LFL)..14()936794E-38)DELTAW-01FL)	 -ABSIGChLFLI/A y AX1(ABSI14O C^CCC1C^:ISM
_._E-
- ISMSN 0035 5 + SIGN(	 05 9 DELTAIQ002FL)	 + Q002FL*( L.-^r-DELTA(QGO rn jn1tf,UNIT(Qno 2FL)	 =0.	 .
IT2FL)) 1 C! CC-MC
r _)SN^Q.0	 6^__ , THETA(Q-,03FL9Q0r4FL)	 004FCvC CC I'0
En LL)))+ SIGN(1.0tQl"03FL*QCG4FL)* 	 ATANIIIAHS(0004FL)	 11.0-DFLTA10003"r::;C140JC3FL)+DELTA(C'03FL)))*(181.:1/3.141593)) 	 *	 (1.1-0ELTAn +C(015'
p- OD
2FL))))/(ABS(Q
-3 (0 1 ,0
	
183.0*DELTAIV03FL).*lI r, -I)ELT A(C(, 04FL1	 1.5	 +VNITI -CO C4COCCC160
w p 4FL 1) (10C^C 170
t',ii 0007 1 READ(592)	 TITLE C!'^0!'lAr,
N ISN,000R 2 FOgMAT(-18A4) CrrOrlcr - ...
i
.
C-	 IS NECESSARY TC ZERO MATRIX STORAGE SPACE CCCOC2CG ^---=
ISN 0009 1(T Do	 2., 04	 KK _	 19	 50 ^:?; ^a'21C
ISN 0010 On 2101	 LL=1:_102 CCrrC220
ISN 01011 2001 CP(KK9LL)=0.0 7rCOC230
' ISN 0012 00 21C2	 LL=1,_200 r;CCr^ ?5Qt
,ISN 0013 2002 CIKKvLL1-9.t) CCf;G26Q.--	 -- _
ISN 0014 Dn 2^C4	 LL=1960 CCCCf310
ISN 0015 PHAN(KK,LL)=0.0 0^C0"320
ISN 0016 2304 nEC0 ( KK, LL) =0.0 C:?''^C33C
ISN 0017 READ(5,120)NW,NR.ICRT,KEC,TRIG,IRPS•CMI9CMFL OCCJC340
ISN: 'CC18 1	 '3'2C FnRMAT(1129112,13?t9vF2..11C.2FI2.0) rrrCr35r
ISN ^ ►119 IF(	 NW	 .EQ.	 1	 )	 GO TO	 1218 frCCC3F^,	 -.^..^:
ISN
_
0021 IF(	 NUJ -.LE.	 60	 )	 GC TO	 1216 99)009,379,
ISN OC23 WRI TF469122) f,LCCC3P.^ -
ISN 002.4 122 FnRAAT(IH- 9	'NUMBER OF SHUFFLED	 IN FREQUENCIES EXCEEDS 60 1 ) 0nr^C3SC







„ LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72	 ! -~ MAIN	 CS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/IS.53.01
ISN 0026 1216 RFAt)15r1211	 (0I) r 	 1=19NW1 7C000410
ISN>:00.2.7.-_ 121 FORMATl6F12.01	 _ COCCO420
ISN CC28 1218 IF(	 NR	 .LE.	 2CL'	 J GC TO 1220 OC^n043G
! ISN 0 .930 -WRITE(6v 123)
ISN CC-31 123- P0R4AT(3CH-NUMHER OF COLUMNS EXCEEDS 2001 C3SC;450
. ISN' OC32 GO TO 9 rC(.(.0460
ISN (1033 122, CALL EVALAA CCCr ^47C
ISN 0 ^34 IFIASKIP.EQ.1234)	 GO TO 60 Z` fO04A^
^. ISN_OC36 IF(	 KEQ	 L.E.. 	 50	 ) GO TO 1722 COCOC4SO	 r	 - —
1SN 0G38
_
:MRITF( .6,124) _	 _:^ _ _	 .9.9.9.9.	 __ _:	 C0CrC5CC—
ISN CO39 124 FORMAT(5XP I NUMBER OF EQUATICKS EXCEEDS 50 1 ) CCCuG510t
ISN'OC40 GO TC 5 OCCCC523
ISN '0041- 1222 IF(	 OMI	 ) 16669 3r	 1675 GG;	 ^^530
ISN 0042 3 WRITE	 (6,115) Orr^1540
ISN 0043 115 FOR vIAT('	 INITIAL FREQUENCV	 IS ZERO') C0^_9^545








^, cn ISN GG46_ 1667 OM(1)=[lMl COPCO571
oo tSN 0047 J=2 COC00560Ul
ISN OC48 1668 OMtJI=2.0 CMIJ-1! CCCCC59C
tSN CC49
-
IF(	 OM(J)	 .GE.	 OMFL	 1 GO TO 1670 COCCC6CQ
ISN 0051-- J	 Jf1 _	 ._	 ..	
.__	
_.9.9.9.9. 	 ...__...__.._.._._.......... _ _	 _..	 _	 .	 __	 ..	 _.9.9.9.9. 00C'C610
ISN 0052 GO TO 1668 OCCCrUC
ISN C1 053 1670 CM(J)=OMFL (100IC630
-	 -	
ISN 0054'	 _ NOM=J
.9_.9.9.9O w",GO640
ISN' 0055 GO TO 17 C^CCC650




fi ISN' 0058 M--1 G	
r-----
ISN 005q T=-L.0 crCCC690
ISN 0067 R=0.1 Gn CG070f
I ISN 0061 4' IF( OMI	 .GE.	 R I GO TO 8 OCCCC72C





__iR =R /10.0 _._	 ^^_^..__..__ ---
GO TO 4
-._.._	 _.9_.9__.9.9. __	 __	 .. CGC^;'740
COCrO750
ISN 0066 9 K=1 03CCC760f
C NEW CARS--INITIALIZATION OF L CC000770









LEVEL 2	 1 NOV 72'1 MAIN	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 v DATE 73.264119.5341
ISN 0068 ..:_.12 OM'(J)=UNIT(T)*ll(2.0**L).*3.0*10.0**M1-12.0)+UNIT(-T)*(2.0**L1*LO.0*OOOOR790
1 *M- CO { COACO	 i
> ISN 0069 IF(T)24t24923	 _._ OCcCCB10	 s
ISN 0071 24 T=-'T OnrpC83C	 w
ISN 0072 IF(L-3)26927.25 0000C840
ISN 001 73 27 IF(T)26 9 26925 
	
_ ._	 .. accc0850i ISN 0074 25 L= C CC"C.'.860
ISN OC75 T=-1.,^; CnCCC970
SN 0076 -
1SN 0077 26 Gn T0111r161•K COt`CC8S0
ISN.3C78 11 MOP( I)-OMI112,15,13 rr.c^Cgcc
ISN 0079
.'	 :.,...	 13 CM(2)=OM(1 f -_:
ISN OM cm(	 =001 011OC920
ISN CC81 J=3 nOCC1930
_ ISN 0082,rt _.K=? 00=,Jv940
ca ISN ,l0Ft3 GO TO 12 COCCO950
cn ISN 0084 IS OM(1)=0M1 CCCr^9E000
_..ISN 0085 K=2	 _._:.	 - ._:.._	 _-_-__.,.._...._	 _ _
	 ._ CU'rC970
wA ISN 0086 16 J=J +1 COCSC980_
ISN 0087 IF(ON(J-I)-OMFL)12,18v18 CO('CC990
N __ JSN 0088
_	 -
01	 J-1)	 OMFL_
	 ... _.._ OC "C 1000
ISN 0089 NOM=J-1 CCCC1C 10
ISN 0090 '_17 J=1 pr?r^rl^20
ISN 0091 :.:. ..IF(NW)28•28.29.._	 __,__._,..__:_	 _..,._.:	 .__	 _.. OC:01030.
ISN 0092 28 OMS(JI=CN(J) C': C1940
ISN 0093 IF0)MS(J)-CMFL)30,32v32 0Cf:01050
^ISN_^ ;354.. '3^J=J±1_
	
.._	 _	 _	 :^_..^—__
 CGC^^1C60	 .-
ISN C095 I'FI J-6'1128.28.45' C^CC1?'70E
ISN 0096 25 N=J 00':c1^PC
ISN C097 1=1	 - _	 __	 _ Cu' ^109! ISN C^98 35 K-J +N .^0001100
' ISN 0099 IF(0N(J)- W( I)120,34.34 E00^01110
ISN. 0 10 0 2t?.- IF(J-NOM)33.33 34._.._„^	 T	 -.__	
_--^ GCCL1120










ISN 0114 34 OMS(K)=W(I) COCC1l6O
i
rOr
.i.y..	 '.•	 .•-_...	 ..-
:1t.u4PXlN44A^afMaM.ulNfla}maN.»`K	 Y J..•t	 4. A-	 twN-	 Y l 	 W.f:Y*++§	 +G»a	 a	 +Vrr+'va	 +maww4w. .^.NnM+4+ r+f..w#h
-•- .. ,na a..xucsh'	 ^ ._....u.,.«...::. ^.vs.u..1...Y1&
x.....e-YM	 ...s w.«.a_-w «.«	 ..	 -
••.	 -...u=
k
TABLE B-1.	 (Continued) ------
LEVEL 2	 1' NOV 72	 )' MAIN	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENI)E0 CAT'E	 73.264/19.53.01
ISN 0135 N=N+1 C0001170
ISN O1')6 IFII-NN)36937,37 OOrC11EO
ISN 0107 37 IF(J-NOM)31 ► 31 ► 380	 - 0!?CG119G
___ ISN 0108 31— -,W(I) = 0MFL.	 :	 __:^_.	 ^	 »	 _.___ ......
ISN 0109 CO TO 38 CC CJ 1210
r ISN 0110 3E 1=1+1 i O[C122C
:. ISN CI11 IF(J-N .OM)38938 9 35 - nmrG123C
ISN 0112 38 IF(OMS(K)-OMFL)3593202 GCCC1240
ISN 0113 380 r,MFL=CMS(K) O^CC12.50'
ISN .C114
° ISN x115 45 WRI TF 	 t6.1171 CCC^1?.7C
ISN 0116 117 FORIAT WHITHE NUMBER CF FREQUENCIES EXCEEDS 601 C_C	 128C
ISN 0117 Gil	 TO q	 _ rccc 12SO
E ISN' 0118 32 J=1	 ,- Cvf.C13C1 ;
ISN 0119 431 IFtIRPS)4329132,43 CTC01310
ISN 012^ . _ 432 rMFLC=CMFL	 _.	 _ OMO1320...
k n ISN 0121 0MFL=2.^*3.1415927*CMFL OCCC1330
ISN! 0122 43 IF(IRPS)39,39,4C 0,)CG134C
►^ ^	 th ISN C123" 39 OMSCPS(J)=CMS(J) 00001350k
O`	 o ISN 0124 OMS(J)=2.0*3;.1415427*OMSCPS(J) OGCC1360
ISN 0125 GO. TO	 41. 0^rC1370N ISN 0126 + 40. OMSC PSI J) = OMS(J) / t2.0*3.1 4 15 52 7 1_... 	 .	 ._ _ .	 ,...	 _.._ _.	 OCCC13r.n
ISN
1
0127 41'IFk;MS(J) -CMFL)	 42r6C,60 GGC013S0
ISN 0128 42, J=J+1 00fr14G0
ISN 0129	
-
GO TO 43 OCCC1410
_
ISN C131 6r Iw
.
=1 tnrr15n
ISN 0131 KEJ=KEa+1' CC r ^ 15S:^




ISN C133 IJ=J*KEQ C0'017EC
ISN 0134 LS--0 0000177C
s .,..	 ISN 0135 -. , LK=Q	 _:._..:	 .::_ ..	 _ Cor01780
K
_	 » .
ISN 0136 LF=r 0RCO17SO
E' ISN 0137 DO 32C I=1,NR CCCr18t'0
ti _»ISN 0138, 1FILK)7,E2,b1G_^ (`0001810
ISN 0134 62 IF(KEC-LF)64,64965 CCU^.1820
ISN fl 140 65 LF=LF+1 r0"0tP10
tSN, 0141 IM=KEQ+LF OCCC1840 Y
ISN 01 42 67 IR=I+LS nc^ 1850 q
4
73.2E4/19.53.01
ISN 0143 _IF1101[R1169,E8,69 W01860
ISN 0144 68 LS=LS+1 CerC1870
r^ ISN 0145 GO TO 67 OOCCLANO
_..CSN,01,46 ^6-9.LI=IR-1_:•__— w_	 —	 _•	 _	 _-	 ._.- ._.	 - - -.- ^._	 __.__ OOCC1890.__ - -- --_.___.
ISN 01 ,47 LK=LS c,r: rr19fln





:_ _	 ;„:._. _
	
_ COCC1920
ISN C150 R=1.0 00001930[SN .0151 S=C.O 00^C1g4P
i	 47 _—ISN,0152. _LS=LS+.I.__'
L ISN 0153 55 CREAL =CREAL + P*CIJrIRI *( CMS(IW)**S) 011001960
ISN 0154 LS=LS-1 C.3Cr1970
^._[SN_.. 0155.._ ^:_IFiL517r57•`^6 : 	_.-.	 _.	 _	 _	 _.	 _.	 _.	 _...... ocrol980
ISN 0156 56 CIMAG=GIMAG+R*C('J,II[*IOMS'(IW)**(S+1.01) OuC;":15g0
ISN 0157 S=S+2.0	 - OCCO2CCO
ISN Q15P R=L- 1.4.L*_R  CI,CO2C10^__
	
_.
ISN 0159 IR='IR-?_ nrCO2C20in 0160 [ 1= Lt-2 0 r, CO2030F,
►-• 00
 ISN 0161..__	 _`,._LS=L S-1 OrCC2C40
v Np ISN 0162 IF(LS[7957955 G0Cj2n50
L ISN 0163 .57 CP(J P LF)=CREAL OC-^^2060
N ISN 0t64 CP ;l•l11M1:=CJMAS _ ^nC^'2C70
ISN 0.165 GO 70 61 OQr".2C8Q
ISN 0166 64 Ik=T+LS 0 6 CG2J90
_..ISM 0167	 :._..___.._ :_. 1FiICIIR1170 v 7.1.7.C_.._..r_.. 	 ......_.	 _ CCCO210G
ISN 01b9 71 LS=LS+1 0-) Cu' 2110
ISN 0169 GO TO 64 <.	 OCCO2120
__._I SN .0-170	 7.0-11 = I R- COCG 2130
ISN 0171 LK=LS 40002140
ISN 0172 DREAL=0.0 COC^°2150
ISN 0173 DI+aAG=+).0 O00O2160
s. ISN 0174 R=1.0 0100217n
ISN 0175 S=O:C Ot?CC21PO
ISN 0176_ _..LS-LS+.1.:._r'__:_^^___...._._. 	 ..	 _...._......
y
00on219+)
ISN 0177 772 DREAL = DREA 'L+R*C(JvIR1 *( CPS([W1**S) 0.aCfi22CC
ISN 0178 LS=LS-1 OAC"2210
ISN C17 g [ = 1t1 0"n M0
ISN 0180 IF('LS)79639773 CGCO2230
LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72 1 MAIN	 CS /360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264 /19.53.bl
ISN 0181 773 DIMAG=DIMAG+K *C( J,II)*IOMS(IW)**(S+100)) 00002240	 -
ISN 0182 S=S+2.0 nnCO2250
ISN 0183 R=(-1.0)*R COC12260
_y am.	 ISN 01114 ._._.__<_...... IK-IR-2 Qk^rr?-270
ISN 0185 II=I1-2 C	 22fill
ISN 0186 LS=LS- 1 r,vr,	 2291,
ISN 0187 _	 .. IF(L5)7,63,77.?. OnC 23COr ISN 01PR 63 D(J) = OREAL C%M,2310
ISN 0189 D M11=01PAG 000x2320
ISN 0191, Gil	 TC, 	6 »..	 07pru2330
ESN C1Q1 7 NR1TF.	 (6 9 116) 0°^r,234n
ISN 0192 116 F(IRMAT(241i LS HAS A NEGATIVE VALUE) 0600235.1
^	 .. ISN 0193 _.:. GO TO 9 OCt,C2360
ISN 111194 61C LK=LK-1 0t11CO2370A
ISN C1S5 E1 CONTINUE rrro2380
K.ISN Cl g h _32r,. CONTINUE	 :^_	 _ »_ 	 ^.	 _.___._._ ._: 
	
..^.._.. _.	 :0002390.
(n ISN C 147 6E2
_
CONT INUF c11^^^24^+^




_.	 303 WRITE (6023) 10002720
Qo	 P. ISN 0200 np 3r4 I =1,KE0 (+n ^.)273+1
ISN P2C'1 IJ=I + KEQ GOCC2740
N ISN.02^2
-
-_x:__3(+4 WP. ITE	 (61 ; 321) _1tP1j t P(IJI.11CP1 . II J ItCPIIrJ+KEQIrJ = I	 KEQ) Or	 2754
ISN 0203 305 CONT INOE OOCn2759
C C^r027E0
.C^ ADD D— VECTOR IC CP=MATRIX.	 SHIFT CCLUMNS OF	 IMAG CP BY 1 TO RIGHT.CO Cr-.2761
C REAL D INTO COL. KEQ+1. IMAG D INTO COL. 2KEQ+2. 0n^u2762
C COC32763
--I SN_.0204_.r_^ 011.	 2^2	 .I	 =.1.rKEQ._...^ .	 ^.:,._	 ._	 :.__. _.	 OOC^2770
ISN 0205 IN = 2*KE6 + 1 - L COx_02775
ISN 02-06 INP1 = IN + l OrC12780
ISN 0207 nO 202' J =
	
1 9 KEG Oi C.Q27P5
ISN G238 CP(_7)11NP1)
	 =	 CP(JrIK) 03rn27SO
ISN 0209 202 CONTINLE incr2795
,I SN .O2.10
 IN _ KEQ +_1--_
	 ^:^ coct.12900
ISN 0211 INN = 2*KEQ +. 2 ^,lc028C5
ISN 0212 no 203 .J = 1 9 KEC ^3r ,231G
ISN 0213 CP(J,1N) = 01-A QnrC 2815






LEVEL 2	 1 N0V 72 1 FAIN	 CS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDEF) DATE 730264/19.53.01
1SN • 0215 GP1JrINN)	 =, DIJN)
	
_ 00302825
ISN 0216 203 CONTINUE OCCO2031
C Wf)2835
CAli,^tf)GAFI,,_TC .TRI ANG4LAR I ZE_,.TH_E. Cf M PLEX. MATR ( X, BY,_&AI)SS._ ELIMIN. OG•::C^2836
C 00^02837
ISN 0217 "CALL COGAEL(CPtKEQ) C^CC2840
C 00002845
r C BACK SUBSTITUTE , TO DETERMINE REAL AND IMAGINARY PART OF VAKTABLESoCIO02846
C THEN DETERMINE MAGNITUnE AND PHASE. Of;1 CO2E47
C 0(1128k9	 __...
ISN 0218 I\Pl = KEC	 +- 1 CCCC2855
_ ISN 021Q NNP1 = `2*NP1 OC^2d6v
_..	 ISN 0220	 --,_ _ .-..'.___. XR[AL;IKEC)	 =	 CP(KFQ # NP1) ,.	 ,..	 _	 _ 00CG2865
-ISN 0221 X MAG(KEQ)' = CP(KEA•NNP1) COCC2870
ISN 02.22	 - XMAG(KF.(J) '= SQRT'IXREAL(KEQ)**2 	 + XIMAG(KEQ)**2) rilt!02871
-_ISN 0223 —_.FAZEIKEQ) ..=_THETA(XREAL4KEQI_ 91PA.GAKEQI I____
ISN 0224 OQ 275 J = 29KEC OCCO2975
cr ISN 0225, JJ = KEQ — J + 1 C00O2880




~ SUMR = 0.0 0f0C28S0!
JSN 0228 SUMI '= 0.0 00.32895
to ISN 0229 D(1 206 A =- J'JP1 P KEQ_	 _	 _ _	 ___  ^._._ I!C"0L290C ^	 __._
ISN 0230 KN = K + KEO + 1 COCn29C5
ISN 6231 SUMR _ SLMR + CP(JJ,KI*XRE'AL(K_) — CPIJJ,KN)*XIMAG(K) 0i,%291C►
ISN 0232 , - -._ — ,SUMI, =._SUMI	 ± CP(JJrKNI*XREAL(K) - w+ CPIJJ•K)*XIhl AG(K) .	 ..	 __	 .	 ,.	 0nVC2915	 -- -..-_
ISN-0233 "206 CONT INUF 100x2920
ISN 0234 XREAL(JJ)',= CF(JJ t 6P1)	 —	 SUMR OrCC2925
1 .235 -)( I MAG(JJ)_=:.CP(JJ,NNPI.IM—_.SU^"I	 ^._.... -^— CCCO2930_^
ISN 0236 XMAGWJ1•=	 SORT(XPEALIJJI**2 	 + XIMAG(JJ)**2).....
	 ._._.
03CG2935
ISN 0237 205 FAZEWJ) = THETA(XREAL(JJ),XIPAG(JJ)) 0000294
—_...::ISN 0238 „i—__:_a._. 1F. 11h —	 1)	 821E2,93 CCCO2945
ISN 0239	 " 82,CONTINUF Ot'ff.2950
ISN C24C'_ !TRITE	 (6 9 52)UMS(1)9(19XMAG(II.FAZE(I)tl = 19KE0) 40CC29150
ISN_C24 1 	 52_F.f1R4A7(67H1^V Alt jARLE_.	 IT;JRES_US;ING...A_ FREtC^C2970
LOUENCY OF	 1PE14.6.95H RPS./ 	 LHO R4H VARIABLO('C2gRn
2E NUMBER	 MAGNITUCE PHASE MHO 1209LC2QS0
_^ .. .._ ")Ti tP2_E30.61 ) 0.^OC30CC
ISN 0242 IF(fRIG1 770 9 7 70 9 77 CCrn3t'40
TABLE B-1.	 (Continued)
LEVEL 2	 ( NOV 72	 1 ,MAIN	 CS/360	 FORTRAN 'H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/19,53.01
ISN '0243 770 WRITE	 (691001) OCnG3050
ISN 0244 1 •JCt FCRMA7 ( 7C H1 THESE ARE	 INTERMFDIATF RESULTS PRCDUCEC AFTER EACH MACC' :03060
1TRIX INVERSInN. / 53HGINPUT FREQUENCY I-N RADIANS /SECOND ANC CYCLES /SGOOn3071
_..:...___--- .._.2ECOND. /59110	 _.._VARIpAIErGAIK(C8),PHASE(DEGREF.S) 	 VAR_. [ ABLE .FC"rC3uP0..-.--`__._._
3TC .	 ) 00n033SC
ISN 0245 323- FORMAT ( 37HIINITIAL VALUES CF CCEFFICIF, NT MATRIX) OnCOHCO
[:SN 0246 321 FOA:IATUGH EQUATION t l3.5Xt5HINPUTrlP2E17.3/(lPlOE11.311 000±.311n
„
ISN 0,247 771 IV=1 ODC13130
ISN C248 J=1 Cr rC314C
ISN • - . 0 249,
----
Dn	 78	 1 =.1	 NR__	 ---..__._._	 _-.:.	 _._.	 ._	 _	 _._._	 :...,	 __..__.__. C00O315G.^
ISN (1250 IF( ['D(I) ) 79v80 t 81 0C•fs 3160
ISN 0251 79 IV=IV +1 C-1r,03170
ISN 0252 80 GO TC.78 OCCO3180
13N 0253 81'NO(J) =IV ^^nC3l9n
ISN C254 IV=IV+I OCCC3200
ISN ^255. _ -J=J+1 O00O3210.:	 ----- -
cn ISN 0256 78 CnNTINUE 03r"1322^En ISN 0257 NOPRT=J-1 CO :33230
1	 'oo ISN 0256 83 DD 84 K = I * NOPRT	 _ 00003240N	 inCD	 .cam ISN 0259 JX=NC(K) O^C:32'S^
ISN 0260 VARRUK) - XREAL(JX) n':rG3330
ry 4S.y 026l _ VAR	 _[ (K1	 =..xLMAG(JX_'r: 	 _....	 _.,.._	 _	 _.	 -_..	 :..	 _	 ..
--	 _-y
_.	 OrCC3340
ISN 0262 B4 CONT'INUF OCCO3350
ISN 0263 86 00 87 I=1,NOPRT CO^03363
ISN C264 90 PHAN(I t li%)=THETA(VARR(I)tVARI(I)) OCCC3420
ISN C265 96- DECB ( Ir IW)=20.0*ALOGLO(AMAX1(1.OE-309SART(VARR(I)**2+VARI(I) **2)))(,roc 35to




: . tFfTRIG )560 j9(C v96I C00O352C
ISN 0268 960 WRITE ( 6y13fl3)CMS ( IW)tCMSCPS ( IW)r(NO ( NOW)90ECB ( NO:W91W)tPHAN(NOW9lhOf:CC353O
- 1)rN0W=1vNOPRT) nnnn354C
ISN C269 IOnC FORMAT ( //F2U.4iF7 C .5//(I4rFE.2rF7 ' . 1r[4tF8 . 2tF7 . lr (4rF8.2rF7 . 1il4tF(10-::. 355G
18.2 9 F7.1,I4 9 F8.2,F7.11) CJt'.C;3560
ISN C27C 961 IF(,]MS( IM) -ONFL)85tS5r g 5 CnrC357C
.ISN 0Z7L—,
--- _
85 IW = lw+1	 _ 0^L;,3580	 .....__.__._.__
ISN 0272 GO TO	 75, CCCf 3590
ISN 0273 95 CONTINUE C90u3600
....ISN'-0274 53 FORMAT(21H1,	 FREQUENCY	 5(13H	 VARIABLE	 I293H 1/21HC	 r rn3610
I
P.PS	 CPS	 5 ( L8H.	 DECIBELS	 PHASE	 )/) 00003620
w "
	.-	 . e...'









LEVEL 2	 ( NDV 72	 1 MAIN	 CS/360	 FCRTRAN H FXTENDFD- CATE 73.264/15.53.01`
.f
ISN: 0275 54_ FORMAT(IP2E10.2,!'(2H / .0P2FA.2) ) 0^CO3630
..
ISN 0276 • NZ=5 00093640
ISN 0277 NY=1- 0: OG365.",
_
ISN C27  ,NX=N(IPRT
	 --_._--	 --	 --	 __..___--.._	 _	 _.	 .._._-__.	 _ ..___.__.
ISN 0279 97 iFINX)1( 491n0v98 C,.jrr367C
ISN 0290 98 WRITE	 (6.53 ,)(NC(I),I=NYrNZI GCCO3E8C
..:..	 ISN C281	
_ - _ _
00	 99	 J = 1, IW ... CuCC3E9C
ISN 0282 WRITE	 (6,54)(OPS(J)90MSCPS(J),(CECB(K,Jl t PHAN(K t J)vK=NY,NZ)1 OrCO3700
ISN 0283 99 CONTVNUE COCC3710
ISN. 0284 NY=NY+5_ _,._ _ .
	
_ _._.. GCC^_372!`.. -_,-.
ISN 0265 NZ=NZ+S CCrn3730
ISN 3286 NX=NX-S	 -	 _- CS063740
_._._..	
ISN 0287	 _. .. Gn TO 97	
-
CCCn3750
ISN 0288 1CO Iw2=IW+2 0nPr•3757
ISN 028 -0 (30 490 J=1,NOFR7 CCCC37E0
ISN ^290_ .110 .102 K=1.,.IW2. ------ __._.^^-__r_^. f^t^:Jn377^70
ISN 0291 GAIN(K)=OECH(J,K) COCC37N.1
ISN C292 FAZE(K)=PHAN(J,K) OC.CC37SG
r ao ISN 0293 102 CONTINUE OCCO3HCJN) W
"
ISN 0294 IF(IRPS) 104, 104,103 ohn,C3Rln
ISN 0295" 1C3 L = 1 ("I CC, 3415
g .	 cv IS 0296 CALL	 TnPLOTCONS9GAIN ,IW i CMIoCMFLjL 	1_	 _	 _ _.. COCC382O 3_
-	 ISN' 0297 CALL PRINTVI-21,21H GAIN IN CECIBELS	 t 400 9
 
470) f"; CC3E► 3G
ISN 0298 CALL PRTNTV(-21-,21H FREQUENCY ! IN RADIANS*4COrO05) r^CG3940
ISN , 0299 L=2 C9t'n384;5_3
ISN 0300 CALL TOPLOT(QNS,FAZFtlW,CMI,CNFL,L	 1 -OfCC3850
ISN C331. CALL PRINT•V(•-21921H PHASE	 IN_DEGREFS	 940".,9951 CDOC3870 
ISM G 3+:.2 ._ 
_ -	 _
GO. TO
	 1C: g 0VCC3N80	
- --
ISN 4303 1C4 L=1- OCCC38P5
ISN r ^ U21CPS GAIN, iN,CPl t CNFLC,L	 ) C1rn iHS('
ISN 030 4 CALL	 PRINTV1	 921H GAIN	 IN DECIBELS	 , 410 9 	4701 " : a' itn39^J^1
ISN 0306 CALL PRINTV(-21921H FREQUENCY 	 IN CPS	 94009005) 001;r3910




CALL'TOPLOT(ONSCPS,FAZE,IW,CNI,CNFI.C,.L	 ) C^^`.t 3920
' ISN G3J9 CALL PRINTV(-21,21H PHASE	 IN DEGREES	 94009995)- 00^03930
ISN C310 105 CALL	 PRIKTV(-21,2CH VARIAP.LE NUPBER	 ,400,10'101 OP C354C
! SN 0311 PNO=NO (J) CO;:3942
ISN 0312 CALL	 LAHLV	 (PKC'v5FC,101Cr4,2r3) CCCI'3944
p
I
I TABLE B-1.	 (Concluded)
d
LEVEL 2	 I NOV-72 )	 MAIN	 L'S/360	 FQRTRAN H EXTFNUFU CATE 73.264!14,.53.01
f ISN 0313 400 CONTINUE fWCO3959
ISN 0314 NSKIP	 =	 1234 n0C04n'to
ISN (1315 - GO TO	 1220 OGC0402n
ISN P316 - __-9_ CALL- EXIT.
E is 0317 STOP 0 !!C^4^4!1














NTABLE B-2. SUBROUTINE COGAEL
LEVEL 2- 1 NOV 72 )	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 	 DATE 73.264/09.00.11
REQUESTED OPTIONS: MAP#PECK#LISTgXREF@CPT=2
x
E. OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME ( MAIN) -OPTIM-IZE(2) LINECOUNT ( 40) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBL(NONE)
SOURCE.EBCOIC LIST. DECK OBJECT NAP NCFCRMAT GOSTMT XREF ALC NOANSF'NOTERMINAL FLAG(Il
ISN 0f102	 CCGAEL(A.N)	 c0cloi^.0




u	 C	 GAUSS14N ELIMINATION OF COMPLEX MATRIX.	 corCP4CG
G _	 COr7U5co
ISN 0004	 NMI. = N	 1	 cffC0"FCG
ISN 0005	 NP1 = N_ + 1	 GU^.CC'r^0
,.	 ISN 0006	 ZZ = 10.7E-30	 Cf)CJOr3CG
r'	 G	 C0;,^09C0
C	 J IS THE COLUMN BEtN.G ELIMINATEC BELOW THE DIAGONAL. 	 cneoloca
C	 CO ^.v11G0F	 to	 ISN 0007	 DO	 500	 J = 19 N	 COC412C0
cn	 C	 C00113CO
C	 NC.	 FIND MAXIMUM .APPLITUDE IN COLUMN AND BELCW THE DIAGONAL.	 C43CC'143G
w	 C	 C0111015004	 `°	
ISN 0008	 JMAX = J	 COC416c^
ISN OOQ9 :._
	
_ .JJ =,J + NP1	 CO0f)1700
ISN 0010	 CMAX	 A(J.J)**2 + A(J•JJ)**2	 Coct;16010
ISN 0011
	
JP1 = J + 1	 cr)C:l19oC
ISN 0012	 IF( J -"N )	 LOG, 1459 120	 C'7Ci.195G
ISN 0013	 100 DO	 110	 K	 JP1.-N:	 COC"23C0	 1
F	 ISN 0014	 CCC = A(K,J)**2 + A(K,JJ)**2	 COCG21CCi
._ ISN 0015If('CGC .LE..CMAX )_	 GC TO	 .110	 _._ ......	 000322CJ
ISN 0017 	 JMAX = K '	 COCC23CC
ISN OC18	 CMAX = CCC	 CUC^124rn
ISN 0019	 110 CONTINUE-	 COCC25C0	 aG	
COC^26CO	
i
C	 INTERCHANGE ROWS IF REQUIRED TO OBTAIN MAXIMUM PIVOTAL ELF,MENT. 	 COr,727C
~ ISN  Oa2O	 IF( J - JMAX )	 1309 145, 120	 coce29CG
ISN f)021	 12C WRITE(695) J i JMAX	 COC^.3)c0
ISN 0022	 5 FORMAT( i l F.RROR IN SUBROUTINE ** CCGAEL **'/1;X,'J AND JMAX EQUAL-.C.)C^31C0







LEVEL 2	 I NOV 72 1 COGAEL	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/C9.00;.L1
ISN 0023 CALL EXIT C00O3300
ISN, 0024 1,30 DO	 140	 K _ J, KP1 C00O34CO
ISN 0025 KN '= K + NP1 COCC35Cd







LSN 0028 A(JMAX,K1	 = HCLU COOC3800
ISN OC29 HOLD = A(JrKA) COC113900
r ISN 0030 A(J.KK)
	 =	 A(JPAX,KN) COC'34PCO
ISN 003L 140'A(JMAx,KN) = HCLD COOC41CO
— . ...—_.L--
-	
•.• _	 _, _._	 _._.	 _...	 _.. - COCC43GO	 ---------
C DIVIDE PIVOT RC1	 BY PIVOT ELEMEKT. PIVOT ELEMENT BECOMES 1.0. COW 4400
C COC^45CO
' ISN 0032 145 GO	 160	 K = JPI, N01 CCCO47C,^
ISN 0033 KN ­ K + NPL COCA4800
E ISN 0034 IF(	 ABS(A(J,J)) -.GT.	 ZZ .I	 GO- TO	 150- C:3CC4900
ISN OC36	 .-_._..._-_.'.____. IF(	 ABS(:A(J,JJ)1.._.GT * ZZ : L	 __.	 GO TO	 .._150 000.5^GQ
cn ISN 3038
..
DUM 1 = A (J v J ) CG w 51(i0
ISN 0039 OUM2 = A(JrJJ)
	
_ COCr,5rao
N ^ :ISN 0040 _ WRITE (6,10)	 DUM1 9 DUM2 000053C0
ISN 0041 10 FORMAT( ' 1 MATRIX IS SINGULAR. EXIT FROM COGAEL 	 THE PIVOT ELEMENTSCGCC540d
1 	 ARE,'	 LP2E13.E) _00009508
__1 SN 0042.-....___.__... .CALL EX I1 CU CO 5600
ISN 0043 150 REALA =	 (A(J,K)*A(J#J)
	 + A(JrKN)*A(JrJJ)l	 / CMAX C01357C0
	 !
ISN 0044 VIMAG =	 (AIJ,KNI*A(J,J)
	
- A(J,K)*A(J,JJ))/CMAX COC35800	 1
ISN 0045. A(JrK)	 = REALA CD0C59CQ






___ .0 _ ELIMINATE ELEMENTS BELOW_DIAGONAL. THE.ELEMEKTS ELIMINATED ARE NCTC00063C0	 _	 !
C THEMSELVES CALCULATED. cnC064C0'
C CO:OE500
ISN 0047 IFf J - N	 I	 170,	 6009	 12C' COOOE550
ISN 0048 170 JPL = J + 1 C- d=66CO
ISN 0049 - DO	 500	 1 = JP1 9 N CCC0670C
ISN 0050.. _ .._ 00	 500	 JP1 • NPL CC-3068C0
ISN 0051 KN = K 4 NP1 COCCbgOG
ISN 0052 REALA = A(1 9 K)	 - A(J•K)*A(I,J)	 + AIJ,KN)*A(IrJJI C00071CG
ISN 0053 VIMAG = A(I,KK)-- A(J P KN) *A(I,JI	 - 4f1 ,JJ1*A(J,K) C0007100
ISN 0054 A(I,K)	 =	 REALA	 _	 _ 00007200
LEVEL 21 NOY 72 !
	
COGAEG,
	 OS/360	 FORTRAN 'H EXTENDED DATE 73.264/69.00.11
1SN 0055	 500 A(Ir"KN) = VIMAG- C0007300
ISN 0056	 600 RETURN C00075CO









' LEVEL 2	 1 NOV 72 )	 CS/360	 FORTRAN- f EXT.FN.DEO_,> ' DATE 73.264/009.00.21 __
REQUESTED OPTIONS: MAPI4DECKtLIST 9 XREF 90PT=2 -
OPTIONS. IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN)	 CPTIMIZE(2)	 LINECCLNT14G) SIZE(MAX)	 AUTOCBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC LIST OF^K OBJECT NAP KOFORMAT GOSTMT X EF ALC NnAONSF NOTERMINAL FLAGI I1	 - -- -
ISN 0102 SUBRCLTINE	 T0PL0T(N9Y•NFP.TL•XR,LL 	 ) OQOCy6EC
tSN 0003 DIMENSICN W(6C)9Y(6C)	 - CCCC467C
ISN 0704 - COMMON	 ICRT OnC.U4680
ISN -00O5 YMAX=Y(2) OI00046SC
ISN 0006 YMIN=Y(2) CCCC470C
ISN 0007 DOl3CJ= 3,NFP OCCC47.10
ISK OnQ8 YMAX=AMAXL(YMAX,Y(J)) 00004720
ISN 0009 YMTN=AMLN1(YMIN,Y(J)) 0OC14730
ISN 0010 1CO CONTINUE CPr'i474C
ISN 0 1)11 OY=AINT(2.0+IYMAX-YMINI/10.0) OfCC4750
ISN C312 YT	 DY ,*A INT (l . 5+YMAX /I)Y) .__.:. -_ ^3CC47E.0 ...
u;	 °n ISN 0 ^ 13 Y9=CY * AINT ( YM1N/DY-1.5) Gt'?'t477C
N ISN, 00114 IF(W(2)/TL-10.1)2C1._201.5 OC•c34780
00 ISN OO L 5 5 XL=W (2) 000:4790
rn ISN 03.16 I=1 C(:Cr4W ►_'0
ISN 0 17 GO TO 200 cor0481CF ISN 0018 2CL.YMAX=AMAX1(YMAX,Y(1)) OCCC4920
ISN 0019 YMIN=AMINl(YMIKrY(I)) 0('ro493C
ISN 0n20 _,XL=TL Occrj484CF ISN OC21 , I=2-	 _ OC,:C485C
ISN OC22 2CO CONTINUE CnCr48bC
ISN 0023 K=r1 0lCn437C
ISN 0024.. _ _ L=J	
-	 - - -
Or C4fla0F
ISN 0025 1C L = L+1 !t^)rt+485C
[SN 0026 IF(L.GT.9)GO TO 30 0^7CC4SCC
ISN 0128 IF( 1C.0**K/XL*LE.1.-C. AND.10.0**K/XL.GT.D_._.1)GO TO 20 0(,rC4910
ISN 7030 IF( 10.0**K/XL.GT.1.0)K=K-1 M"04920
E ISN 0032 IF(1t1.0**K/XL.LE.0.1)K=K+1 0GOC493G
ISN ''0034 _;. .	 GO	 TC 	 10	 _	 - W%4940
ISN 0035' 20 'XL=1C.O**K COCC4950
G, ISN C136 30 K=0 C^loc4S6C
ISR ^.n37	 '. IF(,LL-1)	 3lt3l,EC Cry 14565








LEVEL 2	 1 NOV 72 ) TDPLOT	 OS/360	 FORTRAN 'H EXTENDED DATE 73.2E4/C9.00.21





ISN 0042 5'0 CALL SETNIV(4C910,24,56C) CCC4982
ISN.0043. GO TC 61 L'00049P4
ISN On44 60 CALL SE'TP1V(4C,1C•5V0 t 	70 CC U 4990
ISN 0045 61 CALL	 S 1dXVVtl r4) c,CCt 4+95
ISN 0046 CALL GRtC1V(LL•XLPXRvYB#YT,1.O * CY t l t lr-1,-1t —2 9 -31 CCtfS^:CC
ISN 0047 18C GO	 TOO I,11. 182) , I OC "05„1_.^,
ISN OC48 181 CALL APLCTV(NF-P-19%t2) Y Y(2)91.1r1.44 9 IERR) nCCO5C2C
ISN 0049 GO TO 4G C^CO5030
ISN 005C. 182 CALL APLCTVINFP96(1),Y(1)9191,1,44flERR) 00t7C5C40Cn ISN 0151 40 K	 K+1 , - OCCO5C50
N °° ISN 0052 GO T't? ( LP.O118C.18C919 (Wt k OCCO5C!60 !
v ^. ISN n053 LqO M LL-1)
	
191,1S19192 CCCC507C
ISN 0054 191 CALL	 LABLV(Y(1)96CC,470,
	
6, : 2r	 31 Of'C	 G^775
ISN 0055 _ GO TO 193
 d? PG
ISN' 0356 192 CALL LABLV(Y Mt6C0#995g6 9 2v3) OCCC5CE5
ISN 0057 193_ RETURN C00O5086
ISN 0058 END CCCC)5CSC
^py[^eH.'	 ...•..	 t	 _	 --
iOl_	 L...as•t_`liwYaLttu.u4Gw_.uuz.a._.w3LU+u..xr u...
^iiMl4d9P4eYfebv4rA&
.<ew..v_t '.:,.in	 r ...... .......wa
-	 '1MMeWingeq^ltni^W}4M M ..0 ^^^M+4tfir	 +W+3e,a.ir	 +*iir	 rk4W	 N	 H	 'Y1W	 rs na.+hihMniiwha




































p	 FORTRAN FIXED 10 DIGIT DECIMAL. DATA yam.
NUMBER FORMAT DESCRIPTION
1 IDE`NT I F I C A'T
I 0'N	 CA RD
IDENTIFICATION 731 l 80
N W I12
-N W I12
K E Q I12
I R P S 12,	 I10
M I F12
(d M F L F12
IDE NTIFICATION 73 .2180
w ( 1 . -) 6F12.0
w (	 2 )
w ( N W
I IE;NTIFICATION 73 3 80
& V N 0 M V= X,
X X, X
- X X X X_
X
IDENTIFICATION 13 4 80
i
NW - NUMBER OF 'SPARE FREQUENCIES
NR - NUMBER OF COLUMNS
KEQ - NUMBER OF EQUATIONS
TRIG? 1 MINIMIZES' PRINTOUT, IRPS )Q^RADIATIS
OMI A
- INITIAL FREQUENCY: LUUhA.L-l:rWllC SP=
-CO OCTAVE SPACING
OMFL '- FINAL FREQUENCY
FREQUENCIES OTHER THAN INDICATED BY VALUES
BY OMI;, OMFL.
LOG SPACING GIVES 1.0, °1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6,	 8,	 10._
OVER FREQUENCY RANGE
OCTAVE SPACING GIVES, OMI, 2 X OMI, 4 X OMI...
CARD MAY BE OMITTED OR MORE THAN ONE CARD MAY
BE USED IF_ QUIRED.
INPUT BALANCE VALUES EXPRESSED AS A VECTOR
USING "NAMELIST" FORMATr
$VNOM REQUIRED AT START OF NAMELIST.
i


































►	 X	 X X
IDENTIFICATION	 73	 5	 80
I D V _	 1	 0,-	 1,
0	 ,
IDENTIFICATION	 7316	 80
1	 I D V ( N R
► 	 K 0	 L	 I= 2,
&E	 N D	
.
IDENTIFICATION	 731	 7 180
&V N
	 .O M	 K 0 L I=
1	 & E N D
IDENTIFICATION	 731	 1,0 ISO
DESCRIPTION
CONTINUATION CARDS FOR ENGINE BALANCE VALUES
I.D. VECTOR CODE SHOWING WHICH COLUMNS REPRESEN
DERIVATIVES (0), AND WHICH VARIABLES NEED (+I.)
OR NEED NOT (-1) BE INCLUDED IN OUTPUT LISTS
NAME-LIST FORMAT USED.
CONTINUATION CARDS FOR ID VECTOR. "KOLI =2
INDICATES INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (2) IS USED AS
AN INPUT.
#END — STATEMENT REQUIRED AT xND OF NAMELIST
CARD TYPE REQUIRED FOR ADDITIONAL FREQUENCY
RESPONSE RUN USING INPUT (1).
FOR SINGLE RUNS THIS CARD IS NOT R
Figure B-1.	 (Concluded)
t	 jgryafpySN'b'Y!`	 a6C54+.4aii 	 ^	 ;IH	 i	 ;	 M	 •.	 ^




Engine balance information for a 6.0 mixture ratio is presented.	 These data are
copies of the following tables from DVS-SSME-101, Design_ Verification Specifica-
tion, Space Shuttle Main Engine, Volume II.













RCCK cT'CYNE SSME (109%)	 EPL	 6.0
ENGINE V4RIARLFS = SYSTEM OXIDIZER FUEL
THRUST .. (LB) 512299.
MIXTURE RATIO - O/F 6.0000
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (SEC) 457.37
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ( PSIA) 0.0
PRCP'ELLENT FLOWRATF, (LB/SEC) 1123.28	 ► 962.L1 160.47
PPCPELLENT INLET 1L• MPERATUVE ( UEG. R) 164.00 37.00
' PROPELLENT INLFT PRFSSURF ( PSIA) 100.00 30000
PRCPELLENT INLET DENSITY_ (LB/FT3) 70.94 4.41
PRFSSURIZATION FLOWRATE (LB/SFC) 2.41 0.77'
' PRESSURIZATION PRESSURE (PSIA) 3566.03 3E25,8S
PRESSURIZATION TEMPERATURE (DEG.	 R) 191.36 _+27.24
G OVERBOARD LIQUID FLO'WRATE (LB/SEC} - 0.13 000




E- A 	00 MIXTURE RATIO - C/F 6.0175
N ^ SPECIFIC IMPULSE (LB/SEC) 457.51
TCT.AL FLCWRATE (LE/SEC) 1119.77 960.20 159057
N IGN17FR FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 1.74 0.72 _	 1002
WZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE ( PSIA) 3236.67
" INJF, CTCR END PRFSSURF
	 tSTA 'TIC) (PSIA) 3214._30
' THRUST COEFFICIENT 1,9166
CHARACTERISTIC VELCCI7Y ( FT/SEC) 7680012
GFCMETRIC THVC'AT AREA (IN2) b3.41
AERODYNAMIC THROAT AP EA (INZ') 62.58
GECMETRIC AREA RATIO
	
_ ( AE/AT) 77.50
FLCWRA7E	 DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA)	 TEMP
CO!`TQOL VA LVE VA 6 -tbLES' ( LB/SEC)	 (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE	 (L=E(,R)
OXIDIZER	 PPEbURNEP, OXIDIZE • P. VALVE R = 171.97 24.85 _	 1500 . 73 E370.20 6869. 46	 209.5y
FL,FL
	 f' :zFa URNl FK	 CXIDI ' ZEr	 VALVE: 14.26 77.86	 1221.E3 8401.E6 7160 . 03	 205.54
SCHEDULED VALVE VARTARLES
* A Ih ''YIf, 17F Q
	VALVE R= 6.00471 ef6.42	 4Ej.a4 4699.54 4651.15	 1190.60
MAIN FU!L VALVE R= 0.00469 157.5ti	 ;3.22 6963.73 66E0.51	 99 9v
CCCL ANT CC %!TRLL VALVE R= 0.03570 ec.65









It PUMP INLIF	 PPFSSURE (PSIA) 1(!0.00 20.00 - 377.16 4911.50 142.60
0 PUMP INLET TEfiPERATURS (DFG. R) 164.00 37.00 I69032 190.60 39.67PUMP !NIET f-EWSITY (LB/F13) 70.9380 4.407? 7C.3490 71.2636 4.:792
Q PUMF DISCHARCE FLOWRATE" (LB/StC) 1136.39 1tC.4'l 1155.19 103.57 160.47
PU"P GISGHARGE	 PRESSUrzE', (P	 IA) 442.13 259.04 5152.74 8434.77 7CO4.lb
Y	 A PUMP CISCH A RGE TEMPE R ATURE	 - WEG. R) 1690:2 29.67 190.6C 209,59 99090
PUMP CISCHARGE DENSITY (L6/Fr-,) 70.3490 4.41E9 71.2636 70.7b05 5.0061f	 ^
I PUMP TI P SPEEn (FT/SEC) 278.Cb - 827.64 1900.65 665.64 1939.58
I	 ^+ PUMP PEAR RISE .AFT) t94.5 7409.1 9775.3 711Y.4 194363.5
PUMP VOLUMET R IC FLOW-INLET (GPM) 6091.6 16342.4 7249.4 652.3 lb380.6
PUMP HFAO CCEFFICIFNT-PSI 0.2E90 0.3480 C.3b77 0.5170 1.6623
Pl1MP FLPW COEFFICILNT-PH1 0.2130 0.2390 0.1316 O Obl7 0.1771-
PUMP PCRSF POWER (BHP) 1737.6 2946.9 25N47.5 1917.5 76557.9En PUMP FFF1CIE.NCY 0.6997 0.7335 0.7E13 0.6992 0.7407
^,, N PUMP SPEED (RPM) 5447.11 15806.C3 31133.36 37354.67
W
TUR8INE FLCWRA7f (L6 /SEC) 173•.57 34.67 63.08- - 161.65N TURL'INF INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 49y2.51 4774.06 5e4E.22 58F0.32'
' TURPINt INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 190060 539.41 1478.90 1917.52
TURBINE DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 4492.08 3974.45 3698.56 3729.93
TUREINF UISCHARGE TEMPERATURF (DEG R) IC9.41 527.24 1344.31 1754.21
Tt1RBINF TIP SPFED (FT/SEC) 142.60 510.3e 1370.67 1660.Q7
TUR91NE:SPOUTING VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 314.03 23x5.05 4b26923 4597.49
TUPSINE ISE`JTRrP-IC VELOLI7Y RATIO 0.4541 0.2140 0.2963 0.3613
TURBINE PRESSURE inATID -- TOTAL/TOTAL 1.2012 1.5812 1.5765
TURBINE TOPOUE IFT-LB) 1675.24 979.06! 4683.99 10764.02
IURBINE ' HCR S'EPOWEP	 - (BHP) 1737.4 2946.7 27765.7 7t557.2
-	 TURBINE EFFICIENCY' G.5967 0.52x7 0.7279 0.7930
?URSINE SPEED- (RPM) 5447.11 15806.63 31133.36 37354.67 ^o
^F
LPL FUEL PREDURNER CXIDIZER PREBURNER
PRERURNE4 VARIABLES OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL
INLET FLCW 4 ATL UNCLUEPIN6 IGNITER) (LB /SEC) 78 . 28 83.37 25.29 39.48
INLET PRSS'r URF (PSIA) 7180 . 03	 P492 . 69 6669.46 64C6.42
INLET TE!IrERATURE (DEG R) 209.59	 302956 209.59 302.56
INJEC7CQ 	 FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 77.38 62' * 17 24.50 36.36
INJECTCR. INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 7134 * 70	 6463 * 89 6E47 . 65 63E2-51
INJECTC q PRESSURF CRUD (PSI) 12B7.28 566*47 979.5C 514.36
INJECTOR E 	 P P ESSURE (PSIA) 5b97.42 5868.15
GAS MIXTUPF RATIO (0/F) 0.9350-' 0.6692
GAS FLOWRA7F (LB/SEC) 161e65 63.0E
GAS TrMPERATURE (DEG R) 1917*92 1478.90
FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE ( PSIA) TFMPERATURE(DEG R)
114IN INJEC7GR VARI ABLES ( LB/SEC.) ( PSI) INLET	 DISCHARGE INLET DISCHARGE
C;IFICE-PX ' DIZER e55 0 96 1067.24 4281 . 54	 3214 . 30 190 . 60 190.60
'RIFICF-HCT GAS 252.10 419.51 3653.e1	 3214.30
,
1576.06 1576.06
HOT GAS MIXTURF RATIO	 0.6048
PRIMARY(LOWER)FACEPLATE-FUEL 6*45 552.09 3766.39	 3214.30 52e*82 653*38
cn SECONDARY (UPPER ) FACEPLATE-,FUEL 3096 122 . 58 3766 . 39	 36 3 3 , 81 528 . 84' 579.eE
1 ol e&FFLES-FUEL 2 0099 600 . 93 ^766.39
	
3165 , 46 5:28*82 697.28W Ln ACCUS71C CAVITY 0. 51 . 552 e 09 3766.39	 3214.30 5,418.82 528.82
COOLING CIV CUIT VARIAbLFS
MAIN COMBUSTION CHA
,
M6ER 34.67 1644 * 15 6733.23	 50e9.09 99090 5139o41
MAIN CFAMPE O NOZZLE 42.24 159.53 6771.46	 6611 e 93 99 . 90 06.67
HIGH PRESSURE FUFL TU tZ BINE 1.91 3274 , 25 7004 .1 18	 3729.93 99.90 100.18
1.69 26e3 * 95 6362.5-1
	
3698 . 50 302 . 56 302.56
r-xIDIZ P R - TURFI NF END FEARING, 4*76 4 •3 4.34 4911 . 50	 277 * 16 190.60 190.60
DO EBURNER PUF.P FEARING 14.14 8C57.61 8434 . 77	 377.16 209.59 209.59
t : OT GAS M ANIFO L L' - FUEL SIDE 19.58 .72.09 385e*48	 3766 . 39 527 . 24 528*68
NOT CAS MANIFOLD - OXIDIZER SIDE 14.31 35.27 3601 . 66	 3766 . 39 527 . 24 529.00
TAPIK PPESLUP IZATION SYSTEM VARIABLES
HEAT FXCHANGFR HOI GAS 64.57 47.36 3666.60
	 2639.24 1-2- 01.7e 1299.53
HEAT EXCHANGER DXIrlZF FL INLET DUCT 2.41 65 . 69 4926 . 6P,	 4E60 . 98 190 * 60 190.66
PRIMARY HEATING CGIL 1.71 1271 . 19 4860 . 98	 3569 . 79 190 . 60 1266.65
E-YFASS DIJCT 0 * 70 1271.19 4860 * 56	 3589*79 190 . 66 190060
OX1017FR TANK P R ESSURIZATi m DUCT 2.41 23 . 76 3589 . 79	 3566.03 E91.36 891 .36 












INLET	 DISCHARGE (LEG R)
OXIDIZER'
LOW PRESSURE'PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 1136.39 64.97 _ 442.13 377-16
LCW PRESSURE TURBINE. INLET DUCT 173.57 160.23 5152.74 4992.51
HIGH•PRESSURE MAIN PUMP DISCH DUCT-SECT I 9e1962 169.30 5152.74 4963.44
HIGH PRESSURE MAIN PUMP D1SCH DUCT-SECT 2 856.70 63.80 4963.44 4899.59
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 1 124.91 36.:7 49E3.44 4`426,55
' HIGH PRESSURE 500ST PU14P INLET DUCT-SECTION 2 122.50 15.31 4926.€8 4911.50
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 103.57 7.0: 8434.77 8427.71
OXIDIZER PRF8URNFR INLET DUCT 25.29 57.52 8427.71 8370.20
OXIDIZER PREBURNER DJME 24.65 2lab2 6669.46 6N47.65
FUEL PRESURNER INLET DUCT 78.28 25.85 2427.71'' E401.E6
FUEL PRESURNER DOME, 77.66 45.34 7180.03 7134.70
THRUST C'HAMB£-''DOME 655.99 5,69.61 4851.15 4261.54
FUEL
LOW PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 160.47 6.6.43 259.04 192.oO
LCW PRESSURE TURBINE ` INLET-DUCT 124.67 195.72 4964.78 4774.06
LCW PRESSURE TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT 33.89 100.06 8974.45 3974.37
HOT GAS MANIFOLD COOLANT OUCT-FUEL SIDE 19.58 35.89 3£74.37 3838.48
En HOT GAS MANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT--OXIDIZER SIDE 14.31 72.71 3874.37 3SG1.66
f 1	 f_4	 00 HIGH PR"FSSURF PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 158.56 100.45 7004.lS 6903.73
En MAIN FUEL VALVE DISCHARGE DUCT 76.88 49.74 6660.51 6831.21
to CHAMBER COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 34.67 97.98 6631.21 6733.2:1
'	 tv' CHAMBER COOLING JACKET DISCHARGE MANIFOLD 34.67 119.30 5089.09 4969.78
FIXED NCZZLE COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT' 42.20 59.74 6831.21 6771.46
COOLANT CCNTR,^L VALVE INLET DUCT 80.65 100.19 6580.51 6780.32
COOLANT CONTROL VALVE DISCH DOCT C MIXER bO.65 170.96 6733.96 6563.00
s ` FIXED NOZZLE COOLING JACKET DISCH DUCT G • MIXE 42.20 48.93 6611.93 6563.00
' PREBURNER SUPPLY DUCT	 - 122.85 35.49 6563.00 6527.91
FUEL PREBURNER INLET DUCT 63.37 35.55 652P.ti3 64y2.e9
' OXIDIZER PREBURNER 1NLET DUCT 39.48 122.16 6528.58 64C6.42
FUEL PREBURNER -3NLFT MANIFOLD P.2.17 28.99 6492.E9 6463.G.






































EPL FLCWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA) TEMP
M'SCELLANFU'JS COMPONENTS (LB/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE WE'G R)' I
HOT GAS i
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE INLET DUCT 161.65 17.19 5897.42 5880.32 1917.92
d NIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER	 TUREINE 'I `NLET DUCT 63.08 19.93 5868.15 5848.22 1478.90
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE TURNAROUND DUCT 163.56 25.46 3729.93 3704.46 1741.64
RICH PPESSUPE OXIDIZER TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT 64.57 11.96 3698.56 3686.60 1301.76
HOT GAS MANIFOLD-FULL SIDE 163.58 64.53 3704.46 3639.94 1741.64
HOT GAS MANIFOLD-OXIDIZER SIDE 64.57 47.36 3606.60 3639.24 1301.78
MAIN INJECTOR POSTS-FUEL SIDE 163.58 6.12 3639.94 3633.81 1741.64





OXIDIZE. PRIMARY SUPPLY °DUCT 0 .29 41b.05 4699 . 59 4481.54 190060
OXIDIZFP P'YPASS DUCT 0.43 369.62 4851.15 4481.54 190.60
CXIUIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.72 1267.23 4481.54 3214.30 190.60
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT •1.02 3666.20 6903.73 3214.30 99.90
Ern MIXTURE RATIO - 0/F 0.70
gin ' OXIDIZER PREBU4NER
w N OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY _DUCT 0.44 15b4.05 8370.20 6606.15 209.59ON	 +. OX.IDIZER AYPASS DUCT 0.35 54. 5E 6860 .73 6EO6. 15 209.59
T OXIDI, ZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.79 938 . 00 6606.15 5868 . 15 209.59 
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT" 1.43 538 .27 6406 .42 5868 . 15 3C2.56
MIXTURE .R-ATIO - 0/F CO55
FUEL PREBUONER
CXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.41 1353 . 62 -8401.86 7048 . 24	 - 209.59
^,. 5XICIZF9 BYPASS DUCT 0.49 100.F6 7149 . 10 7048 . 24 209059
CXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.90 1150 . 62 7048 . 24 5097 . 42 209.59
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 1.20 595.46 6492.69 5897.42 302.56
MIXTURE R A TIO - O/F 0.75








RCCKETCYNE SSME	 NPL 6.0
''*DINE VARIABLES -	 (100%) _ SYSTEM OXIDIZER FUEL
THRUST (LB) 469998.
`
po MIXTURE RATIO - 0/F 6.0000
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (SEC) 457.07
w O ATMCSPHER'IC PRESSURE (PSIA) 000
' PPCPELLFNT	 FLCWRATE,' (LB/SEC) 1031.23 88?.91 147.32
^p PROPELLENT INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 164.00 37.00
PRCPFLLENT INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 10C.GO 30.00
PROPELLENT INLET DENSITY (LZ%FT3) 70.94 4.41
PRESSURIZATICN FLnWRATE (LB/SEC)' 2.25 0.70-
PRESSURIZATION PRESSURE (PSIA) 3238.90 3450.93_
PRESSURIZATION TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 850.02 539.00
OVERBOARD LIQUID FLOWRATE' (LB/SEC) 0.12 0.0





c°ri' MIXTURE RATIO - O/F 6.0165
4 SPECIFIC IMPULSE (LB/SEC) 457.20
i° TOTAL FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 1027.98 881946 146.51
IGNITER FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 1.61 0-.67 0.94
NOZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE (PSIA) 2968.63
INJECTOR END PRESSURE (STATIC) (PSIA) 2957.05
THRUST CCEFFICIENT 1.9171
CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 7673.02
j: GEOMETRIC THROAT AREA (IN2) 83.41
AERCDYNAMIC THROAT AREA (IN2) 82.58
GECMETP,-IC AREA_ RATIC (AE/AT) 77.50
FLOWRATE	 DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA)	 TEMP
CONTROL VALVE VARILARLES (LB/SEC)	 (PS1) INLET DISCHARGE	 (0_GR)
` OXIDIZER PREBURNEP. OXIDIZER VALVE R=258 .59 21.34	 1662.96 7586.43 5523.46	 205.92
FUEL PREBURNER OXIDIZER VALVE R-	 26.82 64.21
	
1561.91 7611.49 6049.5E	 205.92
SCHEDULED VALVE VARIABLES
r MAIN GXIDIZER VALVE R= 0.00472 794.82	 41.87 4409.38 4267.51	 167.94 a s
MAIN FUEL VALVE R= 0.00469 144.61	 19.74 _6103.81 6084.0	 9'-




NPL 6.0 LOW PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE
• R(1MACHINERY VARIABLES OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL
MAIN	 BOOST
PUMP INLET FLOWRATE ( LB/SEC) 683.91 147.32 Y047.P6	 IC4.43 147.32
PUMP INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 100.00 30000 359.64	 4426.54 177.54
PUMP INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 164.00 37.00 168.91	 167.94 39.37
PUMP INLET DENSITY (LB/F73) 70.91360 4.40731 70.3937	 71.2331 41.3650
PUMP DISCHARGE FLOWRATE (LE/SEC) 1047.98 147.32 1065.83	 86.45 147.32,
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 415.05 233.53 4624.22	 763 4, .03 6189.21_
!a PUMP DISCHARGE 'TEMPERATURE (DEG.	 R) 168.91 39.37 187.94	 205.92 93.11
PUMP OISCHARGF DENSITY LB/FT3) 70.3937 4.4184 71.2331	 70.8058 4.9621
PUMP TIP SPEED (FT/SEC)_ 262.70 773..74 645.47	 ;624.85 1821.59
:. PUMP HEAD RISE IFT) 639.5 6585.6 8723.4	 6484.0. 173192.7
PUMP VGLUMETRIC_FLOW-INLET (GPM) 5592.6 15002.7 6681.0	 1544.7 1502892
PUMP HEAD CCEFFICIENT-PSI ,!	 0.2902 0.3539 0.3926	 0.5343 1.6793
PUMP FLOW CUF FFICIENT-PHI 0.2070 0.2347 0.1292	 0.0727 0.1730
En PUMP' HORSE POWER' (BHP) 146b.0 •	 2400.0 21297.5	 1489.5 62239.3
En- PUMP EFFICIENCY-	 _
-0.7002 0.735C 0.7804	 0.6843 0.7453
w 0. PUMP SPFEO (RPM) 5145.86 14777.39 29225.78 350b2.25
TURBINE-FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 164.06 30.61 56.25 142.69
k	 N' TURBINE INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 44.81.01 4256.78', 5163.50-• 5161.05
w't	 - TURBI`dE INLET TEMPERATURE ` (LEG. R) lb7.94 550.71. 1405.60_ 172b.E3 -
" TURBINE DISCHARG E
 fRFSSURE- ('PSIA) 414.91 3568.9E 3357.69 33.81.64
TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (DEG R) 106.95 539.00 12E3.31 1563.79
g,
TURBINF TIP SPFEO (FT/SEC) 134.72 477.14 1286.69 1559.83
TURBINE SPOUTING VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 296.91 2305.42 4450.77 44I7.G2
TURBINE ISENTRCP;C VELOCITY RATIO 0.4537 0.207C 0.2891 0.3531
TURBINE PRESSURE RATIO - TOTAL/TOTAL 1.1861 1.5378 1.5262
TURBI'NF T^RQUE (FT-LB) 1498.27 852.96 4095.04 9318.00
TURBINE HORSEPCWER (6HP) 1468.0 2399.9 22787.2 62241.0
TURBINE EFFICIENCY 0.59F7 0.5221 0.7238 0.7910
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TABLE XII	 (Continued)
NPL 6.0 FUEL PREBURNER OXIDIZER PREBURNER
-,RESURNER VARIABLES CXIDIZER FUEL CXIDIZER FUEL
INLET FL 0,'4a ATE	 ( INCLUDING IGNITER)	 _(LB/SEC) 64.66 T8.03 21.79 35.97
INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 6049.58 `734.29 5923.46 '1659.23
INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG R) 205.92 2296.38'- 205.92 296.38
INJ€CTOR	 FLCWRATE	 "!.LB/SEC) 63.90 76.90, 21.11 33.15
INJECTOR	 INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 6016.78 j5707.17 5907.39 5638.G5
r- INJECTOR	 PRESSURE DROP PSI) 843.21 531.60 726.58 457.24
s` INJECTCR END PRESSURE (PSIA) 5175.57 518C.80
CAS MIXTURE PATIO (0/F) 0.8287 0.6326
GAS	 FLOWRATE .__ (LB/SEC) 142.69 56.25
C GAS TFMPERATURE (DEG R) 1728.83 1405.60
FLC-WR47E ` DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA) TEM,PERATURE(CEG R)
AIN INJECTCQ VARIABLES (LB/SEC) (PSI) INLET	 DISCHARGE INLET DISCHARGE
nRIFICE -OXIDIZER 794.42 919.63 3876.68	 2957.05 187.94 187.94
ORIFICE-H^7 GAS 205.40 345.48" 3302.53	 2957.05 1448.60 1448.60
HOT GAS MIXTURE RATIO
	 0.7259
PRIMARY(LCWER)FACEPLATE-FUEL 7.25 451.90 3408.94	 2957.05 540.04 675.42
E	 ►^	 00 SECGNDARY(UPPER)F4CEPLATE-FUEL 3.36 106.41 3408.Q4	 3302.53 540.04 596.10
tWO ^p BAFFLES-FUEL - 18.86 505.63 3408.94	 2903.32 540.04 714.98




MAIN COMBUSTION CHAMBER 30.61 1434.07 5965.77	 4531.71 93.11 550.71
MAIN CHAMPE Q NOZZLE 38.25 146.51 5993.28	 5846.77 93.11 663.57
h' HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TUReINE 1.76 2807.57 6189.21	 3381.64 93.11 93.30
CXIDIZER;PREBURNER CASE 1.51 2260.35 5638.05	 3357.69 296.38 296.38
CXIDIZFR TUR5IN c
 END NEARING 4.53 4066.71 4426.54	 359.64 187.94 187.94
PRE5URNER PUMP BEARING 13.44 7274.19 7634.03	 359.84 205.92 205.92 
HOT GAS MANIFOLD - FUEL SIDE ' 17.26 62.36 3471.30	 3408.94 539.00 539.84
HOT GAS M5NIFOLD -_OXIDIZER SIDE 12.63 30.51 3439.45	 3408.94 539.00 540.32
NK PRESSURIZATICN SYSTEM VARIABLES
HEAT EXCHANGER HCT GAS 57.5E 40.35 3347.49	 3307.14 1243.43 1241.20
k HEAT EXCHANGER OXIDIZER INLET DUCT 2.25 57.46 4437.72	 43EO.26 187.94 IE7.94
PRIMARY HEATING COIL 1.60 1119.86 4380.26	 3260.40 187.94 1211.79 y' o
BYPASS DUCT C.65 1119.86 4380.26	 3260.40 187.94 1h7.94
fto
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURIZATION DUCT 2.25 21.49 3260.40	 3238.90 650.02 850.02
FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION DUCT 0.7C 138 05 3588.98
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TABLE X11 (Continued)
NPL 6.0 FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSUREIPSIA) TEMP
SCFLLANEQUS COMP^NENTS (L6/SEC) '( PSI) INLET DISCHARGE (DEG R)
OXIDIZER
LOW PRFSSURF PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 1047.98 55.22 415.05 359.84 168.91
LOV PRESSURE TURBINE INLET DUCT 164.06 143.21 4624.22 4461.01 1E7.94
HIGH PRESSURE MAIN PUMP UISCH DUCT-SECT 1 901.77 159.E'2 4624.22 4464.40 167.94
HIGH PRESSURE MAIN PUMP DISCH DUCT-SECT 2 795.09 55.02 4464.40 4409.38 167.94
HIGH PRESSUPE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 1 106.68 26.66 4464.40 4437.72 167.94 x.
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTICN 2: 104.43 11.18 4437.72 4426,54 167.94
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP DISCHARGEDUCT E6.45 4.91 7634.03 7629.12 2C5.92
OXIDIZER PREBURNER INLET DUCT 21.79 h2.70 7629.12 7586.43 2G5.92
CXIDIZFR PREBURNER DOME 21.34 16.08 5923.46 5907.39 205.92 j
FUEL PRESUtNER INLET DUCT 64.66 17.63 7629.12 7611.44 205.92
FUEL PRE5UR;vER DOME 64.21 30.81 6049.58 6018.7e? 205.92
THRUST CHAMBER DOME 794.42 490.13 4367.51 3876.68 1£7.94
u FUEL
LOW PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 147.32 56.CC 233.53 177.54 39.37
cn LOW PRESSURE TURBINE INLET DUCT 30.6.1 170.81 4427.59 4256.7E 550.71
Low PRESSURE TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT 29.91 86963 35E6.9E 3502.35 539.00
W' HOT GAS MANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT-FUEL SIDE 17.28 31.C5 3502.35 3471.30-- 539.00
coo' HOT GA:S''MANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT-OXIDIZER SIDE 12.63 62.89 3502.35 3439.45' 539.00
N HIGH P R ESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 145.56 85.40 6169.21 6103.61 43.11
MAIN FUFL VALVE OISCHARCE DUCT 68.86 4C.27 60E'4.07 6042.60 93.11
CHAMBER COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 30.61 77.03 6042.80 5965.77 93.11
CHAMBER COOLING JACKET DISCHARGE MANIFOLD 30.61 104.12 4531.71 4427.59 550.71
FIXFD NUZZLE COOLING JACKFT INLET DUCT 38.25 49.52 -6042..80 5993.28 93.11
COOLANT CONTROL VALVE INLET DUCT 75.74 69.16 6084.07 5994.91 93.11
CGCLANT.GONTR0L VALVE: VISCH CUCT E MIXER 75.74 154.63 5953.66 5799.02 93.11
r FIXED NOZZLE'GCCLING JACKET DISCH DUCT C MIRE 38.25 47.75 5846.77 5799.02 683.57 ---=
` PPEEURNER SUPPLY DUCT 113.99 32 .65 5799.02 5766.37 296.35
r FUrL PRFSURNFR_INLET DUCT 78.03 33.25 5767954 5734.29 296.38
OXIDIZER PREBURNER 'INLET DUCT 35.97 108.24 5767.48. 5659.23 296.36
! FUEL'PRESURNER INLET MANIFOLD 76,90 27.12 5734.29 5707.17 296936
OXIDIZER PRF6URNEF. INLET MANIFOLD 34.67 21.19 5659,23 5638.05 296.38
 , - .	 r	 iM^HNrnt.> dM	 ^	 A<d	 Y	 .:	 M]Nd	 ._	 .,,	 :.	 _	 s . . ,	 o- . ..F	 . -y	 ♦ . o .	 ,. .}.. . r	 .
rTABLE XII (Concluded)
NPL 6.0 FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA)
iTSCSLLANECUS-COMPONENTS (LE/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGF
HOT; GAS
HIGH PRESSURE FUFL TURBINE INLET DUCT 142.69 14.52-- 5175.57 5161.05
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET DUCT 56.25 17.31 5150.80 5163.50
HIGH!PRFSSURE FUEL TURBINE TURNAROUND DUCT 144.46 20.98 3251.64 3360.65
HIGH P
R
ESSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT 57.58 10.221. 3357.69 3347.49





4	 HOT GAS MANIFOLD-OXIOIZFR SIDE 57.58 3347.49 33C7.14
MAIN INJECTOR POSTS-FUEL SIDE	 - 144.46 5.03 3307.57 -	 3302.53
MAIN INJECTOR POSTS-OXIDIZER SIDE 57.58 4.61 3307.14 3302.53
IGNITER 'SYSTEM
MAIN CHAMBER
OXIDIZER PRIMARY -,SUPPLY DUCT 0.27 360.33 4409.38 4049.05
OXIDIZER BYPASS DUCT 0.40 318.46 4367.51 4049.05
OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.6.7 10-92.00 4049.05 2957.05
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 0.94 3127.02 6103.81 2957.C5

















i' CXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0946 1693.28 75E6.43 5893.14 205.92
r CIXTDIZER BYPASS DUCT C.23 23.89 5917.03 5893.14 205.92
s	 '^ P. IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.69 7;12.34 5-893.1.4 5180060 205.92
N FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 1.30 478.43 5659.23 5180.eC 296.38
MIXTURE 'RATIO - C/F 0.53
ti FUEL PREEURNER
OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.45 1622.87 7611.49 5988.63 205.92
` OXI;DIZER BYPASS DUCT 0.31 39.94 6028.56 5983.63 205.92
OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.76 813.06 5988.63 5175.57 205.9.2
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 1.12 558.72 5734.29 5175.57 296.38
MIXTURE RATIO -_O/F 0.67









=NGINE VARIABLES - SYSTEM OXIDIZER FUEL
THRUST (LB) 352499.
MIXTURE RATIO -.0/F 6.0000
SPECIFIC IMPULSE (SEC) -456.27
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (PSIA) 0.0
PRCPEILENT FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 775.00 664.28 110.71
PROPELLENT INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 164.00 37.00
PROPELLENT INLET PRESSURE (PSI'A) 100.00 30.0C
PROPELLENT INLET DENSITY (LB/FT3) 70.94 4.41
PRESSURIZATION FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 1.88 0.53
PRESSURIZATION PRESSURE (PSIA) , 2548.37 2538.13
PRESSURIZATION TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 775.59 579.04
OVERBOARD LIQUID FLG.WRATE (LB/SEC) 0009 0.0
OVERBOARD GAS FLOWRATE ( LB/SEC) 0.13
- HRUST CHAMBER VARIABLES
ay
cn
In THRUST' (LB) 352499.
Co MIXTURE RATIO - 0/F 6.0166
N SPECIFIC IMPULSE (LB/SEC) 456.40
TOTAL FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 772.34 662.27 110.07
N IGNITER FLOWRATE ( LB/SEC) 1.35 0 . 54 -	 0081
NOZZLE' STAGNATION PRESSURE (PSIA) 2224.44
INJECTOR END PRESSURF ( STATIC) ( PSIA) 2225.77
THRUST COEFFICIENT 1.9189
CHARACTERISTIC VELOCITY ( FT/SEC) 7652.57
GEOMETRIC THROAT AREA (IN2) 83.4E
AERODYNAMIC THROAT AREA ( IN2) E2.58
GEOMETRIC AREA RATIO tAE/AT) 77.50
FLOWRATE	 DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA)	 TEMP
'NTROL VALVE VARIABLFS ( LB/SEC)	 ( PS1) INLET DISCHARGE	 (DEGR)
OXIDIZER PREEUPNER OXIDIZER VALVE R= 652.00 13.97	 1802.91 5724 . E4 3921 . 93	 196.20 > c
FUEL PREBURNER OXIDIZER VALVE R = 	87.99 38 .66	 1862.23 5737.17 3874 . 95	 198.20
HECULED VALVE VARIABLES u'
MAIN OXIDIZE R VALVE R= 0.06117 608 . 44	 318 . 63 3373 . 04 3054 . 41	 182.69
MAIN FUEL - VALVE' R= 0.06950 108029	 167.91 4553.67 4365.76	 80.22 .^o
CCOLA.NT CONTROL VALVE R=,0.55000 47.33	 255.45 4349.92 4094.47	 80.22 ^ r
•	 ...	 .•	 1;1 _.x .:	 ._C'!Q+	 ..	 ..eta.	 ..	 ..	 .-,^.	 -.	 .... ... __ ... ,..	 _	 -..,z
TABLE XVII (Continued)
757 6.0 LOW PRESSURE HIGH PRESSURE
C
L'PPCMACHINERY VARIAELES OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL
MAIN	 BCOST
b PUMP INLET FLOWRATE lLB/SEC) 664.26 110.71 805.43	 69.09 110.71
F0 POMP	 1NLET PPESSURE (PSIA) 100.CO 30.00 333.46	 3388.63 1t4.56
µ
PUMP INLET TEMPERATU R E (DEG.	 R) 164.00 37.00 168.26	 182.69 38.97
i PUMP INLET UENSITY (LB/FT3) 70.9380 4.4075 70.4567	 71.C669 4.40C1
F ^ ^
fy PUMP CISCHARG r FLOWRATF (LB/SEC) &05.52 110.'1 £20.94	 53.	 6 110.71
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 366.05 196.18 3496.3e	 5745.54 4602.76
PUP:P DISCHARGE TEMPERATU R E (DEG.	 R) 166.26 38.97 182.69	 198.20 80.22
E' ►~, PUMP DISCHARGE DENSITY (LB/FT3) 70.4567 4.4168 71.0669	 70.6153 4.6587
PUMP TIP'S p EED (FT/SEC) 227.56 665.04 708.99	 523.99 1525.20
PUMP HF-AD RISE (FT) 540.1 5377.0 6464.4	 4775.7 130678.1
r" PUMP VCLU^METSIC FLOW-INLET (GPM) 4203.0 11274.4 5130.°	 33E.4 1127'2.3
PUMP HEAD CCEFFICIENT-PSI 0.3355' 0.3912 0.4138	 0.5596 1.604
PUMP FLOW COEFFICIENT-PHI 0.1796 0.2052 0.1183	 0.0.538 0.1550
PUMP HCRSFPOWER (BHP) 942.3 1470.1 1227.6.9	 746.5 375D68.6
4' EFFICILNCY 0.6922 0.7363 ;0.7711
	
0.6232 0.7501
PUMP SPFFD (RPM) 4457.58 12701.30 24508.06 29373.93 
TURBINE FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 141.2~ 21.78 39.91 99.21
TURFINF INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 3389699 3075.99 3523.65 3544.92
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 162.69 590.12 1204.60 1426.6G
71JR61NE DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 366.18 2650.04 2473.17 2485.06
a TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (DEG R) 12.2.03 579.04 IIES.29 1317.10
ij
TUR?INE TIP SPFED 	 -(FT /SEC') 116.70 410.11 107809 1306.03
TURBINE SPCUTING VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 256.34 2161.83 4034.40 4006.21
TURB PIE 1SENTROPIC VELCCITY RATIO 0.4553 0.1880 0.2674 0.3260
TURBINE'' PRESSURE RATIO'- TOTAL/TOTAL 1.1607 1.4490 1.4265
TURBINETORQUE (FT-LB) 1110.26 607.88 2790.94 6270.37
TUR BINE HCRSEPOWER' (BHP) 942.3 1470.1 13023.5 3506h.9 ?-o r
` TURBINE FFFICTENCY 0.5989 0.5019 0.7095 0.7795






	 ...... ._........ ...	 ,.. ..
751% 6.'0 FUEL PREBURNER
E°UPNER VARIAELE'S OXIDIZER	 FUEL
INLET FLOWRATE'`(INCLUDING IGNITERI, (LB/SEC) 34.14	 60.0'7
INLET PRESSUPE IPSIA) 3874.95	 3983.06
INLFT TFMPERATURE (UEG R) 198.20	 L94.05
INJECTOR FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 38.67	 159.20`
INJECTOR INLET PRESSURE (PS1A) 3663975	 .3962.41
INJECTOQ PRESSURE DROP (PSI) 309.59	 408.25
INJFCTCR END PRESSURE 1PSIA) 3554.16
GAS MIXTURE RATIO (0/F )_ - 0.6515
GAS FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 9c4.21




















F'LOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE ( PSIA) TEMPERATURE(DEG R)
IN INJECTCR 'VARIABLES (LP,/SEC)- (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE INLET DISCHARGE
OPIFICE-OXIDIZER 60.8.20 540.28 2766.05 2225.77 182.69 le2.69
CRI`FICF -HOT GAS 144.14 211.50 2437.27 2225.77 1242.72 1242.72
HCT CAS MIXTURE RATIO
	 0.5909
PQIMARY(LCWER)FACEPLATE-FUEL 4.98 298.02 2523.79 2225.77 579.44 735.93
 En
.P SECC`!'GARY(UPPEP..)FACEPLATE-FUEL 2.51 86.52 2523.79 2437.27 579.44 6"37.73
6AFFLES-FUEL 13.37 348.29 2523.79 2175.50 575.44 775.31
ACOUSTIC CAV ITY 0.30 298902 2523.79 2225.77 579.44 579.44N
LLINC CIRCUIT VAI^IABLFS
M AIN COMEUSTION CHAMBER 21.78 IC40.77 4312.71 '3271.94 80.22 590.12
MAIN CHAMBER. NOZZLE 39.27 168.53, 4299.13 4130959 80.22 536.20
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TU D SINE	 - 1.51 2117.76 4602.76 2465.06 80.22 1;0.52
CXILIZER PRE5URNER CASE 1.06 1444.70 3917.87 2473.17 294.05 294.05
OXIDIZER-T(IRSINF 	 F,`O S E ARING, 3.93 3055.17 338E.63 333.46 182.69 1E2.69
PREFURNFR PUMP R EARING 11.58 5412.08 5745.54- 333.46 19b.20 198.20
PCT GAS MANIFOLD - FUEL SICE 12.26 43.72 2567.51 25.23.79 579.04 579.06
HOT GAS MANIFCLD - OXIDIZER S'IOF 8.96 21.38 2545.17 .2523.79 579.04 579.94
:K P O EM'<IIATICN SYSTEM VARIABLES
HEAT F XCHANGF4 HOT GAS 40.84 26.25 2466.52 2440.27 1153.63 1151.27
PEAT EXCHANGER OXIDIZER INLET DUCT 1.L6 40908 3393.53 3353.45 182.69 162.69
P R IMACY t+(;ATING COIL 1.32 788.15 33,53.45 2565.30 162.69 1124.24
BYPASS DUCT 0.55 788.15 3353.45 2565.30 182.69 162.69
'-XIGI'IE4	 TANK PRESSURIZATION DUCT 1.eE 18.53 2565.30 2.548.37 775.59 775.!^9










75% 6. G FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA) TEMP
GSCELLANECUS CCNPCNFNTS (L6/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE (DE G R)
^'dd OXIDIZER
b LOW PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 805.52 32.59 - 366.05 333.46 16c.26 
LOW PRESSURE TURBINF'INLET DUCT 141.24 106.38 3496.310 3359.99 1E2.69
Q HICK. PRESSURE MAIN PUMP DISCH DUCT-SECT 1 679.70 91.01 3496.35 3405.37 182.69 ---
HIGH PRESSURE MAIN DUMP DISCH DUCT-SECT 2 6.8.73 32.33 3405.37 3373.04 112.69
k	 1D r -HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 1 70997 11.6 3405.37 3393.53 182.1,9
"
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PLI14P INLET DUCT-SECTION 2 69.09 4.9 3393.53 3388.63 le2.69
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 53.58 1.89 5745.54 5743.65 156.20
tIXiDIZE- PRFBURN R INLET DUCT 14.,44 1F.8o 5743.6: 5724.F4 19e.20
r/] 'OXIDIZER PREBURNER DOME 13.97- 6.91 3921.5+ 3 3915.02 198.23
FUFL PR0URNFR INLET DUCT 39.14 6.48 5743.65 5737.17 198.20
FUEL PREBUkNEK DCME 36.66 11.20 3874.95 3663.75 19P.20
THRUST CHAMBER DOME 608.20 288.36 3054.41 2766.05 182.69
FUEL
F ' LOW PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 110.71 31.62 196.18 264.56 3L.97
can LOW PRESSURE TURBINE INLET DUCT 21.78 121.79 3197.76 3075.99 500.12
to LOW PRESSURE TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT ,21.22' 60.76 2650.04 2569.28 579.04
^'-^ HOT GAS MANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT-FUEL SIDE 12.26 21.77 2569.28 2567.51 579.04f'f	 p.tn
	
.^C: HOT GAS MANIFOLD C'COLANT DUCT-OXIDIZER SIDE 8.96 44.11' 2589.28 2545.17 579.04
t° HIGH PPESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 109.20 49.09 4602.76 4553.67 EO.22
{	 N MAIN' FUEL VALVE DISCHARGE DUCT 61.04 32.33 43b5.76 4352.83 830.22
CHAMBER COOLING JACKET	 INLET DUCT 21.78 40.13 4352.83 4312.71 60.22
CHAMBER COOLING JACKET DISCHARGE MANIFOLD 21.78 74.16 3271.54 3197.78 590.12
FIXED NOZZLE COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 39.27. 53.70 4352.e3 4299.13 60.22
I COOLANT CCNTPOL;VALVE INLET DUCT 47.33 35.E4 4285.76 4349.92 80.22
t COOLANT CCNTKCL VALVE DISCHDUCT E MIXER 47.33 62.56 4094.47 4031.92 EO.22
FIXED NOZZLE COOLING JACKET DISCH DUCT L MIRE 39.27 98.68 4130.59 4031.92 536.20
PRfRURNE V SUPPLY DUCT 86.60 24.17 4031.92 4007.74 25=+.05
i FUEL PRE3lgNER INLET DUCT 60.07 25.30 4008.36 3083.06 294.05
OXIDIZER P D [BURNER INLET DUCT 26.53 75.67 4008.38 3032.70 294.05
FUEL PREFURNER INLET MANIFOLD 59.20 20.65 3983.06 3962.41 294-.05
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TABLE XVII (Concluded)
75% 6.0 FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA) TEMP
ISCELLANFOUS-COMPCNFNTS (Lb/StC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE (DEG R)
HOT GAS
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE INLET DUCT 99.21 9.24 3554 . 16 3544.92 1426.60
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET DUCT 39.41 11.72 3595.36 3583.65 1284.60
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE TURNAROUND DUCT 100.73 12.70 2485.06 2472.36 1304.35 ?
HIGH PRESSURE CYIGIZER TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT 	 40.84 6.65 2473.17 2466.52 1153.63
' HOT GAS MANIFOLD-FUEL SIDE 100.73 32.015 2472.36 2440.31 1304.35
HOT GAS MANIFOLD-OXIDIZER SIDE 40.84 26.,25 2466.52 2440. 7 1153.63
MAIN INJECTOR POSTS-FUEL SIDE 100.73 3.04 2440.31 2437.27 1304.35
MAIN INJECTOR POSTS-OXIDIZER SIDE 40984' 3.00 2440.27 _2437.27 1153.63
;NITER SYSTEM'
MAIN CHAMBER
OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.29 436.66 3373.04 2936.38 1E2.69
OXIDIZER BYPASS BUC7 0.24 118.03 3054.41 2936.3b 182.69
OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.54 710.61 2936.38 2225.77 182.69
s FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 0.81 2159.99 4553.67 2225.77 80.22
s MIXTURE RATIO - O/F 0.66
OXIDIZER PREBURNF_R
OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.47 1505.66 5724.54 3919.18 198.20
'J00 OXIDIZER BYPASS DUCT -0.01 0.02 3919.17 3519.18 158.20
p. OXIDIZFR	 IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.4b 323.E2 3919.18 3595.36 198.20
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 0.96 337.34 3932.70 3595.36 294.05N MIXTURE RATIO - O/F 0.48
.; FUFL FPFBURNFR
u OXIDIZER PkIMAKY`SUPPLY DUCT 0.48 1869.e2 5737.17 3867.35 198.20
CXIOIZER BYPASS DUCT -0.01 0005 3867.31 3867.35 198.20
OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.47 313.19 •3867.35 3554916 198020
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 0.87 428.90 3983.06 3554.16 294.C5
MIXTURE PATIO - 0/F 0.54
I
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TABLE XXII
RUCKEIDYNE SSME	 (6ct) 6.0
%'Glt,'F VARIAPLFS -	 SYSTEM	 OXIDIZER	 FUEL
THRUST	 (LP,)	 282000.
?ITXTU Q F RATIC - O/F	 6.000n
SPECIFIC I l, PULSE	 ( SEC)	 455*E3
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSU R E	 (PSIA)	 0.0
PltCPELL-E-kjT FLr-WRAT[	 ( LO/SEL)	 620 . 80	 532.11	 e6.69
PPCPELLFNT INLET T • MPVRATURt	 (DEG. R)	 164.00	 37.00
P P OPFLL P NT INLET PRESSUPE	 ( PSIA)	 loo.co	 10.00
PRCPFLLENT INLET DFNSITY	 (Lb/FT3)	 70.94	 4.41
PRESSUR12ATION FLOVIRATE	 (LB/SEC)	 1.68	 0.44
PRESSURIZATION P RESSURE	 (PSIA)	 2310.39	 2039.66
P RESSURIZATION TFMPLRATURE 	 (DEG;. P)	 764.19	 611*47
OVERBOARD LICUID FLOWRATE	 (LB/SEC)	 0.07	 000
OVERSCARD GAS FLCWRATE	 (LB/SEC)	 0.11
mRUST CHAMBE R VAPIABLFS
co	 THPItST	 ( LB)	 282000*
MIXTUPE RATin - V/F	 600157




IGNITER FLOWRATE	 ( LB/SEC)	 1.23	 0*46
	
0977
NOZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE	 (PSIA)	 1778.46
!NJECTCR END PRFSSURE (STATIC)	 (PSTA)	 1783*71
THRUST COEFFICIENT	 1.9201
C4ARACIERISTIC VEL3CITY	 (FT/SEC)	 7640.39
GEOMETRIC THROAT ARFA	 (IN2)	 83.41
AERODYNAMIC THROAT AREA
	 ( IN2)	 82.58
GEOMETRIC AREA RATIO	 (AE/AT)	 77.50
	
FLOWRATE DELTA P	 PRESSURE(PSIA)
	
TEMP
3NTOOL VALVE VARIABLES	 (LB/SEC)	 (psi)	 INLET	 DISCHARGE (DEGR)
CXIDIZER PREBURNER OXIDIZER VALVF	 R=1126.30•	 10.98	 1932.68
	
4955.29	 3022.61	 19•019
FUEL P O EBURNER OXIDIZER VALVE	 R= 164.46	 29.28	 2005.31	 4963.44	 2953.13	 196.19
^HEDULED VALVF VARIABLES
MAIN CXIDIZER VALVE	 K=0.20000	 488 .75 	 674o06
	 2954 * 13	 2320.07	 181.54
MAIN FU E L VALVF	 R= 0.24600	 t!6.47	 385.04	 3941.98	 3556.94	 77.03
COOLANT CONTROL VALVE	 R= 2.23000	 28.00	 374.10	 3544.00	 3169.89	 77.03
	 4c
w.
TABLE XXII (Continued) _ Z 44
6CT
	 6.0 LOW PRES'SUR° HIGH PRESSURE
a
'BOMACHINERY VARIABLES OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL
-MAIN
	 BCOST---
PUMP INLET FL'C'WRATE (LB/SEC1 532.11 88.69 663.09	 55.60 68.69
PUMP INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 100.00 30.GC 336.27	 3004.14 168.68
PUMP INLET TFMPERATURE (DEG. R) 164.00 37.00, 16$945	 181.54 39.CO r
PUMP INLET DENSITY (LB/FT3) 70.9380 49406^ 70.4149
	 70.6750 4.4043
PUMP''DISCHARSE FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 663.16 A8.69 677.44	 41.24 8?.69
PUM R' DISC4fRGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 358.37 18e.176 3074.03	 4966.33 3973.86
PUMP DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE- (DEC.	 R) 168.45 39.00 181.54	 196019 77.03
f
-PUMP DISCHARGE DENSITI• (LB/FT3) 70.4149 4.4163 70.8750	 70.3044 4.7733
PUMP TIP 'SPEED (FT/SEC) 215.56 624.48 645.25	 476.91 1383.13
PUMP HC AD RISC (FT) 524.5 5143.7 5598.8	 3990.7 113163.8
PUMP VCLUMETRIC FLOW-INLET (GPM) 3366.7 9031.0 4226.5
	 26.1.2 9026.9
PUMP HEAD COEFFICIENT-PSI 0.3632 0.4244 0.4326	 0.5645 1.9032
PUMP FLOW COEFFICIENT-PHI 001516 0.1751 0.1071	 O.C457 0.136e
PUMP HCR'SE PCWER (BHP) 761.7 1153.0 8941.4	 518.1 24910.4
PUMP EFFICIENCY 0.6662 0.7194 0.7549	 0.5776 0.732500	 .9h.
	
PUMP	 SPFFD - (RPM) 4222.51 11926.80 22305.94 26637.88i
TURBINE FLCWRATE L8/SEC) 131 .04 17.56 31.50 77.81
TURBINE INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 2962.20 2472.77 2806.60 2764.69
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG,.	 R) 181.54 622.77 1301.48 1380.96
TURBINE DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 358.50 2138.40 1974994 1983.24
TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (DEG R) IF0092 611.47 1211.68' 1262.E5
TURBINE TIP SPEED (FT/SEC) 110:54 385.10 982.04 1184.38
f TURBINE SPOUTING VFLCCITY (FT/SEC) 239.10 2182.06 3907.11 3836.68TURBINE ISENTRCPIC_VELOCITY RA710 0.4623 0.1765 0.2513 0.3085
TURBINE PRESSUPE RATIO - TCTAL/TOTAL 1.1564 1.4212 1.3940
TURBINE TORQUE (FT-LB) 947.39 507.73 2227.35 4911.73
TURBINE PORSEPOWER (BHP) 761,7 1153.0 9459.7 24911.6
TUR6INII E	 EFFICIENCY 0.5997 0.4682 0.6963 0.7689


















INJECTOR INLET PRESSURE	 (PSIA)
INJECTOR PaLSSURE DROP	 (PSI)
INJECTOR END PRESSURE	 (PSIA)
GAS MIXTURE RATIO	 (C/F)
GAS-FLOWRATF	 (LB/SEC)












































En HOT GAS MIXTURE RATIO	 0.5679
^ PRIMARY(LOWER)FACEPLATE-FUELi1 0. ^	 EPLATE-FUELCUPaER)FAC SECONDARY(UPP.p
co p BAFFLES-FUEL
tOi ACOUSTIC CAVITYN
- CLING CIRCUJIT VARIABLE'S
MAIN COMBUSTION CHAMBER
M AIN CHAMBER NOZZLE
MIGR PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE
OXIDIZER PREBURNER-CASE
OXIDIZER TURBINF FND BEARING
PR ESURNER PUMP C EAR ING
HOT' GAS MANIFOLD - FUEL SIDE
HOT GAS MANIFOLD - OXIDIZER SIDE
.JK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM VARIABLES
HEAT EXCHANGFR HOT GAS
HEAT EXCHANGER OXIDIZER INLET DUCT
PRIMARY HEATING COIL
BYPASS DUCT
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURIZATION DUCT
FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION DUCT
FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSUREQSIA) TEMPERATURE(DEG R)
4L8/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE INLET DISCHARGE
488.66 349.71 2133.42 1.783.71 181.54 _	 181.54
113.76 1, - 163.09 1946.79 1783.71 1222.14 1222.19
4.02 249.68 2033.39 -	 1783.71	 -- 6.12.37 774.57
2.27 86059 2033.39 1946.79 612.37 667.58
10.56 294905 2033.39 1739.33 612.37 819.72
0.25 249.68 2033.39 1783.71 612.37 612.37
17.56 863.32 3498.74 2635.42 77.03 622.77
40.b9 189.74 3465.53 3275.79 77.03 447.18
1.45 1950.62 3973.6 1983.24 77.03 77.37
0.83 1089.14 3064.08 '1974.94 302.66 302966
3.67 2667.57 3004.14 336.27 181.54 1E1.54
10.69 4632.06 4966.33 336.27 196.19 196.19
9.68 36.40 2069.79 2033.39 611.47 611.86
7.21 17.84 2051.22 2033.39 611.47 613.07
32.22 20.58 1969.73 1949.15 1176.94 1174.23
1.6E 32.27 3007.33 2975.05 181.54 151.54
1018 649.55 2975.05 2325.50 181.54 1147.11 c v^c
0.50 649.55 2975.05 2325.50 161.54 151.54 c,S1.68 15.11 2325.50 2310.34 764.19 784.19 5



































60%	 6.0 FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA)
^CELLANEOUSCOMPONENTS (LB/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE
OXIDIZER
LOW PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 663.16 22.10 '358.37 336.27
LOW PRESSURE TURBINE INLET DUCT 131.04 91.83 3074.03 29e2.20
HIGH PRESSUPE MAIN PUMP DISCH DUCT-SECT 1 546.40 58.97 3074.03 3015.06
HIGH PRESSURE MAIN PUMP DISCH DUCT-SECT 2 489.12 20.93 3015.06 2994.13
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 1 57.28 7.73 3015.66 3OC7.33
HIGH PRESSURE BCCST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 2' 55.60 3.18 3007.33 3004.14
HIGH PRFSSURF 60OST PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 41.24 1.13 4968.33 4967.20
OXIDIZER PRE8URNER INLET DUCT 11.47 11.91 4967.20 4955.29
OXIDIZER PREBURNER DOME' 10.98 4.29 3022.61 3018.32
FUEL PRESURNER INLET DUCT 29.77 3.76 4967.20 49t>3.44
FUEL PREBURNER DOME 29.28 6.45 2958.13 2951.67
THRUST CHAMBER GEMS 488.66 186.65 2320.07 2133.42
FUEL
LOW PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 68.69 20.30 188.9E 168.6E
LOW PRESSURE TURBINE INLET DUCT 17.56 101.15 2573.92 2472.77
^
LOW'PRFSSURL TURBINE DISCHARGE DUCT 17.09 50.50 2138.40 2087.90
► HOT GASMANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT-FUEL SIDE 9088 18.11 2087.90 2069.790.
ur
i	 En HOT GAS MANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT-OXIDIZER SIDE 7.21 36.68- 2087.90 2051.22CD HIGH PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 87.23 31.86 3973.86 3941.98
N MAIN FUEL VALVE DISCHARGE DUCT 58.45 30.17 3556.94 3525.65CHAMBER COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 17.56 26.91 3525.65 3498.74
r_ CHAMBER CCOLING-JACKET DISCHARGE MANIFOLD 17.56 61.50 2635.42 2573.92
FIXED NGZZLE COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 40.89 60.12 3525.65 -3465.53
COOLANT CONTROL VALVE INLET DUCT 28.00 12.94 • 3556.94 3544.00
COOLANT CONTROL VALVE DISCH DUCT E MIXER 28.00 le.45 3169.89 3151 .44
FIXED NUZZLE COOLING J A CKET DISCH DUCT E MIXE 40.89 124.35 3275.79 3151.44
PR=BURNFR SUPPLY DUCT 68.90 18.97 3151.44 3132.46
FUEL PREBURNER INLET DUCT 48.04 20.07 3133.49 3113.42
OXIDIZER PREBURNER INLET DUCT 20.86 58.03 3133.49' 3075.46
FUEL PRFBURNER INLET MANIFOLD 47.35 16.35 3113.42 3097.03
t












HIGH PRFSSURE FUEL TURBINE INLET DUCT
	 77.81
	 7.12	 - 2771.80
	 2764.69	 1380.95	 1
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET DUCT
	 31.50	 9.27	 2816.07	 2806.80
	 1301.48
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE TURNAROUND DUCT
	 79.25
	 9.69	 19E3.24	 1973.56	 1264.90
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER IURbINE DISCHARGE DUCT
	 32.22








MGT GAS MANIFOLD-OXIDIZER SIDE
	 32.22	 20.58	 1969.73	 .1949:15	 1176.94
MAIN INJECTOR •POSTS-FUEL SIDE
	 79.28	 2.32	 1949.11
	 1946.79	 1264.90
MAIN INJECTOR 'PCSTS-OXIDIZER SIDE















	 520.42	 2304.11	 1783971	 161.54
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT
	 0.77	 1773.24	 3942.98	 1783.71
	 77.03
Cn MIXTURE PATIO - 0/ F 	 0.60
s
Cn nXLDIZER oREtiURNER
i	 Ul oo	 OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY' DUCT
	 0,.49	 1928.90	 4955.29	 3026.4E
	 196.19
.A
`J u'	 OXIDIZER BYPASS DUCT
	
-0.11	 5.50	 3020.89	 3026.40	 196.19
OXIDIZER, IGNITOR CIRCUIT
	 0.37	 210.32	 3026.40	 2816.07	 196.19
N	 FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT	 0.76	 259.38	 3075.46	 2816.0?	 302.66	 j
MIXTURE RATIO - 0/F	 0.49
FUEL PREBURNFR
CXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT











F11FL SUPPLY CIRCUIT	 0.69	 341.61	 3113.42	 2771.80	 302.66













	 (50%) MP-L 6.0




MIXTURE !P ATIO - O./F 6.0000
SPFCIFIC IMPULSE. ( SEC) 455.57
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE (PSIA) 000
PPOPF.LLENT FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 517.77 4430E0 73.97
PROPFLLFNT INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 164.00 37.00
PROPELLENT INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 100.00 30.00
PROPELLENT INLET DENSITY (LB/FT3) TO 94 4.41
;. PRESSURIZATION FLOWRATE ,! (LB/SEC?__ 1.53 0.38
P R ESSURIZATION PRESSURE (PSIA) 2214.59 1711.88
-PRFSSURIZATION TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 830.49 637.97
OVERBOARD LIQUID FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 0.06 000
OVERBOARD GAS FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 0009
HRUST CHAMBER, VARIABLES
cn
oo THRUST. (LB) 235000.1.-
w cn MIXTUQE RATIO - O/F 6.0150N SPECIFIC -IMPULSE (LB/SEC) 455.70
'N TOTAL FL WRATE (LB/SEC) 515.69 442.18 73.51
IGNITER'FLOWRATF (LB/SEC) 1.13 0.39 0.74
NOZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE (PSIA) 1480.91
INJECTOR END PRESSURE ( S,TATIC) ( PSIA) 1487.57
THRUST-COEFFICIENT 10'9215
CHARACTERISTIC VFLOCITY (FT/SEC) 7630.20
GFOHETRIC THROAT AREA (IN2) 33.41
AERODYNAMIC TNPCAT AREA (IN2) 82.58
GEOMETRIC ARFA RATIII ( AE/AT) 77.50
FLOWRATE
	
DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA)	 TEMP
NTROL VALVE VARIAbLE5 (L$/SEC)	 (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE	 (DEER)










MAIN nX'IDIZER VALVE R= 0.40006 407.63
	
940.86 2802091 1862.06	 181.74
MAIN FUEL VALVE R= 0.50000 71.82	 550.17 8548080 2998.63	 76.30
G












'APL 6.0 LOW PRESSURE NIGH PRESSURE
JRBOMACHINFRY VARIABLES OXIDIZER FUEL OXIDIZER FUEL }
- MAIN	 BOOST
PUMP -INLET FLOWRATF (LB/SEC) 443.80 73.97 -	 568.95	 47.84 73.97
PUMP INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 100.00 30.00 341.64	 2809.40 174.01
PUMP INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. 'R)	 -- 164.00 37.00 1:68.95	 181.74 39.15
PUMP INLET DENSITY ("LB/FT3) 70.9380 4.407,6 70.3266	 70.6531 4.4031
PUMP DISCHARGE FLONRATE (LB/SFC) 569.01 73.97 582.64	 34.15 73.97
PUMP DISCHARGE PRESSURE (PSIA) 357.94 188.15 2858.99	 4556.95 3571.27
PUMP DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 168.95 39.15 161.74	 196.30 76.30
PUMP DISCHARGE DENSITY (LB/FT3) 70.3266 4.4115 70.6531	 69.9471 4.6846
PUMP TIP SPEED (FT/SEC) 210.88 1606.79 609.01	 450.10 1287.60
PUMP HEAD RISE (FT)- 523.6 '5116*7 5154.5	 3561.7 101812.7
PUMP •VOLUMETRIC FLOW'-INLET (GPM) 2808.0 7532.1 ,3631.0	 216.9 7533.5
PUMP HEAD COEFFICIENT-PSI 0.3788 0.4471 0.4471	 0.5657 2.9752
PUMP FLOW COEFFIC-IENT-PHI -0.1294 _	 0.1503 0.0975	 0.0402 0.1227
PUMP HORSFPO'WER (BHP) 673.2 99.2.4 7267.4	 410.1: 19400.9
00 PUMP EFFICIENCY 0.6276 0.6934 !;0.7337	 0.5392 0.7058
PUMP SPEED (RPM) 4130983 11588.89 21051.95 24801.93
c0
rt.^ TURBINE FLONRATE ( LB/SEC) 125 .20 14.91 26 . 12 64.25
TURBINE, I NLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 2774.89 2085 . 64 2327.75 2276.17
TURBINE INLET TEMPERATURE (DEG. R) 181.74 649.78 1382.40 1371.70
TURBINE DISCHARGE PRESSURE ( PSIA) 358.05 1802 .54 1647.28 1653.28
? TURBINE DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (DEG R) 181.09 637.97 1292.30 1279.50
TURBINE TIP SPEED (FT/SEC) 108.14 374.19 926.83 1202.75
TURBINE SPOUTING VELOCITY (FT/SEC) 229.84 2220.68 3904.13 3753491
TURBINE ISENTROPIC VELOCITY RATIO 0.4705 0.1685 0.2374 0.2936
i' TURBINE PRESSURE RATIO - TOTAL/TOTAL 1.1571 1.4131 1.3768 +
TURBINE TORQUE (FT-LB) 855.98 449.75 1915.43 4108.59
TURBINE HORSEPOWER (BHP) 673.2 992.4 7677.6 19401.9
{ 'TURBINE EFFICIENCY 0.6004 0.4778 0.6824 097584







MPL 6 *0 FUEL PREBURNER
RERURNER VARIABLES OXIDIZER	 FUEL
INLET FLOWRATE (INCLUDING IGNITER) (LB/SEC) 24.23
	
40e02
INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 2405.93
	 2571.95
INLET.'TEMPERATURE (DEG'R) 196.30	 316.52
INJECTCR FLCWRATE (LB/SEC) 23.92	 39.44
INJECTOR INLET PRESSURE (PSIA) 2401.67	 255E.07
INJECTOR PRESSURE DROP (PSI) 119*64	 1 276*04
INJECTOR END PRESSURE (PSIA) 2282*03
GAS MIXTURE RATIO (O/F) 0'46056
GAS FLOWRATE (LB/SEC) 64.25







2487 * 38	 2533.54





FLOWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA) TEMPERATUREWEG R)
AIN INJECTOR VARIABLES (LB/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE INLET DISCHARGE
ORIFICE-OXIDIZER 407.67 244.17 1731.74 1487.57 181.74 181.74
CRIFICE-HOT GAS 94.43• 135*77 1623.35 107.57 1237.44 1237.44
HOT GAS MIXTURE RATIO	 0.5658
cn PRIMARY(LOWER)FACEPLATE-FUEL 3*42 222.47 1710 * 04 1487.57 639.52 804*32
En SECONDARY(UPPER)FACEPLATE-FUEL 2*05 86.69 1710,04 1623 * 35 639-82 692.610. BAFFLES-FUEL 8o83 261s71 1710.04 1448.33 639.62 854.08Ln tn
ACCUSTIC CAVITY 0.21 222.47 1710.04 1487.57 639.82 639.82
OGLING CIRCUIT VARIABLES
MAIN COMBUSTION CHAMBER 14*91 724*52 2952 * 67 2228.15 76.30 649.78
MAIN CHAMBER NOZZLE 38.22 190.03 2918 *43 2728.40 76*30 428.34
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE 1.41 1517.94 3571o27 1653.28 76.30 76.69
OXIDIZER PREBURNER CASE 0968 886.26 2533 *54 1647 * 28 316.52 316.52
OXIDIZER TURBINE END BEARING 3.52 2467075 -2809.40 341,64 181e74 lE1*74
PRESURNER. PUMP BEARING 10*17 4215.30 4556.95 341.64 196*30 1196*30
HOT GAS MANIFOLD - FUEL SIDE 8938 32o10 1742o14 1710,04 637*97 1539*03
140T GAS MANIFOLD - OXIDIZER SIDE 6.12 15.73 1725.77 1710.04 637.97 640.89
INK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM VARIABLES
HEAT EXCHANGER HOT GAS 26.71 17e50 1642085 1625.35 1254*70 1251.46
HEAT EXCHANGER. OXIDIZER INLET DUCT 1953 26*79 2811.76 2784 * 97 181*74 Ibl.74
PRIMARY HEATING COIL 1906 556.51 2784,.97 2228.46 181974 1223.82
BYPASS DUCT 0.47 356.5• 2784*97 2228 * 46 181.74 181o74
OXIDIZER TANK PRESSURIZATION DUCT 1953 13*86 2228.46 2214.59 830.49 830.49
FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATICN DUCT 0.3e 90.66 1802.54 1711988 637-97 637.97
c
- e
cr -• 	 MPL
	
6.0 FLCWRATE DELTA P PRESSURE(PSIA TEMP
MISCELLANEOUS CCMPONFNTS (LB/SECT (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE (DEG R)
OXIDIZER
L"' 14 PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 569.01 16.29 -357.94 341.64 168.95 a
0 LCW PRFSSURE TUREINE INLET DUCT 125.20 64.09 2858.99 2774.89 181.74
HIGH o =ESSURE MAIN PUMP DISCH CULT-SECT 1 457.43 41.46 2858.99 2617.52 181.74
"b u,	 PUMP DZSCH DUCT-SECT 2 408.06 14'.61 2817.52 2S02.91 181.74
Zy HIGH P?FS SURE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 1 49.37 51.76 2.617.52 2811.76 1E1.74
HIGH PRESSURE BOOST PUMP INLET DUCT-SECTION 2 47.64 2.36 2811.76 2809.40 181.74
HIGH . PRESSURE BOOST PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 34.15 0.78 4556.95 4556.17 196.30
OXIDIZER PRE5UR`FR INLFT DUCT 9992 8.95 4556.17 4547.22 196.30
OXIDIZER PREBURNER DOME 9.42 3.17 2490.55 2487.38 196.30
FUEL PREBUD NER INLET DUCT 24.23 2.51 4556.17 4553.66 196.=0
h FUEL PRESURNEP DOME 23672 4.26 2405.93 2401.67 15.6.30
^O T-RUST CHAMBER DOME 407.67 130.32 1262.06 173.1.74 181.74
FUEL
LOW-PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 73.97 14.14 1E-8.15 174.01 39.15
LOW PRESSURE TUR6INE INLET DUCT 14.91 88.68 2174.32 2055.64 649.78
LCW DRESSURF TURBINE' DISCHARGE DUCT 14.51 44.45 1802.54 1758.10 637.97
cn HOT GAS MANIFOLD COOLANT DUCT-FUEL SIDE 8.38 15.96 1758.10 1742.14 637.97
00in	 in GAS MANIFOLD CCOLANT DUCT-OXIDIZER SIDE 6.12 32.32 1758.10 1725.77 637.97
En	 4h- HIGH PRESSURE PUMP DISCHARGE DUCT 72.55 22.47 3571.27 3548.E0 76.30
^o
MAIN FUEL VALVE DISCHARGE DUCT 53.13 25.41 2998.63 2972.73 76.30
CHAMBER COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 14.91 20.06 2972.73 2952.67 76.30
CHAMBER COOLING JACKET DISCHARGE 'MANIFOLD 14.91 53.82 2228.15 2174.32 649.73
FIXED NGZZLE COOLING JACKET INLET DUCT 38.22 54.30 2972.73 2918.43 76.30
CCCLANT CONTROL VALVE INLET DUCT 18.67 5.95• 2998.63 2992.6e 76.30
COOLANT CCNTROL VALVE DISC.'S DUCT G MIXER 18.67 2.B3 2607.08 2604.26 76.30
FIXED NUZZLE COOLING JACKET DI"'H DUCT C MIXE 38.22 124.14 2728.40 2604.26 428.34
PREBURNER SUPPLY DUCT 56.90 15.75 2604.26 2588.50 316.52
FUEL PREBURNER INLET DUCT 40.02 16.98 25E8.93 2572.95 316.52
OXIDIZER PREBURNER INLET DUCT 16.88 46.32 2588.94 2542.62 316.52
FUEL,PREBtIRNER	 INLET MANIFOLD 39.44 13.88 2571.95 25588.07 316.52








MPL 6.0 FLOWRATE DELTA P PRFSSURE(PSIA) TEMP
SCELLANECUS COMPONENTS (L6/SEC) (PSI) INLET DISCHARGE (DEG R)
HOT GAS:
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE INLET DUCT 64.25 5.86 "2282.03 2276.17 1371.70
HIGH PRFSSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET DUCT 26.12 7.88 2335.63 2327.75 1'282.40
HIGH PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE TURNAROUND DUCT 65.67 7.95 1653.23 1645.33 1255.68
HIGH PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE DISCHARGE LUCT 26.71 4.43 1647.28 1642.85 1254.70
HOT GAS MANIFULD-FUEL SIDE 65.67 20.07 1645.33 1625.25 1255.68
HOT GAS MANIFOLD-OXIDIZER SIDE 26.71 17.50 1642.85 1625.35 1254.70
MAIN INJECTOR POSTS-FUEL SIDE 65.67 1190 1625.25 1623.35 1255.68
MAIN I'NJECTCR,POSTS-CXIDIZER SIDE 26.71 2.00 1625.35 1623.35 1254.70
.NITER SYSTEM
MAIN CHAMbFR
OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.43 937.58 2802 . 91 1865 .33 161.74
OXIDTZFR BYPASSDUCT -0.04 3.27 1862.06 1865.33 181.74
OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.39 377.75 x:65.33 1~87.57 181.74
FUFL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 0.74 1511.05 3548.80 1487.57 76.30
P MIXTURE RATIC - Of F_	 0.53
f	 Cn OXIDIZER PREBURNER
OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.50 2045.52 4547.22 2501.70 196.30
w OXIDIZER. BYPASS DUCT -0.17 12.41 2489.28 250 1 v-0 196.30
rn p OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.33 166.07 2501.70 2335.63 196.30
FUEL SUPPLY CIR,CUITt 0961 206.99 2542962 2335.,63 316.52
N MIXTURE RATIO - 0/F	 0.54
FUEL PRERURNER
OXIDIZER PRIMARY SUPPLY DUCT 0.51 2133+76 4553.66 2419.90 196.30
OXIGIZFR BYPASS DUCT
-0.20 16.88 2403.02 2419.90 196.30
OXIDIZER IGNITOR CIRCUIT 0.31 137.87 2419.9Q 2282. 03 196.30
FUEL SUPPLY CIRCUIT 0058 289 .91 2571.95 2282.03 316.52
MIXTURE RATIO - n/F	 0.54
N DATE 06/19/73	 DATA READ	 0.0033
	 BALANCE	 6.1567	 HEATER	 17.9967	 TOTAL 18.2867
f
bw to b
r^
w
f,
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